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Abstract
Many studies of natural landscape preference have demonstrated that qualities such
as ‘complexity’ and ‘naturalness’ are associated with preference, but have struggled to
define the key characteristics of these qualities. Recently, the development of software
programs and digital techniques has offered researchers new ways of quantifying the
landscape qualities associated with preference. Among them fractal geometry offers
the most promising approach.
Fractals have been defined as mathematical models of organic objects and patterns
as opposed to the straight lines and perfect circles of Euclidean geometry found in
man-made environments. Fractal patterns are mainly characterized by their dimension,
which could be described as a statistical quantification of complexity. By applying this
mathematical concept to digital images, several studies claim to have found a correlation
between the fractal dimensions of a set of images and the images’ preference ratings.
Such studies have particularly focussed on demonstrating support for the hypothesis
that patterns with a fractal dimension of around 1.3 induce better responses than
others.
However, much of this research so far has been carried out on abstract or computergenerated images. Furthermore, the most commonly used method of fractal analysis,
the box-counting method, has many limitations in its application to digital images
which are rarely addressed. The aim of this thesis is to explore empirically the suggestion that landscape preference could be influenced by the fractal characteristics of
landscape photographs.
The first part of this study was dedicated to establishing the robustness and validity of the box-counting method, and apply it to landscape images. One of the main
limitations of the box-counting method is its need for image pre-processing as it can
only be applied to binary (black and white) images. Therefore, to develop a more reliable method for fractal analysis of landscapes, it was necessary to compare different
methods of image segmentation, i.e the reduction of greyscale photographs into binary
images. Each method extracted a different structure from the original photograph:
the silhouette outline, the extracted edges, and three different thresholds of greyscale.
The results revealed that each structure characterized a different aspect of the landscape: the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline could quantify the height of the
vegetation, while the fractal dimension of the extracted edges characterized complexity.
The second part of the study focused on collecting preference ratings for the landscape images previously analysed, using an online survey disseminated in France and
the UK. It was found that different groups of participants reacted differently to the fractal dimensions, and that some of those groups were significantly influenced by those
characteristics while others were not. Unexpectedly, the variable most correlated with
preference was the fractal dimension of the image’s extracted edges, although this variable’s predictive power was relatively low.
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The study concludes by summarising the issues involved in estimating the fractal
dimensions of landscapes in relation to human response. The research offers a set of
reliable and tested methods for extracting fractal dimensions for any given image. Using
such methods, it produces results which challenge previous hypotheses and findings
in relation to fractal dimensions that predict human preference, identifying gaps in
understanding and promising future areas of research.
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Introduction
When considering landscape preference – i.e. where people want to go or where they
like to live close to - the existence of a universal trend has often been proposed. Indeed,
many theoretical models devised over the years have explained landscape preference as
an evolutionary process, something we inherited from our common ancestors.1
Studies that subscribe to this paradigm often then focus on teasing out the physical elements or features of the environment that can elicit universal preference. This
approach has obvious advantages, such as helping designers and planners to provide
settings that anyone and everyone can enjoy.
Though they tend to focus primarily on the qualitative description of preferred
scenes and attributes, landscape preference studies have now turned their attention
towards more quantitative methods. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, as landscape researchers attempt to influence decision makers and use their outputs to inform
policy, they need to display convincing arguments and strong evidences. Quantitative
methods have the reputation of being more robust and reliable, as well as more generalisable and therefore more appropriate to effect change for the population’s benefit.
Secondly, the information revolution democratized technology to the point that new,
innovative softwares have been created to investigate our perception of the environment.
Tools such as mobile EEG headsets or eye-trackers made their appearance and allowed
researchers to try out new theoretical models and explore new territories.
A specific tool which has caught the attention of landscape researchers, particularly
those interested in preference, is fractal analysis. First defined in the 1980s, by French
mathematician Benoı̂t B. Mandelbrot, fractal geometry was conceived as the mathematical model of natural forms. It allows the detailed description of patterns such
as coastlines, rivers or trees using numerical parameters. Its core concept, the fractal
dimension,2 is related to complexity.
Not long after its discovery, fractal geometry was studied for its aesthetic value.
1

The most prominent preference models are presented in section 1.3, p. 14, but consider for example
Kellert and Wilson (1993) or Ulrich et al. (1991).
2
See section 2.3, p. 42.
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Indeed, it was found that people tend to prefer fractal patterns over non-fractal ones.3
Specifically, a mid-range value of the fractal dimension was recognized to be preferred
overall and to correlate with physiological measures consistent with stress reduction.4
However, most empirical studies approach the question from a purely aesthetic
perspective, in a digital context and it is therefore unclear whether their results extend
to the perception of our environment. Therefore, at the time of writing, only a few
empirical studies on the effect of fractal dimension on landscape preference have been
published.
Furthermore, and as could be expected from the integration of a complex mathematical concept within social sciences such as environmental psychology, there are many
methodological issues with the fractal analysis of digital images that are overlooked by
non-specialist studies. Specifically, the method of fractal analysis most popular across
landscape and architecture studies, the box-counting method5 has many theoretical
and practical limitations that are rarely discussed outside mathematics. As a result,
the evidence presented in the literature to support the importance of a certain fractal
dimension to elicit preference still requires careful examination.
This thesis is an empirical exploration of the potential of fractal analysis for landscape preference research and practice. It offers elements of response to two main
research questions : “What is the fractal dimension of a landscape?” and “Is it correlated with preference?”. It considers that, in order to be useful, the method needs to
be able to predict preference in a reliable way. Therefore, I investigated the robustness
and validity of the box-counting method first, before applying it to a set of landscape
images. In a second part of the experiment, I conducted an online survey in the UK
and in France, to collect preference ratings for the images. Finally, I examined the
scores in relation to the fractal dimension values previously estimated.

Structure of the thesis
Literature review
Chapter 1: Landscape preference and perception This chapter defines the
scope of the study by laying out the principal paradigms and theories of landscape
perception and preference research.
Chapter 2: Elements of fractal geometry In this chapter, some elements of
fractal geometry are presented in relation to their ability to describe natural patterns.
3

The theoretical and empirical evidence for this is presented in section 3.2, p. 58.
See section 3.4.1, p. 70 and Taylor (2006).
5
The box-counting method is presented in section 2.4.1, p. 48; and its application critiqued in
section 4.2, p. 78.
4

3
Specifically, the theories and methods of fractal analysis are defined.
Chapter 3: Fractal preference and landscapes This chapter describes the
current state of research involving the perception of fractals in and outside of landscapes. It explores aesthetic theory, and revisits the concepts of complexity and naturalness.
Chapter 4: Gaps in knowledge This chapter explores the gaps in the knowledge presented throughout the three previous chapters. It particularly focuses on the
methodological considerations necessary for the application of the box-counting method
to digital images, and specifically within landscape studies.
Research Design
Chapter 5 In this chapter, the research questions are stated and the structure of
the study defined. A summary of the pilot study is also included.
Presentation of the results
Chapter 6: Results of the experimental fractal analysis This chapter
presents the results of the experimental fractal analysis of landscapes, which is the
main original contribution to knowledge provided by this thesis. The softwares are calibrated and the fractal dimension of the landscape images estimated. The first research
question and sub-questions are answered and the answers summarized in table 6.8.
Chapter 7: Results of the landscape preference survey This chapter presents
the results of the online landscape preference survey and teases out the demographic
predictors of preference.
Chapter 8: Results of the correlation between fractal dimension and
landscape preference This chapter presents the results of the analysis of D as a
predictor for preference. The second research question and sub-questions are answered
and the answers summarized in table 8.4.
Discussion
Chapter 9 This last chapter is devoted to the interpretation of the combined
results of the study, Some recommendations for good practice and further research are
offered as well as a critique of the method and a personal reflection.
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CHAPTER 1. LANDSCAPE PERCEPTION AND PREFERENCE

1.1 Introduction
This chapter is an introduction to the complex, multi-layered and multidisciplinary
field of landscape perception. Some of the concepts presented here are expanded on
in later parts of the thesis. The point here is not to paint an exhaustive picture of
the state of research on landscape perception and preference, but rather to extract and
explore the main theories that drove the design and analysis of this study.
First, what is meant both by landscape and perception is defined, and their relationship to other terms like aesthetics and preference is explored. Then, the drivers of
research on the topic and their practical applications are also briefly presented. Third,
some of the most salient theories within the field are summarized, and finally, some basic
elements of visual perception as related to the perception of landscape are tackled.

1.2 Landscape perception: definitions and research framework
1.2.1

A brief definition of landscape

The term landscape and what it designates are both dynamic concepts. Currently,
The Oxford English Dictionary defines landscape as “all the visible features of an area
of land, often considered in terms of their aesthetic appeal”, and adds a reference to the
artistic interpretation of the word as “a picture representing an area of countryside”.1
From the combination of the two definitions three main themes can be picked out:
the spatial characteristic (an area of land), the natural element (countryside) and the
aesthetic undertone of landscapes, which implies the perspective of a human eye.
Depending on the interests of the speaker, the meaning of the word landscape can
fluctuate between these three themes and be open to interpretation. However, most
studies agree on the definition provided by The European Landscape Convention: “an
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction
of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 2000). Interestingly, this definition opens the concept of landscape to encompass more than just natural environments
and include the consideration of areas solely shaped by human factors such as towns
and cities. Furthermore, the aesthetic element described by the Oxford English Dictionary is broadened with the use of the word perception, which include negative as well
as positive reactions.
Still, words like nature and greenspace are sometimes used interchangeably with
1

From the Oxford English Dictionary OED Online - January 2018 at http://www.oed.com/ [Accessed: February 2018].
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landscape. These clearly refer to the more natural end of the spectrum of possible area
character, although they are often used to highlight the contrast to the urban context
(see the discussion of the different meanings of the word Nature in section 1.5.1). For
example, one of the definitions of greenspace is given by the European Environmental Agency as “a plot of vegetated land separating or surrounding areas of intensive
residential or industrial use and devoted to recreation or park uses” (WHO, 2016, p.
64).
Therefore, in the literature reviewed throughout the next chapters the term landscape can be used to mean vastly different things, with the only commonalities being
the reference to an area of land as it is perceived by people. However, within the context of this thesis and for the sake of its clarity a narrower definition can be offered: In
the present study and from Chapter 5 onwards, landscape is specifically used to refer to
outdoor settings which contains a majority of natural elements and primarily vegetated
land surfaces.2

1.2.2

What is landscape perception

In the definition from The European Landscape Convention, what differentiates a
landscape from a geographical area or an undefined piece of land, is the perception of
the people. The term perception here encompasses two elements:
1. The way people receive information through their senses;
2. The way people interpret that information.
Defining the exact mechanisms at play within those two aspects of perception,
and describing the processes that link them, has been the goal of many scientists and
philosophers throughout history. Many models of perception have been suggested over
time to further our understanding of what is fundamentally the filter between us and
reality.
Specifically, researchers are split between two camps: those who think perception is
mostly about item 1, and who believe in a bottom-up approach where our perceptions
are primarily shaped by the information collected; and those who think it is more of a
top-down process, where item 2 is essential and subjective factors (such as knowledge,
expectations, past experiences, etc.) determine what information is collected (Ward
Thompson, 2013). Both elements are necessary for perception, but opinions differ on
which one is ordered first or predominant.

2

See section 5.4.1 for a description of the landscape photographs used throughout the study, p. 112.
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The first element (item 1) which is purely concerned with the way information is

collected, is a physical mechanism that can be studied relatively easily. It relates to the
functioning of the five senses. For example, sound information is collected through our
sense of hearing, which receives sound waves and translates them as noise, or pitch, a
rhythm, or a specific pattern that can be recognized, such as the sound of running water.
The distance over which the information can travel depends on its origin, loudness and
pitch, but also depends on the properties of the environment through which it travels,
such as the reflectivity of the surfaces. Typically, the five senses can be divided into two
categories, depending on the distance between the perceiver and the information that
needs to be perceived: Sight and hearing are distance senses, and so is smell to a lesser
extent; touch and taste are proximal senses (Bell, 2012). It is generally accepted that
sight is the sense that collects the most information and, as such, it accounts for 80% of
perception (Bell, 2012). Because the present study is interested in patterns and shapes
in the landscape, sight is also the sense that will be discussed most throughout this
thesis. The third section (section 1.4, p. 23) of this chapter is dedicated to describing
the mechanisms and existing models of visual perception.
In comparison, item 2 mixes subjective and universal elements that are difficult to
untangle. Therefore, talking about perception, and particularly the perception of an
object (i.e a landscape) that only exists when it is perceived, is a complex endeavour.
As a result, landscape perception studies often tend to focus on a single aspect of the
landscape experience.

1.2.3

Perception, from aesthetics to preference

Studies interested in landscape perception usually approach it from one or several
angles, depending on their chosen paradigm and the aspect of the landscape experience
they wish to address. The ones that are the most useful for this specific study are
the aesthetic and visual aspects of landscapes. Those two aspects can be joined and
layered alongside the phenomenological experience of landscapes in what is sometimes
considered a surrogate for the positive aspect of perception: preference.
1.2.3.1

Landscape aesthetics

The word aesthetic comes from the classical Greek aisthenesthai, to perceive, and
aistheta, things perceived (Bell, 2012). However, aesthetics specifically refer to the
philosophical discipline tasked with describing beauty, which implies that the concept
of perception is at the core of the concept of beauty and aesthetic pleasure.
Though it was historically concerned with the specific study of arts rather than
experiential reality, aesthetics gradually broadened its scope to first include natural
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scenes, then the experience of natural settings (Bourassa, 1988).
There are two main paradigms within environmental aesthetics, which mirror the
debate within perceptual studies. One paradigm believes in an objective, universal
appreciation of landscapes, whereas the other believes that “beauty is in the eye of
the beholder”. Generally, philosophers before the 18th century, such as Plato, Aristotle or Thomas Aquinas, mostly followed the objective paradigm. However, in the
17th century, the Cartesian revolution which separated nature and mind also extended
to aesthetics. This paved the way for Kant to develop his comprehensive theory of
aesthetics (Lothian, 1999; Bourassa, 1988).
Through his work, Kant described the aesthetic experience as “the mind’s representation of the object [. . . ] pure and wholly subjective”. It is “the state of harmony
between an object’s imaginative representation and our understanding [that] yields aesthetic pleasure” (Lothian, 1999, p. 187). However, this is not to say that all studies of
landscape aesthetics carried out after Kant subscribed to his subjective idea of beauty.
The Romantics of the 19th century, for example, had a rather positivist view of nature as they favoured wild and grand environments and believed those to have intrinsic
qualities (Lothian, 1999).
Nevertheless, researchers in humanities and social sciences are now consciously turning away from the positivist idea of aesthetics. One of their arguments is that the
“appropriate appreciation” of an object requires a certain level of knowledge about
said object (Carlson, 1995, p.398).3 On the other end of the subjective - objective
spectrum, in hard sciences such as neurosciences, a new, emerging field of research,
sometimes called neuroesthetics, is concerned with the biological basis of the aesthetic
experience, as it is mediated by sensory organs and the brain (Redies, 2007).
1.2.3.2

Landscape experience

The limitation of approaching landscape preference solely based on visual and aesthetic elements was highlighted in 1966 by Ronald Hepburn, as was its tendency to
consider landscapes as bounded (framed) objects detached from the observer (Bell,
2012). However, other factors play a part as well. Indeed, landscapes and green spaces
exist not only as visual objects but also as settings in their own rights, which have a
purpose and a meaning and yield a full sensory experience.
For example, Purcell et al. (1994) caution against relying solely on aesthetic indicators:
“an overall preference judgement of a natural, panoramic landscape with
3

It is interesting to note that this discourse on the subjective nature of beauty still maintains there
is an appropriate or “legitimate” manner to appreciate beauty.
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water could be made simply in terms of its visual attractiveness or in terms
of the functions or uses associated with this type of scene such as boating,
fishing or picnicking. More generally, this type of scene could be judged in
terms of its recreational value as a place to visit and this may or may not
be associated with the simple perceptual attractiveness of a scene.”
(Purcell et al., 1994, p.196)
Consequently, the importance of the aesthetic experience of a landscape for prefer-

ence judgements is often mitigated by social and cultural factors such as: the distance
from the home, the perceived safety, the level of amenities, and more generally the
ability for the space to fulfil the users’ needs.
1.2.3.3

Landscape preference

One way to investigate perception is to focus on preference by examining the content
of preferred landscapes (Kaplan, 1985; Kaplan and Herbert, 1987; Sowman, 2013). This
is the approach that will be used in the present study.
One of the main objectives of perceptual studies is often to find out how to maximize
positive responses to the perceived object. It is therefore easier to measure which object
is preferred and explore the reasons behind that decision, than to directly measure how
the object is cognitively processed.
Furthermore, landscape preference studies are generally based on the assumptions
that people have coherent and predictable preferences for landscape types and/or features. In this paradigm, preference is a human construct and landscapes are studied as
typologies rather than a particular human experience (Sowman, 2013). In other words,
instead of studying a specific landscape within its own geographical and social context,
scenes of a particular type (forests, parks, meadows, etc) are studied as a group and
their attributes pooled together. Similarly, statistical procedures applied to preference
ratings allow the extraction of perceptual categories (Kaplan, 1985).
A subset of preference, which has gained popularity since the late 80s, is the healthsupporting aspect of the experience of landscape. Indeed, it is commonly accepted
that people go to natural places in order to recuperate from the demands of everyday
life. This recuperation, which is thought to encompass physiological, psychological and
social resources, is sometimes referred to as “restoration” (Hartig, 2007). It can be
defined as a renewal of diminished functional resources and capabilities (Hartig, 2007),
or more precisely “the process of renewing or recovering physical, psychological and
social capacities that have become depleted in meeting ordinary adaptational demands”
(Hartig and Staats, 2005, p.281).
Many studies have confirmed the high positive correlation between preference and
restoration (Van den Berg et al., 2003), or between preference and perceived restoration
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(Purcell et al., 2001). It was initially hypothesized that people preferred environments
that made them “feel good”, or that they perceived would make them feel good (Hartig
and Staats, 2005; Van den Berg et al., 2003). But other evidence show that people
expect the environments they like to be restorative regardless of their actual effect
(Wilkie and Stavridou, 2013). In other words, it is still unclear whether landscape
preference might be the cause of restoration or whether the causal relationship operates
in the other direction.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that, to the same extent that a landscape’s aesthetic
quality will play a part in people’s preference, the perceived or actual health-benefits
of a setting will also be involved. Defining the articulation of that system has been the
focus of many studies and, as this area of research has been particularly fertile, it is
also the framework within which this study takes place.
There are limits to using preference to assess perception, such as the one pointed out
by Kaplan and Herbert (1987), which is that “even with relatively similar preference
rating, there may be substantial group difference in environmental perception” (Kaplan and Herbert, 1987, p.281). Furthermore, it dismisses the whole range of negative
experience of natural environments, such as fear and fight-or-flight reactions. Despite
these limitations, several models of landscape preference have been devised over the
years.4
From a philosophical or psychological standpoint, studying perceptual mechanisms
is crucial. If human sciences are concerned with the human experience, then perception,
as the very first point of interaction between people and the physical reality, is an
obligatory stop. In landscape studies, where what is perceived (the landscape or its
elements) depends so much on how it perceived and by whom, this topic is particularly
crucial. In practice, there are many reasons to study this topic, which can be classified
under four headings: health; policies and ethics; practice; and research.

1.2.4

The drivers of landscape preference research

Many of the studies carried out on the topics of landscape perception and preference
focus on either the salutogenic5 aspect of their findings, or their commercial value (see
figure 1.1). Knowing which places people like to experience can inform designers and
decision makers when it comes to creating or selling a new public space, but it can
also reveal which settings makes us feel the best and why. Those two driving forces
behind the current research on landscape perception and preference are presented here
4

The main theoretical models of landscape preference are presented in section 1.3, p. 14.
Salutogenesis refers to an approach focussing on the factors that promote and support health and
wellbeing.
5
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in terms of their main findings and developments. The implications for the development
of public policies and for further research are also explored.

Figure 1.1: The influence of green spaces on other social factors The diagram
illustrates the many different spheres that green spaces and landscapes can influence6 .

1.2.4.1

Landscape and health

Natural environments and green spaces are often studied for their ability to foster
relaxation, reduction of stress and restoration. Nevertheless, the link between nature
and human health is complex and multi-dimensional. It involves physical, psychological
and societal processes ranging from the benefits gained by nearby vegetation improving
air quality, through the opportunities for physical activity, to the social cohesion created
by facilitating contacts among the members of a community (de Vries, 2010). For
the purpose of this study, only the work focussing on the health benefits gained by
perceiving natural settings, visually or otherwise, is summarized here. There is now a
strong body of empirical evidence to support the claims that the experience of landscape
is related to health and well-being (Coles and Millman, 2013). Specifically, studies have
shown that contact with green spaces improves people’s mood, attention and stress
levels. Here are some examples.
Firstly, a seminal work by Ulrich (1979) revealed that just viewing nature had a
positive effect on mood levels, particularly against feelings of fear and towards a greater
6

From Health Impact Assessment of Greenspace, Greenspace Scotland report, 2008.
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sense of carefreeness.
More recently, a study carried out by Stigsdotter and Grahn (2003) found that the
more time people spend in public green spaces the less stress they feel, regardless of
their age, gender or socio-economic status.
Similarly, recovery from stress, as assessed through self-reported stress levels and
physiological measures, such as heart period, muscle tension and skin conductance,
was found to be faster and more complete when participants watched videos of natural
settings, compared to urban ones (Ulrich et al., 1991).
However, it is worth mentioning that many more results have been collected through
studies that involve some type of physical activity carried out outdoors. Since the
inherent benefits of exercise are well established, it is sometimes difficult to isolate
which of the positive health outcomes are attributable to nature (de Vries, 2010; Hartig
et al., 1997).
1.2.4.2

Landscape policies and ethics

The previous findings on the benefits of green spaces for people’s health has motivated the creation of policies supporting the development of salutogenic natural environments as a public health issue. Indeed, developing green spaces is now seen as an
efficient strategy to improve people’s quality of life, and most importantly to reduce
health care costs. This has led to the development of local public policies. For example,
in Scotland, NHS Health Scotland, the Scottish Natural Heritage, Greenspace Scotland
and the Institute of Occupational Medicine teamed together to create a guide to conducting Health Impact Assessments of greenspaces within new development proposals.
Furthermore, following the argument of green spaces being an important public service, landscape architects have a responsibility to facilitate societies’ interaction with
their environments. Understanding that interaction should then be a primary concern
for practitioners. This is particularly true as current natural resources are becoming
rapidly depleted, as our landscapes change ever faster, and as new structures, such as
sustainable energy developments are being implemented. Finally, understanding people’s perceptions of landscapes can also lead to understanding and promoting stronger
environmental attitudes, such as environmentalism and engagement with nature.
1.2.4.3

Landscape practice

According to Zube et al. (1982), analysing landscape beauty and amenity as part
of a site assessment became systematic during the ’60s, when a substantial body of
legislation was implemented in both the U.S.A and the U.K. They quote the British
Countryside Act of 1968, which states: “In the exercise of these functions relating to
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land under enactment every Minister, government department and public body shall
have regard to the desirability of conserving the natural beauty and amenity of the
Countryside.” (Zube et al., 1982, p.2)
That legislation was then translated into manuals and guidelines aimed at professionals, to facilitate the recognition and management of landscape scenic qualities.
Those guides were, in return, subjected to empirical research, which fed back into
producing a more robust framework for professionals to work with (Zube et al., 1982).
Within a landscape project, it is now common practice for professionals to carry out
analytical studies such as landscape visual impact assessments or landscape character
assessments, in order to avoid, reduce or offset potentially negative effects. The former
are carried out as evaluations of the perception of the changes created by new projects
development, while the latter focus on establishing a landscape’s assets with a view
to protecting them. As they both seek to describe a site as it is experienced by the
users, they rely heavily on a thorough understanding of people’s perception of their
environments.

1.2.4.4

Landscape research

All the reasons previously detailed within their own contexts can be extended to
the domain of science and research. For example, there is strong evidence that being in
green spaces is good for people’s health but it is still unclear whether all green spaces
are equally good. This has led to studies focussing on the identification of factors that
promote or inhibit wellbeing (Coles and Millman, 2013).
Besides those specific elements, some global trends such as global warming and urban sprawl also justify the need for more research on the topic of landscape perception.
Particularly, global warming and the constant changes that it causes to our ecosystems makes the topic virtually inexhaustible. As the landscapes change, so will our
perception of it.
Finally, landscapes perception studies are increasingly more relevant as societies
move further away from the natural environment. Therefore, there is a need to understand the impact of urban living on perception and thereby on health (Coles and
Millman, 2013).

1.3 Theoretical models of landscape preference
Landscape perception and preference research has interested experts from a wide
array of disciplines and professions including forestry, geography, landscape architecture, psychology and environmental studies. Each of these disciplines has brought its
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own set of methods, constructs and approaches to the topic, thus generating a large
collection of theoretical models to explain their findings. In particular, many scientists
have tried to formulate a universal model of landscape beauty based on evolutionary
assumptions. The main ones are presented here, from the ones most dependent on
evolutionary psychology to the ones most based on cognition.

1.3.1

Biophilia

Biophilia (from the Greek bio: organic life and philia: love) is a concept first
introduced in 1964 by Erich Fromm, a German psychologist and philosopher, who
described it as a universal psychological attraction towards anything that is alive. The
concept was then popularised by Edward O. Wilson, an American biologist, in his 1993
book The Biophilia Hypothesis, a compilation of studies edited and published with
Stephen R. Kellert.
It is sometimes defined as “the innately emotional affiliation of human beings to
other living organisms” (Kellert and Wilson, 1993, p.31) or “the connections that human beings subconsciously seek with the rest of life” (Bell, 2012, p.86).
The Biophilia hypothesis is based on the idea that humans have shared a close
relationship with their natural environments for most of their existence on the planet.
This relationship, through the process of natural selection, is thought to have shaped
much of humanity’s genetic material as environmental adaptations. Even though the
last 5000 years were largely spent either controlling (through agriculture) or destroying
(through urbanisation) natural environments, those genetic adaptations survived. In
modern society, they transformed into a universal affinity for other living things, and
into a need to be in contact with nature.

1.3.2

Savannah theory

The Savannah theory was introduced by American ecologist Gordon Orians in 1980,
and applies evolutionary principles to landscape preference. According to this theory,
modern humans are still hard-wired to respond positively to environments that would
have supported survival 5000 years ago. The suitability of those settings would then
be subconsciously evaluated in terms of the amount of resources available and the
perceived level of protection from predators (Ulrich et al., 1991). His analysis led to
selecting the savannah landscape as the most appropriate for survival, based on a series
of archaeological findings suggesting humanity mostly evolved in or near the savannah
of East Africa. This type of landscapes typically consist of more or less scattered
low shrubs and clumps of trees divided by open spaces, which would be perceived as
beneficial for both resources and protection (Falk and Balling, 2010).
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1.3.3

Prospect-refuge theory

Another model based on evolutionary assumptions is the Prospect-refuge theory
developed by Jay Appleton, who also considered landscape preference as the modern
expression of a genetic adaptation designed to help our ancestors settle in environments that support survival. However, Appleton focuses his argument on the survival
advantage of “seeing without being seen”.
“Habitat theory postulates that aesthetic pleasure in landscape derives from
the observer experiencing an environment favourable to the satisfaction of
his biological needs. Prospect-refuge theory postulates that, because the
ability to see without being seen is an intermediate step in the satisfaction of many of those needs, the capacity of an environment to ensure the
achievement of this becomes a more immediate source of aesthetic satisfactions.”
(Appleton in Bourassa, 1988, p.245)

1.3.4

Psycho-evolutionary theory

One of the most popular theories for the study of landscape perception and how
it relates to health and well being is Roger Ulrich’s psycho-evolutionary theory. It
encompasses a broad range of emotional and physiological responses to natural scenes,
including stress recovery. In Ulrich’s perspective, preference is only one of a broad range
of emotions (e.g. fear, interest, anger, sadness) that are central to the psychological
component of stress and restoration (Ulrich et al., 1991).
“Ulrich (1983) postulates that immediate, unconsciously triggered and initiated emotional responses – not ’controlled’ cognitive responses – play a
central role in the initial level of responding to nature, and have major
influences on attention, subsequent conscious processing, physiological responding and behaviour.”
(Ulrich et al., 1991, p.207)
This theory implies that acquiring a capacity for restoration in natural settings had
major advantages for humans during their evolution, including the rapid attenuation of
stress responses after threatening encounters, and the quick recharge of physical energy.
Consequently, modern humans are thought to exhibit an innate restorative response
to the natural settings they perceive as safe, but have no such preparedness for urban
environment (Ulrich et al., 1991).
This approach is also related to the arousal theories (Ulrich et al., 1991; Cooper
Marcus and Barns, 1999) which imply that “recuperation from excessive arousal or
stress should occur more rapidly in settings having low levels of arousal increasing
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properties such as complexity, intensity and movement” (Ulrich et al., 1991, p. 205).
Here, it is the low complexity of natural elements, as opposed to urban or built settings,
that enable us to relax. Some have also described it as “a kind of prolonged aesthetic
response to environment” (Hartig and Staats, 2005, p.281).

1.3.5

Attention Restoration theory

Stephen and Rachel Kaplan’s contributions to the field of environmental psychology
are still to this day some of the most studied models of landscape preference and
perception (Purcell and Lamb, 1998). Specifically, they formulated two theories: one
to explain preference as a cognitive mechanism; and another to link that preference to
the salutogenic properties of some landscape.

1.3.5.1

Preference model

Stephen and Rachel Kaplan approached the topic with a different evolutionary
perspective, in which survival is portrayed as dependent on information, rather than
resource or refuge. This implies that the human species is knowledge-dependent and
that it developed an innate positive response to information that can be processed
quickly and efficiently (Balling and Falk, 1982).
This led them to create a preference matrix, sometimes referred to as the “information processing model” (Stamps, 2004; Purcell and Lamb, 1998; Parsons, 1991), which
is based on two basic needs people will exhibit whenever they visit any type of environments: to understand and to explore. These needs are then fulfilled in one of two
ways: immediately, or later on. Throughout a series of studies on landscape perception,
the Kaplans identified four key elements that need to be present within a landscape in
order to elicit preference: coherence (immediate understanding), legibility (inferred understanding), complexity (immediate exploration), and mystery (inferred exploration)
(Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). Each element is described in more details below:

Coherence: A coherent landscape exhibits an ordered structure that can be easily
and quickly understood, and where “comprehension of the whole is more significant
than the individual parts” (Bell, 2012, p.104).

Legibility:

Legibility involves the presence of structural characteristics that facilitate

interpretation. “A legible view suggests that one can continue moving and not get lost”
(Bell, 2012, p.89).
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Complexity:

A complex landscape is an arrangement of many contrasting elements

of different scales, layered over one another. This is typical of healthy ecosystems
exhibiting a good level of biodiversity (Bell, 2012).

Mystery:

The element of mystery is difficult to pinpoint, but the Kaplans describe it

as the ability for a scene to draw the perceiver in with the prospect of more information
(Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). It is often related to the importance of movement and
navigation through the landscape (Ward Thompson, 2013). For example, Heft and
Nasar (2000), while trying to compare people’s reaction to video segments of landscapes
as opposed to static displays, found out that the images that rated the highest were the
videos showing the turn portion of a transition between two spaces. Those segments
were interpreted as the moment when there was the greatest amount of change, with
things appearing ahead while others disappeared. Mystery is an invitation to explore
a coherent landscape that “cannot all be perceived at once” (Bell, 2012, p.105).
But the greatest contribution of the Kaplans, is their overarching theory on the psychological and physiological benefits of natural environments, the Attention Restoration
Theory (ART).

1.3.5.2

Attention Restoration Theory

This theory is based on the hypothesis that humans have two distinct modes of
attention: (a) the directed attention, which is what people use to process information
and carry out daily tasks, like driving, working or searching for their keys; and (b)
effortless attention, sometimes also called soft fascination, which is a less focussed type
of attention where the mind is allowed to “rest and wander freely” (Van den Berg et al.,
2016, p.3). The capacity of (a) is finite and gets rapidly depleted. After a certain time,
or a certain amount of information, its quality decreases. This depletion of directed
attention is often exacerbated by the many demands of our modern environment. In
contrast to the city, a natural environment makes few demands and allows the individual
to switch into an effortless attention, which provides a rest for the directed attention.
In other words, switching one’s mode from (a) to (b) allows the restoration of (a) to
full capacity.
However, not all natural environments are equal in their ability to provide a restorative experience. Instead, they need to provide four key attributes which are described
in more details below:

Extent:

A scope wide enough that one can feel immersed in the environment.
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The landscape need to extend far enough that one can feel

immersed in it, but it also need to provide an escape from daily life. This can be as
simple as being surrounded by a hedge high enough that the space surrounding the
landscape can no longer be perceived.

Soft fascination:

As pointed out above, soft fascination is also called effortless at-

tention, and it requires aspects of the environment that capture attention effortlessly.

Compatibility:

Compatibility refers to link between the landscape and its perceiver.

Individuals must want to be exposed to, and appreciate, the environment.

1.3.6

Schema discrepancy and naturalness

Following the work of the Kaplans, Purcell et al. (2001) carried out a series of experiments based on the theory of schema discrepancy. This theory considers landscape
preference as the match between what is perceived and “the mental representation or
schema developed through an implicit learning process based on long-term exposure to
the regularities present within the environment” (Purcell et al., 2001, p.95).
With this approach, four attributes are generally found to influence preference: naturalness, the extent, the topographic variation and the presence of water (Purcell et al.,
2001; Purcell and Lamb, 1998; Purcell, 1987). Although some of those factors, such as
extent, have already been described, and some others are somewhat self-explanatory
within the frameworks previously presented (i.e. people’s preference for landscapes that
include water features can be related to the evolutionary approaches as it is an element
that strongly and explicitly support survival), others are specific to this theory.
Specifically, the concept of “naturalness” is considered as a particularly powerful
predictor of landscape preference, but still suffers from a lack of definition. Because
this concept is often associated with fractal geometry, it is explored in more detail in
section 1.5.1 (p. 30).

1.3.7

Other predictors of preference

The theoretical models previously mentioned offer a framework in which environmental preference is often innate and universal. Indeed, the existing empirical literature
suggests a very high degree of consensus across demographic categories, such as culture,
gender, political affiliation and ethnic affiliation (Stamps, 1999; Shafer and Richards,
1974). However, others have pointed out the importance of individual variation caused
by socio-demographic factors. Some of the main ones are listed below:
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1.3.7.1

Familiarity

Several authors have suggested that the level of familiarity one has with a type of
landscape is a major factor influencing preference (Dearden, 1984; Kaplan and Herbert,
1987). However, findings differ between those who found a positive relationship (e.g
Lyons (1983)), those who found a negative one (e.g Penning-Rowsell (1982)), and those
who found none (e.g Shafer and Richards (1974)).
The argument in favour of familiarity being a positive predictor of preference is
based on the idea that people, if confronted with a choice between a familiar and an
unfamiliar environment, will always prefer the familiar one (Dearden, 1984). It also
mirrors the cognitive aspect of the aesthetic experience as presented in section 1.2.3.1,
which states that a certain level of knowledge about the landscape will increase one’s
appreciation of it.
Conversely, those who obtained negative results trying to predict preference based
on familiarity explain that those with greater knowledge of a landscape will be more
critical towards it and will give more variable answers (Penning-Rowsell, 1982). It also
appears that those most familiar with the landscape tend to downgrade its quality
compared to those who are seeing it for the first time (Dearden, 1984). This finding is
not, however, contrary to a positive response to familiarity. “Respondents could both
prefer the familiar over the unfamiliar, and yet rate familiar landscapes lower than
newcomers to the region“ (Dearden, 1984, p.295).
1.3.7.2

Age

Some studies have shown that age can influence people’s preference. In particular,
adolescents tend to rate their preference for natural scenes significantly differently than
all other age groups (Kaplan and Herbert, 1987; Balling and Falk, 1982). This finding
was confirmed by Stamps (1999) in his meta-analysis of 107 studies exploring the influence of demographic factors on landscape perception, as he found that children age
12 or younger exhibited different preference responses than adults.
Lyons (1983) in her study on the demographic predictors of landscape preference
also observed that preference scores decreased for young children, then rose for young
adults and adults, dropping again for elderly participants. Interestingly, the standard
deviation of the ratings was different for each group and tended to decrease with age,
meaning that children were less consistent in their assessment of landscape than older
participants, or that, as we get older, our preference tends to align with others’. Balling
and Falk (1982) interpreted a decrease in preference for savannah landscapes as evidence that this evolutionary-based perception of the environment is innate, but can be
overruled by perceptual processes shaped by experience.
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Childhood experience

Similarly, Zube and Pitt (1981) have hypothesised that perception is a learned
process, in which people’s reaction to scenes is determined by their life experiences.
Indeed, it has generally been found that frequent or early contact with wilderness will
induce higher preferences for natural scenes later on in life (Tips and Savasdisara,
1986; Dearden, 1984). This finding highlights the importance of one’s environmental
background, such as the environment of childhood and the current living environment,
for perception and preference (Tips and Savasdisara, 1986).

1.3.8

Typologies of landscape preference studies

The multitude of existing landscape models mirrors some of the theoretical conflicts
within landscape studies. The paradigm classification developed by Zube et al. (1982)
remains relevant in modern landscape research and offers some clarity. Their analysis,
based on a review of 160 papers published in 20 journals between 1965 and 1980 led
to the identification of four major paradigms: the expert, the psycho-physical, the
cognitive and the experiential (Zube et al., 1982; Kroh and Gimblett, 1992; Kennedy,
2003). Typically, research based on the expert or psycho-physical paradigms tends to
emphasise landscape management, planning or design applications, as it concentrates
on what element of the landscape is perceived rather than how or why (Kroh and
Gimblett, 1992) : “The main concern here is the identification of intrinsic aesthetic
qualities or elements of the landscape that can be stated objectively for use in decision
making” (Zube et al., 1982, p.6). On the other side of the objectivity-subjectivity
spectrum, cognitive and experiential research seeks to understand the importance of
valued landscapes to humans, how landscapes are internalised or represented and, most
importantly, what meaning can be gleaned from a landscape and how people react to
it.

The expert paradigm Derived from fine arts and design as well as ecology and
resource management, this paradigm is the closest to the historical aesthetics paradigm,
in that beauty is seen as being a property of landscape that can only be identified by
someone who has been trained to the task. Often the valued criteria and the chosen
expert are identified based on the purpose of the study (Zube et al., 1982; Kennedy,
2003). This paradigm echoes the theories of environmental aesthetics that state that
knowledge is essential to the experience of aesthetic pleasure (Bourassa, 1988; Carlson,
1976). Despite its strong theoretical background, the validity of that paradigm is often
questioned (Stamps, 2004; Bell, 2012).
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The psycho-physical paradigm

This paradigm arises from experimental psychol-

ogy, where the emphasis is largely put on learning through scientific enquiry. Typically,
data were collected through experiments conducted using a sample of participants or
subjects assumed to be representative of the general population. This theory, when applied to landscape preference, relies on the behaviourism principle of stimulus-response
where landscape is seen as the stimulus and the response is what is measured. Observer evaluations and behaviours are assumed to bear correlational relationship to the
external landscape. In this paradigm, “the value of the landscape is part of its stimulus
property, external to the individual and invariant” (Zube et al., 1982, p. 7).
The cognitive paradigm

This paradigm focuses not as much on which landscapes

are preferred but why they are preferred, by examining the individual meaning of the
landscape and by considering scenery as a construct that is built up in the mind.
Cognitive studies assume that people do not respond passively to environment but respond to aspects that have some meaning or significance (Taylor et al., 1987). This
meaning can be derived from observation, experience, future expectations and sociocultural conditioning. As such, it supports several theoretical approaches, ranging from
psycho-biological and evolutionary theories to assessment of the effects of demography,
culture and personality. For example, theories in which aesthetic stimulus elements are
important because of their biological associations, such as Appleton’s prospect-refuge
theory, fall under the category of cognitive paradigm (Zube et al., 1982). The cognitive
paradigm is similar to the psychophysical example in that the ideas are tested by using
statistically valid and reliable methods, however it differs by its attempts to explain
the findings rather than merely reporting them (Kennedy, 2003).
The experiential paradigm

This paradigm concentrates on the interaction of land-

scape and humans, with both being shaped by and shaping the process. Experiential
theory originates in phenomenology, in which landscape would be described in sensory
terms rather than cognitively interpreted. However, as Berleant (1992) points out, it
is rare that a person experiences sensory data without cognitively evaluating the information and thus phenomenology cannot be representative of the human experience of
landscape. This theory has also been called a holistic theory as it does not attempt to
separate or delineate variables from each other but studies the interaction as a whole.
John Ruskin (as cited in Relph, 1982) resisted the breaking down of landscapes into
elements to study as he claimed that attempts to measure environmental qualities and
values outside of context will only lead to an increase in triviality and pseudo-scientific
confusions. In this same vein, Tuan (as cited in Taylor et al., 1987) states that actual
experience must be lived and any attempt to describe it reduces it to generalities. These
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theories attempt to teach the reader to see rather than teach a designer how to make
or design place in landscape. While the ability to detect real meaning may be great
with experiential methods, it is difficult to generalize the findings to be applicable to
the general population (Taylor et al., 1987).
Ecological approach to perception A new emerging paradigm which could not
have been classified by Zube et al. (1982) is Gibson’s ecological approach to perception.
Indeed, his work revolutionized the way visual perception is conceived, and was developed outside the scope of any of the preceding paradigms. The core of his work is based
on the notion of “affordances”, which can be described as the behavioural opportunities
offered by objects and features of the physical environment. The implications for the
present study are twofold: Firstly, even within the experiential paradigm, perceptual
mechanisms are often described as a two-part system, where the observer is separated
from what is observed. In Gibson’s work, the object of observation has an intrinsic
meaning that is both inherent to itself and dependent on the observer. For perception studies, this means that describing perceptual mechanisms is irremediably linked
with studying the population that is using them. And secondly, not only does Gibson
tightly entangle all perception of the environment to the perceiver, he also entangles
visual perception and movement. Again, the observer is no longer detached from what
is observed. In his book, he explains that it is the movement of the observer throughout
the environment that enables the full understanding of it (Gibson, 1979).
Although the Gibsonian approach is currently popular, the present thesis was mostly
conducted within the psycho-physical paradigm. Indeed, it considers that the value
of the landscape is embedded in its structure (the fractal characteristics) and the core
hypothesis was that observers’ responses would be correlated with that structure. This,
in turn allows the use of static images as surrogates for the landscape experience.7

1.4 The visual perception of landscapes
The overview presented up until now laid down the groundwork for the analysis of
the potential contribution of fractal geometry to landscape perception research. Therefore, the concepts and theories presented encompass all aspect of perception: physical,
physiological, cognitive, aesthetic, etc. However, as fractal analysis is primarily concerned with the shape, arrangement, structure and position of patterns, the focus of
the present study is static visual experience. This section therefore presents the current
state of knowledge on the visual perception of landscapes.
7

This methodological issue is explored in more details in section 4.3.1, p. 91.
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Figure 1.2: Electromagnetic spectrum and visible light8

1.4.1

Physical mechanisms of visual perception

As presented in section 1.2.2 (p. 7), perception can be divided between two aspects.
The first is the collection of information from the physical world through the five senses,
whereas the second is the interpretation of that information. In this section, the physical
mechanism of visual perception, i.e. the ways in which visual information is collected
from the physical world, is discussed.
The image-forming properties of the eye are now quite well understood as the structures of the visual system at and below the cellular level can be observed and studied.
Here are some elements to explain the physical mechanism of vision, mostly taken from
a useful textbook on visual perception penned by Wade and Swanston (2001).
1.4.1.1

Light and colours

Light, as the medium of vision, is electromagnetic radiation that travels using wavelengths within a certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Simply put, light is
emitted by incandescent sources such as the sun, and reflected from the surface of
objects to enter the eye, therefore initiating the process of seeing.
Visible light is usually defined within the range of 380 to 720 nanometres, between
the invisible infra-red (wavelengths >720nm) and ultraviolet (wavelengths <380nm, see
figure 1.2). To someone with normal colour vision (e.g. not colour blind), the spectrum
of visible light appears coloured and, as the wavelength gets smaller, colours change
from red to purple, creating a rainbow gradient.
Light can be pictured as rays varying in wavelength and intensity, which easily
illustrates the transformation that light undergoes when it passes through a medium,
such as air. The light emitted and reflected by objects forms the optic array, which is
collected and measured before any information can be extracted from it. In cameras
8

Image from Astronomy 2201 - Emspectrum
http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro201/emspectrum.htm [Accessed April 2017]
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the eye
showing the retina, cornea and
lens9 .

as in eyes, the reception of the optic array yields a two-dimensional image. In the eye,
this image is projected onto the retina.
In practice, the perceived colour of an object is also influenced by factors such as
the colour of adjacent objects and of the incident light. The environment can therefore
be described as filled with emitted and reflected light, which forms a field of energy
carrying information about the environment’s characteristics. Hyvarinen et al. (2009)
thus define vision as “the process of acquiring knowledge about environmental objects
and events by extracting information from the light the objects emit or reflect.”
1.4.1.2

Eyes and field of vision

The eyes are the organs responsible for collecting the information carried by the
optic array. Several different models exist to explain the processing of information, but
they all tend to agree on the basic mechanism of collection: The human eye is made
of a single chamber through which light enters. As light enters, it passes through the
lens, which focuses and inverses it in order to project a reversed image onto the retina,
a light-sensitive membrane on the rear wall of the eye.
The retina is made up of about 130 million photoreceptor cells of two types: rods
(about 120 millions) and cones (about 6 millions). Those two types of receptors have
their own specificity. For examples, rods are more sensitive than cones and are therefore
more useful in low-light situations, such as twilight. Conversely, cones require more light
to be activated, but their response is about four times faster than rods, which suggests
there is a constant trade-off between sensitivity and response time. Furthermore, rods
contain more pigments which explains their better sensitivity, but they are not sensitive
to colour so that in low-lights objects appear monochrome. Both types of photoreceptor,
however, can signal the absorption of photons of light.
Cones and rods are nerve cells, and as such, communicate electrochemically. The
process of translating light into signals that can be deciphered by biological processes is
9

Image from Openclipart, https://openclipart.org/detail/261647/eye-diagram [Accessed April 2017]
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called phototransduction, and involves the modification of the electric potential of the
cells. Indeed, when the light hits the photoreceptors, their light-sensitive pigments are
chemically modified in a string of enzymatic chemical reactions. This in turn results in
hyperpolarization, in which the cells become negatively charged, and the difference of
potential between the inside and outside of the receptors cells increases. The amount
of hyperpolarization that occurs is directly proportional to the light energy absorbed.
The sharpness of the image projected onto the retina highly depends on the cornea
and the lens. The lens provides some adjustable focusing power called accommodation,
which is linked to its changeable shape. Indeed, although it normally has an almost
spherical shape, the lens can be elongated through the tension of ligaments attached
to the transparent sack in which it is contained (see figure 1.3). This accommodation
allows the eyes to yield a focused image of any object from 15 centimetres away from the
face (the near point) to optical infinity (conventionally defined as any distance greater
than 6 metres away).
The curvature of the cornea allows it to refract light coming from multiple directions,
even from slightly behind the observer. This creates a field of vision which extends
through about 208◦ horizontally, and about 120◦ vertically for a forward pointing eye.
Because the human eyes are arranged frontally and there are two of them, this creates
an overlap of the images received by both eyes, which was a massive evolutionary
advantage. Indeed, it increases the quality and acuity of vision for these images. This
process, referred to as stereopsis, is also responsible for three-dimensional vision.
The eyes then sample and measure the intensity of the light in a large number
of locations, by means of saccadic movements between fixation points. Eye–tracking
experiments, such as the one carried out by Dupont et al. (2014), now allow researchers
to study the velocity and direction of eye movements (called saccades) and the position
and duration of fixations while observing photographs.

1.4.2

Processes of pattern recognition

The processes described until now explain the computation of visual features and
form what is sometimes referred to as “early vision” (Hyvarinen et al., 2009). This
stage of image formation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for vision as it does
not cover tasks such as object recognition. Unfortunately, still little is known about
the exact mechanism behind object recognition, but some theoretical models have been
found to deliver a critical understanding of the way we interpret the signal received by
our eyes. The two main theories are presented here.
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Figure 1.4: Primal sketch A sketch of landscape that concentrates on lines and shadows to describe the shapes, textures, planes and volumes that make up the scene. This
could be the second step of a primal sketch. From Bell (2012).

1.4.2.1

Primal Sketch Theory

The visual system processes the gathered information, light intensity as a function
of spatial location, to make sense of the view that we experience. As the optic array
varies by light intensity and wavelength (colour), patterns are defined by edges of
light intensity gradients (Bell, 2012). Furthermore the neurons in the retina do not
directly register light intensity levels. Rather, they encode contrast, a measure of the
fluctuations in intensity relative to a mean level.
Therefore, David Marr postulated that the image created by our brain begins under
the form of a “primal sketch”, a simplified version of the observed scene where only edges
and areas of strong contrast are visible (Bell, 2012). The sketch is created by extracting
the features of fundamental components of the scene, including edges, regions, etc. The
second step of understanding what is observed yields a slightly more detailed sketch of
the scene, where textures and shadows are acknowledged (see fig. 1.4). The final step
is the three-dimensional understanding of the scene.
The importance of edges and contour lines is regularly validated in eye-tracking
studies investigating the movement of the observer’s gaze in situations of free observation of landscape, as they show that the eyes tend to fixate mostly on edges and areas
of strong contrast (Dupont et al., 2014; Hagerhall et al., 2004; Gilden et al., 1993).
1.4.2.2

Gestalt Theory

Gestalt is a German word meaning something akin to “configuration” but ultimately
untranslatable, as it means both the shape and the character of the shape (Bell, 2012).
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Gestalt psychologists approach perception as a universal mechanism that operates according to specific rules. Those rules are derived from an overarching concept, which is
that the mind perceives reality as other (though not necessarily greater) than the sum
of its parts. The rules are described as follows:
• Law of Proximity: Objects that are close to each other are perceived as forming
a group, particularly if they share similar attributes.
• Law of Similarity: Objects that are similar to each other are perceived as forming
a group.
• Law of Closure: Objects such as shapes, letters or pictures can be perceived
as being whole even when they are not complete. Specifically, when parts of a
picture are missing, visual perception fills in the visual gap.
• Law of Symmetry: Objects are generally perceived as being symmetrical and
organized around a centre point. Therefore, when two independent symmetrical
elements are observed, the mind perceptually connects them to form a coherent
shape.
• Law of Common Fate: Objects are perceived as lines that move along the smoothest
path. Specifically, the movement of elements of an object produce the perception
of paths that the objects are on. The law of continuity implies the grouping
together of objects that have the same trend of motion and are therefore on the
same path.
• Law of Continuity: Elements aligned within an object tend to be grouped together
and therefore integrated into perceptual wholes.
• Law of Good Gestalt: Elements of objects are perceived as grouped together if
they form a pattern that is regular, simple, and orderly.
Though it is often criticized for its over-reliance on line drawings and inability to
model the visual perception of 3-dimensional objects, or its poor explanatory power,
the theory of Gestalt is still widely popular today. It is particularly interesting as
it blurs the boundaries between objectivity and subjectivity, by introducing optical
illusions. The general character of the rules suggest that those illusions are universal
since, even though they are not part of the physical reality, they can be perceived and
interpreted exactly the same way by different people.

1.4.3

The visual experience of landscapes

The mechanisms described up until now apply to visual perception at large, be it
of an image, a scene, an independent object. However, there is some specificity within
the study of the visual perception of landscapes. Some of the differences in models
are due to the type of experience, as landscapes are environments that surround us
from all sides, and some are due to the content, as the evolutionary theories previously
presented have implications for the interpretation of natural shapes.
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Ecological visual perception

In his 1979 book Ecological approach to Visual Perception, the American psychologist James Gibson redefined the way vision was usually conceived. Indeed, instead
of starting from the retinal image, Gibson’s model of vision starts from what he refers
to as the Optic Flow (Gibson, 1979), which can be described as the apparent flow
of the movement of objects in the visual field relative to the observer, defining the
direction of movement (Bell, 2012). Therefore the notion of movement is central to
Gibson’s approach, be it the rotation of the head relative to the body, which allows
the field of vision to sweep over the environment; the movement of the limbs relative
to the body, which allows manipulation and close inspection of specific objects; and
locomotion relative to the environment, which modifies the optic flow (Gibson, 1979).
Although it implies that a psycho-physical paradigm is unsuitable as the movements of the observer which can not be replicated in a lab are part of the perception
process, this theory highlights one of the main differences between viewing a painting
and viewing a landscape.
1.4.3.2

Natural image statistics

An emerging theoretical framework considers the properties of the visual system
to be reflections of the statistical structure of natural images, because of evolutionary
adaptation processes (Hyvarinen et al., 2009; Knill et al., 1990; Field, 1987). What is
meant here by the statistical structure of images is that natural images have regularities
that can be modelled statistically.
This approach relies heavily on image analysis and the use of digital images. Digital
images are made up of a fixed number of rows and columns of pixels, which is short for
picture elements. Each pixel holds a numerical value, usually between 0 and 255, which
represents its brightness or intensity. In a colour image, a pixel holds three values, one
for red, one for blue and one for green but most image analysis methods are still limited
to greyscale (Shapiro and Stockman, 2001).
Image statistics consider that patterns are defined as a function over two dimensions,
I(x,y), giving the intensity value at every location (x,y) in the image. Therefore, it is
possible to predict the intensity of any pixel in an array and fully describe an image
through the calculation of I(x,y) (Hyvarinen et al., 2009).
Recent research showed a link between the mechanisms described through Attention
Restoration Theory10 and the necessary visual processing of information, based on the
hypothesis that “most natural environments do not tax top–down directed-attention
mechanisms in the same way that many urban environments do, and they also provide
10

See section 1.3.5.2, p. 18,
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softly fascinating stimulation that captures bottom–up involuntary attention mechanisms” (Kardan et al., 2015, p. 2). Examining the low-level features of landscape
photographs, such as hue, saturation and entropy, they found some of them could significantly predict preference. They were also able to model the perceived naturalness
of each image using some of these features, such as higher edge density and higher
proportion of curved and fragmented edges, lower hue and saturation, less variation in
hue levels, as well as more variations in saturation of colours (Kardan et al., 2015).
The assumption that the human visual system has been tuned to the statistical
properties of natural patterns supports the development of computational models of
visual systems and of better image processing methods. It also offers elements of
information regarding the supposed innate preference for natural over urban scenes.
As a result, the field which started in the mid-’90s is now gaining momentum.

1.5 Two main concepts: Naturalness and Complexity
Two concepts that often appear in landscape perception studies, although they are
not always part of the main theoretical framework, are naturalness and complexity. As
they are both qualitative in nature, they are somewhat ill-defined concepts. However,
they are two of the main reasons evoked to describe the aesthetic pull of fractals (Taylor
et al., 2005; Hagerhall et al., 2004; Spehar et al., 2003). In this section, they are
considered in terms of their impact in the field of landscape preference research.

1.5.1

Naturalness

A global trend in landscape preference studies is to evaluate people’s responses to
urban settings compared to natural ones, usually in order to demonstrate the superiority
of the latter (Van den Berg et al., 2016; Roe et al., 2013; Berto, 2011; Ulrich et al.,
1991). In this context, some attention has been dedicated to defining the elements that
set those two types of settings apart (Tveit et al., 2006).
The Oxford English Dictionary offers seven definitions for the term naturalness, the
most relevant being “The quality of possessing the distinctive features of a naturally
occurring object, landscape, etc.: the appearance of being unchanged or unspoilt by
human intervention.” As virtually every landscape in the modern world has been shaped
by humans, a more appropriate definition would be “how close a landscape is to a
perceived natural state” (Ode et al., 2009, p. 36). This implies that naturalness can only
ever be perceived and is therefore subjective and context-dependent. What appears
natural in an urban setting might not appear as such in a more rural context (Tveit
et al., 2006). Furthermore, this demonstration is a good example of the ambiguity
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surrounding the concept of perception, which in this context might as well be replaced
by “imagination”. If there is no way to know if an environment is truly natural, the
perception of naturalness can only ever be a comparison to an imagined archetype
of Nature. It would therefore be more correct to define naturalness as “how likely a
landscape is to be perceived as natural”.
This is of course, related to the definition of Nature itself. As Sorvig (2002) points
out, the word Nature has been used over time to refer to many different aspects of
human and non-human life. The Oxford English Dictionary currently lists 27 definitions
of Nature, which betrays the multitude of meanings of the word. Generally, it is reduced
to a dichotomy, which mirrors the “nature versus culture” debate. In this dichotomy,
Nature is defined as anything that has not been created by humans. However, if natural
describes “everything that is born or grows”, then it necessarily includes humans as
well (Perry, 2012; Sorvig, 2002).
1.5.1.1

The role of vegetation

Typically, naturalness is associated with vegetation presence and proportion in a
scene, with other natural elements, such as water and rocks, concepts of ecological
health and wilderness, and more generally, the absence of “man-made interventions”
(Tveit et al., 2006, p. 334). Words such as nature and vegetation are sometimes used
interchangeably (Lamb and Purcell, 1990; Ulrich, 1986), which implies that they are
often confused.
However,

“vegetation can vary along a number of ecological and botanical dimensions. Similarly, a human-induced change can vary in terms of the type and
intensity of development where specific human artefacts are involved.”
(Purcell and Lamb, 1998, p. 58)
For example, agricultural practices can drastically change the appearance of a natural
setting without needing to involve the presence of man-made elements per se.
Similarly, when trying to establish the correlation between perceived naturalness
and preference, Purcell et al. (1994) found out that there were at least three different
types of naturalness present within their experimental picture set: Clearly natural
scenes (such as lakes and forests), mixed scenes where natural vegetation was mixed
with other elements, and natural scenes showing cultivated vegetation (e.g. fields,
plantations, etc.).
Therefore it is important to differentiate between perceived naturalness and ecological naturalness. With the influence of man being virtually everywhere on the planet,
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what people perceive as natural is usually at least managed. This is often referred to
as the “naturalness versus wildness” debate (Ridder, 2007).
Furthermore, it is also understood that some natural environments, such as deserts
and polar regions, while arguable wilder than urban parks and forests, will display less
vegetation (Perry, 2012). For example, water is a key element for landscape preference,
and is usually associated with naturalness, but it cannot be described in terms of
vegetation (Tveit et al., 2006; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989).
Several ways have been devised to distinguish between perceived naturalness and
ecological naturalness. One can rely on ecological indicators such as vegetation type,
levels of succession, foliar density and structural integrity to define different levels
(Ode et al., 2009; Purcell and Lamb, 1998), or work from a specific definition of nature,
for example based on the energy source for its creation (Perry, 2012). Research into
perceived naturalness shows that environments with high vegetation, such as forests,
are perceived as more natural than scrub vegetation and fields (Lamb and Purcell,
1990; Herzog, 1984)
1.5.1.2

Preference and naturalness

Regardless of its actual definition and whether they assess it through vegetation
levels or as a self-reported measure, most studies that have looked at landscape preference report the importance of naturalness (Kardan et al., 2015; Ode et al., 2009; Purcell
and Lamb, 1998; Hartig, 1993; Chenoweth et al., 1990; Ulrich, 1986; Penning-Rowsell,
1982). For example, Tveit et al. (2006) defined it as part of the nine key visual elements
of their framework for analysing landscape visual character.
As previously seen11 , many theoretical models of landscape preference are based on
evolutionary assumptions. Within these models, it is easy to explain our preference
for vegetation. As hunter-gatherers, a significant part of our ancestors’ food came
from trees and plants so their presence is a good signal that a landscape can support
survival. Similarly, within the “prospect-refuge” theory, plants and vegetation can be
appreciated for their ability to be used as screening or refuges that allow us to see
without being seen. Cognitively, trees and vegetation also fulfil a symbolic function in
the urban context as “the primary and sometimes the last representatives of nature in
the city” (Smardon, 1988, p. 94).
The general agreement is that views that include vegetation, and particularly trees,
are preferred over buildings or parking lots (Ode et al., 2009; Hartig, 1993; Ulrich,
1986). However, an interesting finding first put forward by Smardon (1988), and later
on by Tveit et al. (2006) is that the relationship between preference and vegetation
11

See section 1.3,p. 14
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Figure 1.5: Complexity and coherence Image (a) is high in complexity and low in
coherence; Image (b) is high in both. From Kaplan et al. (1998), pp 14 - 15.
is not linear. Indeed, people’s preference will usually increase with the quantity of
trees and other plants, but only up to a point after which preference flattens and even
possibly declines (Smardon, 1988).
Although the present thesis focuses on self-reported visual preference rather than
the physiological benefits of natural environments, it is worth pointing out that many
of those benefits, such as reduced noise and air pollution, are directly dependent on the
quantity of vegetation.

1.5.2

Complexity

Complexity is another factor that often appears within perceptual studies. It is
usually associated with terms such as diversity, or visual variety, as it characterizes
the richness of the elements and features of the landscape (Tveit et al., 2006; Stamps,
2003). Though it is often mentioned in landscape preference studies as an important
factor for preference, the term also suffers from a lack of formal definition (Van den
Berg et al., 2016; Stamps, 2004; Purcell et al., 2001; Ulrich, 1983). Typically, it is
seen as important in cognitive preference models for its ability to hold attention (Berto
et al., 2008).
In his meta-analysis of the Kaplans’ preference model, Stamps (2004) expresses
complexity as “How much is going on in the scene, how much there is to look at, how
much ‘the scene contains a lot of element of different kinds”’ (Stamps, 2004, p. 2).
But the Kaplans are careful to distinguish between complexity and coherence, which
characterizes the structure and order of a scene (Kaplan et al., 1998). In other words,
the perception of the diversity of elements can be mitigated with effective spatial organisation (see fig. 1.5). Therefore, a scene’s level of complexity is not only determined by
the number and amount of elements, but also by the way those elements are structured.
To capture the interplay between variety and order, researchers have increasingly used
objective measures of visual complexity based on notions of information theory.
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For example, a quantification of complexity has been suggested by using the math-

ematical equation for information entropy (Stamps, 2003). Calculating information
entropy requires the definition of a list of items or factors, each of which can be of a
certain number of types. Therefore, entropy is 0 if all the elements are uniformly the
same factor and type and it is maximized if they are all different. Using that method,
Stamps found that the entropy (measured in bits) was highly correlated with perceived
visual diversity. However, he had to carefully define all factors and their types, a task
that is both subjective and impractical.
Generally, preference is expected to be an inverted-U function of complexity (Stamps,
2003; Heath et al., 2000; Street et al., 2016). Both extreme low (monotonous and boring) and high (chaotic and confusing) levels are seen as displeasing, but medium levels
are pleasing, grab attention and encourage further exploration (Stamps, 2003; Kaplan
et al., 1998). However, not all empirical data follows that trend, for example data
aggregated through meta analysis reveal a linear relationship between complexity and
preference (Stamps, 2004, 2003). The discrepancy between the results could be caused
by the lack of agreement on the definition of what is measured, but it could also be
linked to the distinction between interest and pleasure (Stamps, 2003). In short, a
simple scene can be preferred over an interesting one if it is seen as more pleasurable,
regardless of the complexity.

1.6 Conclusion
The topic of environmental perception is complex and layered, as it has its roots in
many different disciplines which all have their own theoretical models, and it touches
on many aspects of humans’ relationship to physical reality. Within landscape sciences,
it is common to study it by assessing people’s preferences. Within this approach, much
like within perception studies as a whole, there are debates whether there is a universal
and objective element to our motivations, or if individual experiences and subjectivity
overrule.
Because of our long history of living close to the natural environment, theoretical models that explain landscape preference using evolutionary assumptions are still
widely accepted. They describe the landscape as a system of elements, features or
patterns, detached from the individual and therefore universally meaningful. However, even when they agree on which elements are important, such as naturalness and
complexity, they can not agree on a usable definition within their paradigm.
Instead, this portion of landscape preference studies now tends towards a more
objective approach by engaging with quantitative methods. One in particular seems to
have the potential to estimate and assess landscape elements that could up until now
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only successfully be described qualitatively. This is fractal geometry, sometimes called
the geometry of nature, which is presented in chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2. ELEMENTS OF FRACTAL GEOMETRY

2.1 Introduction
Fractals describe the shapes of mountains and tree branches, of coastlines and of
river meanders. Those shapes are even inside us, in the convoluted structure of our
brains and the architecture of our lungs. They are the irregular, fragmented shapes
that mathematicians had considered “monsters” for centuries as the representation of
chaos, randomness and infinitely complex processes.
Since its first description by Mandelbrot in 1975, fractal geometry has fascinated
physicists, biologists and artists alike. But it is first and foremost a mathematical
language and, in order to understand the theories and principles that animate it, it
is necessary to explore some abstract mathematical concepts, such as space, scale and
dimension.
This chapter, much like the previous one, explores the main theoretical elements
that drove the design and analysis of this study. It discusses some of the basis of fractal
geometry as it relates to the description of natural forms and the analysis of images.
The first section presents some of the historical foundations of the discipline, by
describing the process followed by Mandelbrot as he tried to measure natural patterns
and construct his mathematical model. The critical distinction between exact mathematical fractals and physical fractals is also explored. Secondly, the pivotal concept
of fractal dimension which is the focus of this study, is introduced. It is followed by
a description of some of the main methods of fractal analysis, a process which aims
to estimate the fractal dimension. This description focuses particularly on the boxcounting method, as it is the most popular within landscape research, and the chosen
method for this study. Some of the other important concepts, such as lacunarity and
multifractality are presented in the final section, along with some “famous fractals”
that have been used for the calibrating of the software used for the fractal analysis of
the picture set.

2.2 History and definitions
The term “fractal” first appears in French mathematician Benoit B. Mandelbrot’s
first edition of his book Les Objects Fractals, in 19751 . The term is based on the Latin
verb frangere which means “to break”, and its adjective fractus, meaning “broken,
fractured or irregular” (Mandelbrot, 1975, p. 5).
1

The best fractal joke I know is: “What does the B. in Benoit B. Mandelbrot stand for?” “Benoit
B. Mandelbrot”.
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How long is the coast of Britain?

In this seminal book, the concept of fractals is introduced through a now well-known
mathematical problem, where Mandelbrot asks the reader to consider different ways to
evaluate the length of a stretch of rugged and winding coastline. The exposition of the
problem reveals that the result would so highly depend on the length of the increment
used as measuring unit, that as this one would decrease, the total length would increase
towards infinity. Therefore, there is no way to obtain an accurate measurement of the
total length of the coastline, and every method will only yield an approximation. In
other words, consider this:

“When a bay or peninsula noticed on a map scaled to 1/100 000 is reexamined on a map at 1/10 000, subbays and subpeninsulas become visible.
On a 1/1 000 scale map, sub-subsubay and sub-subpeninsulas appear, and
so forth. Each adds to the measure length.”
(Mandelbrot, 1982, p.26)
In mathematical terms, Mandelbrot defines L(ε) as the approximation of the length,
where ε is the yardstick length, and N the number of steps so that:
N × ε = L(ε)
The general rule is then that as ε decreases, L(ε) tends to increase steadily without
bound.
This allows the comparison between the behaviour of the coastline and that of
Euclidean shapes, such as straight lines or circles for which L(ε) might increase but
eventually converge to a limit, which can be said to be the true length of the object.

2.2.2

Properties of fractal objects: self-similarity and scale invariance

At the inception of the theory behind fractal geometry, and in order to avoid setting
boundaries on his project, Mandelbrot was careful to restrict his definition of fractal
objects to an empirical one (Mandelbrot, 1975). He formulated some general rules
later on, but to this day the necessary and sufficient conditions for an object to possess
fractal properties have not been formally defined. Instead, fractal geometry has been
described as “a collection of examples, linked by a common point of view, not an
organized theory”(Lorimer et al., 1994, p.1). There is a general agreement however,
that fractals have two main properties: self-similarity and scale invariance. In other
words a fractal must show similar structures or irregularities at different scales.
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Figure 2.1: Different types of self-similarity The Sierpinski gasket (left) is selfsimilar at all points, the fractal tree is self-affine.3
“[Fractal geometry] is based on a form of symmetry that had previously been
underused, namely invariance under contraction or dilatation.[. . . ]Broadly
speaking mathematical and natural fractals are shapes whose roughness
and fragmentation neither tend to vanish nor fluctuate up and down but
remain essentially unchanged as one zooms in continually and examination
is refined. Hence the structure of every piece holds the key to the whole
structure. An alternative term is ’self-similar’, which has two meanings.
One can understand ’similar’ as a loose everyday synonym of ’analogous’.
But there is also the strict textbook sense of ’contracting similarity’. It
expresses that each part is a linear geometric reduction of the whole, with
the same reduction ratios in all directions.”
(Mandelbrot, 1989, p.4)
Therefore, a self-similar object is made up of parts that are exactly or approximately similar to the whole. Self-similarity is closely related to the concept of scale
invariance, which describes the behaviour of objects that do not change appearance if
scales are multiplied by a common factor. Whereas self-similarity expresses the repetition of a pattern, scale invariance implies that the replicas must be exact at every scale.
Therefore, successive magnifications reveal an identical structure (Kenkel and Walker,
1996). The shape must be the same, in the sense that corresponding lines should be
proportional and corresponding angles equals (Peitgen et al., 2004).
Different types of self-similarity exist depending on the arrangement of the replicas,
as can be seen in figure 2.1. The Sierpinski gasket is strictly self-similar2 because there
are exact copies of the whole at every point. However, the two-branches tree is made of
the stem and only two reduced copies of the whole. This type of symmetry, where the
scaling factor is different for each direction, is called self-affinity (Peitgen et al., 2004).
2

See section 2.5.1.1, p. 51.
The image of the Sierpinski gasket is from UBC Lindenmeyer Fractals
http://www.math.ubc.ca/cass/courses/m308-03b/projects-03b/skinner/ex-dimensionsierpinski gasket.htm [Accessed: December 2012].
The fractal tree was generated on http://mwskirpan.com/FractalTree/ [Accessed: April 2017].
3
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The specificity of this geometry, which could not have been developed before the advancement of computer graphics, is that it is generated by simple algorithms, repeated
on a loop or recursions (Mandelbrot, 1989). These algorithms are iterative mathematical operations that use the preceding value to calculate the next one. This recursive
process mimics many natural processes, such as plant growth or erosion, where similar
structures are created and scaled by a process repeated over and over again.

2.2.3

Physical fractals

From the moment Mandelbrot defined the term fractal, he was careful to differentiate between mathematical objects and physical ones (Mandelbrot, 1975). In the
original version of Les Objets Fractals a glossary of neologisms included the term fractal
object as the alternative to fractal, if the reference was to a natural object. Later on,
he defined natural fractal to designate “a natural pattern that is usefully representable
by a fractal set” (Mandelbrot, 1982, p. 5). Nevertheless, he warned, the term can be
used loosely.
Perhaps as a result, natural fractal is sometimes used to differentiate between fractal
images generated by a computer and those obtained by photographing natural scenes
(Taylor et al., 2005; Hagerhall et al., 2004; Spehar et al., 2003). The term physical
fractal, which is used interchangeably by the same authors is actually more appropriate
to refer to specific natural objects, such as mountain ranges, clouds, and coastlines,
that exhibit fractal-like properties, rather than to their representation.
Physical fractals are also called statistical fractal (Van den Berg et al., 2016; Hagerhall et al., 2015; Di Ieva, 2016). It refers to the fact that physical fractals can only
display a statistical self-similarity (see figure 2.2).Van den Berg et al. (2016) wrote

“For fractals found throughout natural scenery (e.g. clouds, mountains,
coastlines, rivers, etc.), the statistical qualities of the patterns repeat at
different size scales. In contrast, the patterns of mathematically generated
exact fractals repeat exactly at different scales. Consequently, whereas exact
fractals look precisely the same at increasingly fine scales, statistical fractals
simply look similar at different scales.”
(Van den Berg et al., 2016, p. 4)
This statistical self-similarity is sometimes called Brownian self-similarity, in reference
to the physics phenomenon of Brownian motion, which describes the erratic and random
behaviour of particles suspended in liquid (Klonowski, 2000). Brownian motion is
essentially a succession of very small movements, that are accomplished independently
of each other and for which all directions have equal probability (Mandelbrot, 1975).
This acknowledges the part of chaos and randomness in the generative processes of
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physical fractals.
Furthermore, the distinction between exact fractals and physical fractals is particularly important as it also introduces the notion of a lower limit of scaling. Indeed,
whereas mathematical fractals are created out of algorithms that repeat infinitely, and
therefore produce patterns that can be scaled down infinitely, physical fractals are
limited by their biology. For example, trees have been found to show statistical selfsimilarity over 8 steps (Lorimer et al., 1994). As one zooms in further, the twigs
transform into leaves which display another fractal structure. At the other end of the
scale, as one zooms out, the individual tree belongs to a forest, another fractal. Indeed,
a tree cannot grow indefinitely or sap could not be supplied to all the leaves. Nor can
it branch indefinitely because air circulation is required (Lorimer et al., 1994).The existence of these limits creates a statistical divergence, particularly when estimating the
fractal dimension of digital images (which are themselves bounded by their resolution).4
Mandelbrot therefore considers natural objects to be “systems”, in the sense that
they are made up of distinct parts, articulated between each other. The fractal dimension describes an aspect of that articulation (Mandelbrot, 1975).

2.3 The fractal dimension D
Still trying to measure the length of the coast of Britain, Mandelbrot revisited
the work of Lewis Fry Richardson, who in 1961 had tried to empirically determine
the length of other coastlines L(ε). Richardson had devised an equation to model the
problem, and had defined another constant: D. In his work, he describes L(ε) as being
proportional to εD , but disregards the importance of D. Mandelbrot, however, discovers
that D does not depend on the method of measurement, but instead depends on the
coastline itself (Mandelbrot, 1982, 1975).
Therefore, fractal dimension is the core concept of fractal geometry. Although the
study of dimensions is a very complex mathematical area and its exhaustive description
beyond the scope of this thesis, some understanding of the notion of dimension and
how this relates to the common understanding of space and geometry is required.

2.3.1

Euclid and topological dimensions

Euclidean geometry is the earliest mathematical system to discuss geometry as it is
known today. It is based on a series of axioms that describe such things as straight lines,
circles, parallel lines and triangles. Within Euclidean geometry everything exists within
4

See section 4.2.2.1, p. 89.
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Figure 2.2: Statistical self-similarity in trees Although the pattern of the branches
does not repeat exactly, its shows similar statistical qualities. From (Taylor et al., 2001,
p.54)
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Figure 2.3: Dimensions in Euclidean space

5

a three dimensional space, which is a representational model of the physical universe
that is known to exist. In the traditional three-dimensional Euclidean and Cartesian
space dimension is understood through the location of a point within that space. The
term space can be defined here as “the boundless, three-dimensional extent in which
objects and events occur and have relative position and direction of movement” (Perry,
2012, p. 26).
Therefore, physical space can be considered to consist of an infinite number of
unique points, where a point has no actual size but represents a specific location within
that space. Classically, in both mathematics and physics, the dimension of a space, or
an object, is a positive integer which represents the minimum number of coordinates
required to identify the location of a point in space or on an object. In mathematics
there are many different types of coordinate systems that can be used to locate a point
in space (Perry, 2012).
The figure 2.3 illustrates the concept of dimensions in Euclidean space. The point
of origin, shown by the black dot, represents a location in space. This point has a
dimension of zero as the point does not really exist as an object, but is the symbolic
representation of that particular location. If the point is dragged for a distance ‘a’ in
a particular direction (x ), the two points can be joined by a line. To locate a new
point ‘p’ along the line, one needs to measure ‘a’ from the origin point to the point
‘p’. Therefore, to locate ‘p’ only one coordinate is needed, and a line is considered one
dimensional. If the line is now dragged in another direction (y), perpendicular to the
original line then this creates a plane. Locating a point on that plane now requires two
coordinates, as the point is located at a distance ‘a’ along direction x and a distance
‘b’ along direction y. Therefore, a plane is considered two dimensional. If the plane
is dragged in a direction (z ) perpendicular to the original plane, a volume appears.
To locate a point inside the volume now requires three coordinates, as the point is
located at a distance ‘a’ along the x direction, ‘b’ along the y direction and ‘c’ in the
z direction. Therefore a volume is three dimensional. These three dimensions are also
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Figure 2.4: The Hausdorff dimension6
known as topological dimensions (Peitgen et al., 2004). However, dimension can also be
defined by scale and it is the mathematics of scale based dimension that leads directly
to fractal geometry and the concept of self-similarity (Mandelbrot, 1975).

2.3.2

The Hausdorff dimension

The first model of fractal dimension (though not the name) was devised by Felix
Hausdorff in 1919, as he described irregular mathematical shapes that did not fit the
Euclidean model in terms of content and dimension (Mandelbrot, 1975). His definition
of dimension was based on scaling rather than defining location, and therefore helps to
describe the content of a space.
Figure 2.4 illustrates how the scaling dimensions of Euclidean objects can be determined using the Hausdorff method. The three objects depicted are the line, the square
and the cube. All three objects have been divided into smaller versions of themselves:
The line has been divided into three smaller lines, each one-third of the original length;
Similarly, the square has been divided into nine smaller squares, where each one is
one-third the original size; The cube has been divided into 27 smaller cubes where each
one is again one-third the original size. For each type of object, the smaller division
(line, area, and volume) has to be multiplied by three to get back to the original size.
This is the multiplication factor (Perry, 2012).
If the dimension of the object is noted as ‘D’, the multiplication factor ‘m’ and the
number of smaller objects ‘N’, it is found that for the three objects shown:
N = mD

(2.1)

or
D=

log N
log m

(2.2)

D can then be calculated for the three Euclidean objects and found to be the same
5

Image adapted from Perry (2012)
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as their topological dimension. Indeed, for the:
• line: 3 = 3D , so the dimension D of a line = 1
• square: 9 = 3D , so the dimension D of a square = 2
• cube: 27 = 3D , so the dimension D of a cube = 3

This new dimension based on scale is therefore a power law relationship, which exactly
models self-similarity. Indeed, a power law in mathematics and physics is a relationship
between two variables where, when one changes, the other changes proportionally. In
this case, the two variables are scale (the multiplication factor) and content (the number
of objects). Because it describes the inside of a space, e.g the number of cubes within
the larger cube, it also said to characterize content (Mandelbrot, 1975).
2.3.2.1

Formal definition

The particularity of D is that, unlike topological dimensions in Euclidean geometry
it is not an integer and can be anything from a simple fraction, such as 31 to an irrational
log 4
or π. Theoretically, a fractal can be described as an object
number such as
log 3
whose Hausdorff dimension strictly exceeds its topological dimension. Thus, for a
fractal curve, D >1 (Mandelbrot, 1982). Although it is possible to measure the fractal
dimension of an Euclidean object, it would equal its topological dimension therefore
Euclidean objects are not fractals.
Practically, or visually, it measures “the object’s degree of irregularity and break”
(Mandelbrot, 1975, p. 6).7 It also characterizes the ratio of change in detail to change
in scale and therefore the self-similarity of a pattern (Di Ieva, 2016). If the object is
fractal, as one zooms in, the quantity of details grows constantly and tends towards
infinity. The slope of the curve representing that growth is the fractal dimension.
A good illustration of this principle, and its meaning for the definition of naturalness
later on, can be seen in figure 2.5. The figure depicts imaginary coastlines of different D
values. According to Mandelbrot, “When D is near 1 [...], the coastline is too straight
to be realistic. On the other hand, the coastline corresponding to D = 1.3 reminds us
of the real Atlas”(Mandelbrot, 1982, p. 270). As the value of D is incrementally raised,
it becomes harder and harder to try and recognize familiar contours, until it becomes
impossible.
6

Image adapted from Fractals & the Fractal Dimension, http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/psychology/
cogsci/chaos/workshop/Fractals.html [Accessed: April 2017]
7
All quotes taken from Mandelbrot (1975) Les Objets Fractals are my own translation.
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Figure 2.5: Imaginary islands of different D: Computer - generated fractal patterns
(Mandelbrot, 1975, pp 120 - 121).

Figure 2.6: Two images of equal fractal dimension and different appearance
(a) : D = 1.7593 and (b): D = 1.7595.8
However, it is important to point out that D is a summary statistic and only measures the overall behaviour of an object. Whichever way it is measured or calculated,
it is obtained by averaging variation in the data (Kenkel and Walker, 1996). In doing
so, information is necessarily lost. And although it can characterize some parameters
of an object’s content, such as its complexity, it can not fully describe the object itself.

“The estimated fractal dimension of a lakeshore, for example, tells us nothing about the actual size or overall shape of the lake, nor can we reproduce
a map of the lake from D alone. However, the fractal dimension does tell
us a great deal about the relative complexity of the lakeshore, and as such
is an important descriptor when used in conjunction with other measures.”
(Kenkel and Walker, 1996, p.78)
This has the important implication that different fractal objects may share the same
fractal dimension and yet have completely different appearances (see figure 2.6) (Mandelbrot, 1982).
8

Images (a) and (b) were generated by the edge extraction of landscape photographs (number [6]
and [48] in the experimental set, see appendix B). The fractal analysis followed the protocol presented
in section 5.4.2, and the values reported here were the ones estimated by BENOITTM .
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Figure 2.7: The box-counting method applied to a segmented photograph of landscape. The first step (a) consists of counting the number of boxes of size 64x64 pixels
filled by the pattern. The length of the boxes d is decreased by increments so that step
(b) counts boxes of dimension 16x16 pixels, and step (c) counts boxes of dimension 4x4
pixels. This figure was created with the software Fractalyse. 9

2.4 Methods of fractal analysis
The basis of fractal analysis is to estimate D and determine the statistical properties
of fractal objects by using probabilities. Since a fractal object is self-similar, information about the whole structure, which can be quite a complicated pattern, network
or process, is already present in smaller parts of it (Klonowski, 2000). As previously
pointed out, D is a descriptive, quantitative measure and a statistic, in the sense that
it represents an attempt to estimate a single-valued number for a property of a whole
object with a sample of data from the object.

2.4.1

The Box-Counting Method

Many studies that carried out fractal analysis of landscape images used a relatively
simple method, called the box-counting method (Ostwald, 2013; Chalup et al., 2009;
Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008; Taylor, 2006; Cheung and Wells, 2004; Hagerhall et al.,
2004; Taylor et al., 2005), or sometimes the grid method (Stamps, 2003; Klonowski,
2000; Kenkel and Walker, 1996; Sugihara and May, 1990).
It consists of overlaying a series of grids on the image, and counting the number of
boxes or tiles that contain a bit of the pattern. A box that covers the object is counted
only once, regardless how many pixels (or parts of the object) are covered by it. For
each grid, the size of the boxes is noted as d and the number of boxes containing a part
of the pattern is noted N(d ). As d is progressively decreased, the pattern is effectively
analysed at different scales (see figure 2.7).
With this method, the fractal dimension D is defined as the exponent in the equation
N (d) =

1
dD

Where N(d ) is the number of boxes of linear size d.
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Figure 2.8: A Richardson plot
generated by BENOITTM12 . The
logarithm of N(d ) is plotted on the
y axis, whereas log D is on the x
axis. The graph gives the slope of
the curve as D = 1.81.

The logarithm of N(d ) can then plotted against the logarithm of d in a Richardson10
plot and the value of D can be read graphically (Mandelbrot, 1975). If the Richardson
plot produces a ‘good’ straight line fit over sufficiently extensive range of scales, then
the pattern is scale invariant and considered fractal. The line of fit will have a negative
slope that equals – D (see figure 2.8). It is worth noting that the D value calculated
from box-counting is an approximation of the Hausdorff dimension, rather than an
exact measure (Chen et al., 2003).
The box-counting method has many advantages which explain its popularity. It
is relatively simple to understand and implement, and it can be applied to digital
images. However, it also has many limitations,11 such as being inherently dependent
on resolution and being only applicable to binary images. Theoretically, since it only
takes into account the number of boxes of each size required to cover the pattern, it
cannot describe the structure or the distribution of pixels within an image (Klonowski,
2000). The complete critique of the box-counting method is presented in Chapter 4.

2.4.2

Other methods

There are countless other methods to estimate, measure or calculate D and new ones
are regularly created. Each discipline that has an interest in fractal analysis will use its
own, depending on the discipline’s focus, the purpose of the study and on the available
data. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to present them all, but an overview of some
of the main methods found in the literature is provided in the following sections..
9

Fractalyse is presented in section 5.4.2.1, p. 113.
See section 2.3, p. 42 to understand the contribution of Lewis Fry Richardson.
11
The critique of the box-counting method is the topic of section 4.2.2, p. 83.
12
BENOITTM is also presented in section 5.4.2.1, p. 113.
10
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2.4.2.1

Fractional Brownian motion

Mandelbrot described fractals as Brownian motion13 with correlated increments.
Since the behaviour of Brownian motion can be statistically described, it can be used
to model fractal patterns. This model is called a fractal Brownian function (sometimes
noted fBf).
The benefit of this method is that fractal Brownian functions are statistically selfaffine (Mandelbrot, 1982). Therefore this model resists linear transformations and the
scaling of an image does not affect its fractal dimension. Furthermore, Pentland (1984)
showed that most physical fractals behave like fractal Brownian functions. Two algorithms are commonly used to estimate D for an image modelled by a fractal Brownian
function. They are based either on the variogram, which uses the statistical Gaussian
modelling of the image or the Fourier transform, which uses its power spectrum (Soille
and Rivest, 1996; Lopes and Betrouni, 2009).
2.4.2.2

The power spectrum method

The fractal dimension of an image can also be computed from the power spectrum
derived from its underlying structural geometry. The frequencies within the power
spectrum are computed from the pixel luminance values. In other words, it is possible
to map the distribution of pixel intensity into frequency components composing that
image.
The amplitude of the component frequencies tends to decrease exponentially with
the log of frequency. The greater the level of fine detail within the image, the greater the
number of high frequency components and hence the greater the degree of self-similarity
(Perry, 2012).

2.5 Mathematical models
Now that some of the basic notions of fractal geometry have been laid out, it is
interesting to see how the concept has extended and the models it has generated, from
famous mathematical monsters to physical objects. Some other important notions,
such as multifractals and lacunarity are also defined.

2.5.1

Famous fractals

As Mandelbrot continued his bottom-up approach of defining fractal geometry, he
excavated “mathematical monsters” that had escaped categorisation in the past. He
13

See section 2.2.3, p. 41.
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Figure 2.9: Sierpinski triangle in 6 iterations The fractal can be created by starting
with an equilateral triangle, then joining the middle of each side, effectively tracing four
smaller triangles within the larger one. The central triangle is removed and the division
is repeated within the remaining triangles. The full process is repeated, theoretically
to infinity but in practice until the triangles can no longer be divided.16
applied his newly-defined principles to them and found out they could be united within
his theory. Several of those patterns became part of his demonstration and are therefore
well-known. Specifically, two of those famous fractals were used for the calibrating of
the software prior to the analysis of the experimental set14 which is why they are
presented here.

2.5.1.1

Sierpinski gasket

A Sierpinski triangle can be generated in different ways, and therefore its dimension
calculated in different ways (Mandelbrot, 1982). Figure 2.9 illustrates one method of
construction. For the purpose of this thesis, the Hausdorff method15 is applied to
estimate D.
First, equation (2.1) presented in section 2.3.2 is defined using the multiplication
factor m = 1/2 (the smaller triangles are exactly half the dimensions of the larger one);
And N = 3 (the resulting shape is made out of three triangles of equal size). Therefore,
for equation (2.2), one obtains:
D=

2.5.1.2

log 3
log N
=D=
≈ 1.5849
log m
log 2

Koch snowflake

The Koch snowflake (also known as the Koch curve, Koch star, or Koch island) is
one of the earliest fractal curves to have been described, and is derived from the work
of Helge von Koch in 1904. Its principles of construction are described in figure 2.10.
The outside of the snowflake, or its “skin” is called a snowflake curve, and it has the
particularity of being theoretically infinite, although bounded in space (Mandelbrot,
14

See section 5.4.2.1, p. 113 for the protocol of the software calibration, and section 6.2, p. 130 for
the results.
15
See section 2.3.2 on the Hausdorff dimension p. 45.
16
Image adapted from Oftenpaper http://www.oftenpaper.net/sierpinski.htm [Accessed: April 2017]
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Figure 2.10: Koch snowflake in 5 iterations The snowflake is created by starting
with an equilateral triangle, then dividing each side of the triangle in three even segments, and replacing the middle segment by a smaller equilateral triangle. The process
is repeated, theoretically to infinity but in practice until the sides can no longer be
divided.17
1989). Indeed, the outline would never exceed the boundary of a circle traced around
the original triangle.
The fractal dimension of a Koch snowflake can be calculated in different ways, as
Mandelbrot demonstrates throughout his book (Mandelbrot, 1982). Once again, the
Hausdorff method is applied for the purpose of this demonstration.
First, equation (2.1) is defined using the multiplication factor m = 1/3 (the side
length is divided into three segments of equal length, each a third of the original line);
And N = 4 (the resulting shape is made out of four segments of equal length). Therefore,
for equation (2.2), one obtains:
D=

2.5.2

log N
log 4
=D=
≈ 1.2618
log m
log 3

Other important notions

Other important concepts which have not been studied in depth for the purpose of
this thesis have nevertheless been instrumental for its inception. They are sophisticated
mathematical notions that have helped bring other perspectives to the definition of
fractal dimension, and its potential for landscape research. They could therefore be of
use for further research on the topic.
2.5.2.1

Roughness, texture and lacunarity

As presented at the end of section 2.3 (p. 42), two fractal objects can share the
same value of D and yet appear completely different. Indeed, the fractal dimension gives
insight on the self-similar behaviour of an object but it is not enough to fully describe
it. Lacunarity, from the Latin lacuna, meaning gap, measures the heterogeneity of the
pattern (Di Ieva, 2016). A fractal is then describe as lacunar if the gaps in the pattern
are large. In other words, if one considers that D describes the quantity of space filled
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Figure 2.11: Surfaces of increasing roughness and fractal dimension: A shows
a flat plane (D = 2) ; B “rolling countryside” (D = 2.1) ; C “an old, worn mountain
range” (D = 2.3) ; D “a young, rugged mountain range” (D = 2.5) ; E “a stalagmitecovered plane” (D = 2.8). (Pentland, 1984, p. 662 ).

by the pattern, lacunarity describes the dispersion and homogeneity of the space being
filled. Therefore, lacunarity and texture are related: the lacunarity of a pattern is small
when the texture appears dense, and large when the texture is coarse (Keller et al.,
1989; Mandelbrot, 1982).
As a result, fractal geometry is sometimes used to characterize roughness, or texture.
A rough surface will have a fractal dimension greater than 2 (see figure 2.11), and the
value of D will increase with the roughness. This approach can be applied to images,
if the elevation is defined in function of the intensity. For example, Pentland (1984)
showed participants a sample of images of natural textures and asked them “if you
were to draw your finger horizontally along the surface pictured here, how rough or
smooth would the surface feel?”. He found that their estimation of (three-dimensional)
texture was very highly correlated with the fractal dimension measured from the (twodimensional) image.

17

Image adapted from Yourmaths - Two algorithms for generating von Koch snowflakes.
https://yourmaths.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/vks1-4.png [Accessed: April 2017]
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2.5.2.2

Multifractal models

As presented at the beginning of this chapter, fractals look and behave like the
natural processes that modify shape through local action to produce fractal surfaces (e.g
coastlines, mountain ranges, plant growth, etc.). However, the mathematical fractals
described up until now are generated through a single iterative process, applied at one
scale and repeated across all others. The object created is therefore a monofractal of
single fractal dimension. In nature, many processes are applied simultaneously, and not
necessarily repeated for all scales. The objects generated in such conditions are likely
to be multifractals. Simply put, in multifractal objects the fractal dimension can vary
as a function of location within the object (Klonowski, 2000).
The example of the tree as bounded physical fractal described in section 2.2.3 is
further explained here. The existence of fractal structures (the leaves) nested within a
different fractal structure (the tree), itself nested within a wider structure (the forest)
is an illustration of the concept of multifractal. Each structure will have its own properties and dimension, independent of the other. Therefore a single value of the fractal
dimension can characterize one of the objects, but not all.
Similarly, an example of coastline given by Mandelbrot (1982) illustrates the concept: As he describes several types of coastlines, Mandelbrot mentions Chelsea as a
coastline that had been tamed by man and writes:

“Since very large features are unaffected by Man, a very large yardstick
again yields results that increase as  decreases. However, there is an intermediate zone of ’s in which L() varies little. This zone may go from 20
metres down to 20 centimetres. But L() increases again after  becomes
less than 20 centimetres and measurements become affected by the irregularity of the stones. Thus, if we trace the curves representing L() as a
function of , there is little doubt that the length exhibits, in the zone of
’s between  = 20 metres and  = 20 centimetres, a flat portion that was
not observable before the coast was tamed.”
(Mandelbrot, 1982, p. 27)
In this example, two different processes, one artificial and one natural, have affected
the shape of the coastline. As a result, the Richardson plot would produce a bad line
of fit and the pattern would read as non-scale invariant. It is actually a multifractal,
as the value of D changes for different scales.
There may be a relationship between lacunarity and multifractals as lacunarity
relates to the variation in the pixel counts at all boxes sizes (scales) and all boxes
centres (location). Multifractals, by definition, indicate local variations across the
object (Klonowski, 2000).
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Fractal geometry in other disciplines

The ability for fractal geometry to describe natural phenomena did not go unnoticed. Several disciplines in the biological sciences, such as medical imaging, have used
its principles for description and diagnosis purposes. Indeed, the fractal analysis of
images such as blood vessels or cells, easily obtainable through traditional medical
imaging methods, can reveal quantifiable changes and evolutions in the development
of pathologies (Bankman, 2009). Disciplines such as these are one of the main drivers
of research behind the development of robust methods of fractal analysis. As a result,
several ideas and illustrations used during the writing of this thesis are taken from
medical sources.

Figure 2.12: Applications of fractal geometry in biological sciences: The
rounded boxes are examples of fractal patterns at various spatial scales; Ovals summarize general processes operating at each scale; Rectangles indicate the scientific disciplines which study these patterns and processes. From Kenkel and Walker (1996).

Figure 2.12 illustrates the wide range of biological processes that can be successfully
modelled by fractal geometry, and the variety of disciplines that use it (Kenkel and
Walker, 1996). For example, in Ecology it is often used to characterize plants and
fungal structures, or measuring habitat space (Sugihara and May, 1990).
Furthermore, fractal geometry can also be used to model or forge natural patterns, a
useful tool for video imaging and film animation. Fractal algorithms allow the creation
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of exceedingly realistic landscapes.
Finally, even though this chapter was focussing on visual patterns, fractal geometry
can also be applied to time processes, and sounds. In the case of sound, the fractal
dimension is determined as the ratio of the size of a change in the signal, to the frequency
of occurrence of that change. It is called the spectral density and noted 1/f instead of
D. It implies that the likelihood of any change happening is inversely proportional to
the amplitude of that change (Short, 1991).

2.6 Conclusion
People who refer to fractal geometry as The Geometry of Nature are not only
referring to its ability to model natural patterns, but also to its inception which is
firmly rooted in the observation of natural phenomena. Mandelbrot observed the way
nature behaved, and derived a unifying theory to explain it. That theory describes
the infinite scaling of natural forms and processes, and their level of complexity. For
these reasons, it has now caught the attention of the landscape researchers who were
struggling to find an objective method of assessment for naturalness and complexity.
These concepts are then revisited in the next chapter as the current claims on the topic
of fractal preference and its application in landscape studies are presented.
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CHAPTER 3. THE PERCEPTION OF FRACTALS IN LANDSCAPES

3.1 Introduction
At the end of chapter 1, it was summarized that landscape preference studies were
struggling to rigorously quantify certain elements of natural environments in order to
objectively assess perception mechanisms. By this point, in the early 90s, the description of fractal geometry by Mandelbrot had caught the attention of artists who started a
discussion on the topic of fractal geometry and its influence on the aesthetic experience.
Those inquiries were often rooted in philosophy of aesthetics and acknowledged the link
between art and nature. Therefore, the discussion grew and researchers interested in
landscape preference joined the debate.
This chapter presents the current state of knowledge on the perception of fractal
patterns. As very few empirical studies have included landscapes as visual stimuli, most
of the literature is either theoretical or based on purely aesthetic concerns. Recently,
inspired by the findings on the positive effect of viewing natural scenes on health and
well-being, research on fractal preference has also started to include physiological measures. The first two sections of this chapter present the work done from both aesthetic
and salutogenic perspectives, while the last section focuses on the interpretation of
the concept of fractal dimension within the context of landscape preference. Table 3.5
summarizes the main claims found in the literature.

3.2 Fractal aesthetics
The discovery of the ubiquity of fractals in nature is what motivated several studies
to investigate the relationship between a pattern’s fractal character, specifically its
fractal dimension, and the corresponding perceived visual qualities (Spehar et al., 2003).

3.2.1

Theory of fractal aesthetics

The interest of aestheticians and artists in fractal geometry finds its source in the
entangled history of art and nature.1 The interest in the relationship between the two
goes back to the time of Plato, who theorized that art was meant to imitate nature
(Short, 1991). This idea was later developed by Kant, who thought nature was the
paradigmatic object of aesthetic experience: “nature, through genius, prescribes the
rule not to science but to art” (Kant, 1790, §46).
According to Kant, aesthetic judgements are based on four factors: disinteredness,
universality, necessity and purposiveness (Ginsborg, 2014). He differentiates between
rational and aesthetic judgements, arguing that aesthetic judgements are not based on
1

See section 1.2.3.1, p. 8.
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rational ideas, but on intuitions and sensations. Therefore, a true judgement of beauty
is disinterested: it is not based on any need or motive but rather on a sensation of
detached pleasure. Similarly, a beautiful object is purposive, containing the property
or quality of purposefulness, without actually having a concrete purpose (Ginsborg,
2014).
Kant defines purposiveness as a crucial aspect of his theory of aesthetics. A purpose
is “the object of a concept, in so far as the concept is seen as the cause of the object”
and purposiveness is “the causality of a concept with respect to its object” (Kant, 1790,
§10). It has also been described as “regularity” or “fittingness”, and was the starting
point of Short’s pioneering study on the aesthetic appeal of fractals 1991.
In his essay, The aesthetic value of fractal images, Short (1991) acknowledges the
ability of fractal geometry to describe natural patterns and, using Plato and Kant’s
theories that nature is the source of art and aesthetic pleasure, goes on to suggest that
fractals may have implications for aesthetics. He argues that some fractals have a distinctive distribution of energy among their different frequency components2 which follows a slope tending towards 1/f, meaning that the likelihood of any change is inversely
proportional to the size (i.e., frequency) of the change. This finding was associated with
the assumption that the nervous system also exhibits a 1/f density, which suggest that
there is “some resonance or feedback” between our perceptual apparatus and fractal
patterns (Short, 1991, p. 349).
His demonstration borrows heavily from the work of Voss, who analysed the spectral
density of classical and popular music and found that it exhibited the same properties
as natural noises,3 suggesting that 1/f music is preferred because it is “built into us”
(Short, 1991, p. 346). However, when trying to replicate Voss’s experiment, Short
found out that the preference relationship was not that straightforward, and that it
overlooked the importance of human understanding in the aesthetic experience.
Nevertheless, his original idea was widely followed by artists and scientists alike, all
agreeing on a “universal aesthetic of fractals” (Joye, 2006; Gilden et al., 1993; Briggs,
1992).
For example, theoretical studies referencing the role of fractals in the aesthetic
experience have also been conducted from a neuroscience perspective. One of them
proposes a universal model of aesthetic perception based on the neuroesthetic theory
that aesthetic experience is a product of brain function and depends on stimulus form
rather than content. In other words, according to this theory, all human beings share
the same general concept of aesthetic judgement (Redies, 2007).
2
3

See section 2.5.3, page 54 for a description of the spectral density of fractal sounds.
See section 2.5.3, p. 55.
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Therefore, within the aesthetic approach, the appeal of fractals is explained in terms

of
“a ‘resonance’ between the human perceptual system and the perceived
fractal object, leading to an act of self-recognition. [It is assumed] that,
due to their fractal nature, such objects are easily decoded, and that this
efficiency is ‘rewarded’ with an aesthetic reaction.”
(Joye, 2006, p. 146).
This assumption is supported by the results of Knill et al. (1990) who showed that
observers’ ability to discriminate between fractal images generated using fractal Brownian functions, varies as a function of D and is maximal for images with power spectra
closest to those of natural images. This formed the basis for most of the research on
natural image statistics.4

3.2.2

Empirical evidence

The first empirical study to examine this theory was the pioneering work by Sprott
(1993). In this study, 7500 computer generated fractal images named strange attractors
were rated for their aesthetic appeal by 7 participants. He found out that images that
were considered to be most aesthetically appealing had fractal dimensions between
about 1.1 and 1.5, and the most preferred images overall had a mean D of 1.3.
A subsequent study by Aks and Sprott (1996), in which 24 observers compared 324
fractal images, confirmed the initial findings and reported that preferred patterns had
a fractal dimension between 1.17 and 1.38.
Expanding on the previous claims of resonance made by Sprott (1993), they were
the first ones to note that the preferred value of 1.3 revealed by their survey matched
the dimension of fractals frequently found in natural environments. They therefore
suggested that people’s preference was actually set at 1.3 through continuous visual
exposure to nature’s patterns.5 In addition, they explored individual differences and
found that self-reported creative people showed a marginal preference for patterns with
higher fractal dimensions.
At this point, only computer-generated (exact) fractals had been assessed and it
was not until 2003 that the research was extended to other patterns. Spehar et al.
(2003) conducted the first investigation of the relationship between fractal dimension
and aesthetic appeal for three different types of fractals: natural, mathematical and
human.
4
5

See section 1.4.3.2 , p. 29.
This claim is explored in more detail in section 3.4.1, p. 70.
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Figure 3.1: Spehar et al. (2003) results for natural fractals Patterns rated ”most
visually appealing” have a fractal dimension of D = 1.3.

They used 11 photographs of cauliflowers, clouds, branches and other natural patterns to represent natural fractals (D ranging from 1.1 to 1.9), and digitally simulated
15 coastlines to represent mathematical fractals (5 images for each D = 1.33, D =
1.50 and D = 1.66). The 40 human fractals were represented by sections of Jackson
Pollock’s paintings, cropped at different scales6 (10 images for each D = 1.12, D =
1.50, D = 1.66, D = 1.89). The aesthetic value of each image was investigated using a
forced-choice method, in which 220 participants were shown a pair of images and were
asked to choose the most “visually appealing”.
Once again, they found that aesthetic preference peaked at D = 1.3 - 1.5, for the
three types of images (see figure 3.1). Furthermore, preference varied similarly for
different values of D, regardless of the image type, which implies that there are three
categories of aesthetic preference for D: D = 1.1 -1.2: low preference; D = 1.3 -1.5:
high preference and D = 1.6 -1.9: low preference.

3.2.3

Examples of fractal art

The discovery of fractal geometry allowed a new analysis of famous artworks. Specifically, Mandelbrot (1982) refers to two pieces of classical visual art as displaying fractal
properties, The Deluge by da Vinci (1452- 1519) and The Great Wave, by Hokusai (1760
- 1849). In the first one, da Vinci depicts meteorological phenomena with his typical
near-clairvoyant insight, centuries before principles of fractal geometry were discovered
and before they were found to be able to describe chaotic processes like the weather
(see figure 3.2). In the second one, Hokusai represents a main wave made of smaller
6

See section 3.2.3 on the fractal characteristics of Pollock’s paintings, p. 61.
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Table 3.1: Empirical studies looking at the aesthetic appeal of fractals
Source

Fractal stimulus

Results

Spehar et al.
(2003)

Natural, computer-generated
and human fractals analysed
with box-counting method

Aesthetic preference peaks at
1.3 - 1.5 for the three types of
images.

Aks and
Sprott (1996)

Computer-generated fractals

Preferred images have a mean D
of 1.3 which is associated with
natural forms

Sprott (1993)

Computer-generated fractals

Images with D between 1.1 and
1.5 considered most aesthetically
appealing. Preferred images
have a mean D of 1.3.

waves, themselves divided into smaller wavelets, highlighting the fractal properties of
natural hydraulic processes (see figure 3.3).
More recently, a study by Taylor et al. (2001) revealed that the abstract paintings of
Jackson Pollock were also fractals. The American painter (1912 -1956) was known for
his drip technique which consists of letting paint drip freely onto a canvas, sometimes for
as long as six months. The patterns formed by the paint eventually layer and mesh into a
whole. Although the result could have been statistically random images, the paintings
actually display self-similarity (see figure 3.4). Using the box-counting method, the
paintings were reported to exhibit D values between 1.3 and 1.9. The results of the
fractal analysis also show that as Pollock’s career and technique progressed the fractal
dimensions of his work increased. This suggests that higher values of D were seen (at
least by Pollock) as more aesthetically pleasing (Taylor et al., 2005, 2001).
Other examples that have been given in the literature include the Paris Opera House
(Short, 1991), Frank Lloyd Wright’s Palmer House (Joye, 2007), Gothic architecture
and some Hindu temples (Taylor, 2006).

3.3 Fractals in landscape perception studies
Considering the previous work on the aesthetic value of fractal patterns, it wasn’t
long before landscape researchers interested in landscape perception and preference
started incorporating fractal principles into their work.
One of the very first landscape studies to carry out work on the fractal analysis
of landscapes was Stamps (2002) in his work Fractal, Skylines, Nature and Beauty.
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Figure 3.2: The Deluge, by Leonardo da Vinci (c.1517-18)

Figure 3.3: The Great Wave, by Katsushika Hokusai (1831)
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Figure 3.4: Number 32, by Jackson Pollock (1950). The figure illustrates the type of
self-similarity present within Pollock’s paintings. From (Taylor et al., 2001, p. 58).
His study was based on Bovill’s theory of contextual fractal fit, which hypothesises
that preference is maximal for skylines that exhibit the same fractal dimension as the
landforms they are nested in. Using computer-generated cityscapes, he tested that
theory as well as the general preference for fractal over non-fractal structures in the
buildings. The results, however, showed no such correlation and instead preference was
maximal for non-fractal skylines. Nevertheless, because he used digital images that
contained no vegetation, the outcomes of his study are often dismissed (Joye, 2006;
Hagerhall et al., 2004).

3.3.1

Empirical studies on fractals and landscape preference

At the time of writing, only one peer-reviewed study attempted to estimate the
fractal dimensions of landscape photographs and measure their effect on preference. A
small exploratory study published in an e-journal the same year confirmed its findings.
Therefore, much of the present study design was directly derived from the protocols
reported in those publications. Specifically, as they both obtained significant results
with the box-counting method7 it became the chosen method of analysis. Their methods
and results are summarised in table 3.2.
The main study to look at landscape views as fractal objects, and the study that
inspired the present thesis, is the work of Hagerhall et al. (2004). The starting point
of their study was the acknowledgement of the lack of empirical evidence to support
7

See a description of the box-counting method in section 2.4.1, p. 48.
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the claims that aesthetic experiences associated with natural forms could be related to
their fractal characteristics.
Therefore, they chose to revisit the data collected for previous landscape preference
studies and to carry out a fractal analysis of the slides used at the time to examine
whether some of their past results could be explained by the variations in fractal dimension. Specifically they conducted a fractal analysis of the silhouette outlines of the
landscapes images in their previous experimental sets (see figure 3.5). The use of the
silhouette outline is supported by three main arguments:
1. Eye movement studies have shown that, when viewing a scene people fixate most
on visually striking areas such as areas containing changes in brightness and edges
(Dupont et al., 2014).8
2. Heath et al. (2000) found that the characteristics of building skylines had more
impact on preference ratings than the characteristics of the façades of the buildings making them up. This supports the claim that the silhouette outline is more
important than the content, at least in urban context.
3. Keller et al. (1987) had already studied the fractal dimensions of landscape silhouette outlines and shown that D could differentiate between images of forests
and images of mountains. Using a fractional Brownian motion method,9 they
estimated that tree lines images exhibit a D value around 1.58 and 1.54, and
mountains 1.18.
The fractal analysis itself was carried out with the box-counting method, using the
commercial software BENOITTM .10
Their original results showed no correlation until they removed the scenes with
visible water and hilly topography, two elements often found to positively influence
preference ratings.11 After those images were removed from the analysis, they found
a significant correlation between preference and D values, even though their model fit
was quite low (r2 = 0.34). They also point out that for their sample, preference ratings
seem to increase with D up until the 1.3 value after which they drop. These results are
in line with those of Aks and Sprott (1996).
However, they admit to many weaknesses in their study, including the reuse of
past slides which limited the range of scenes available and therefore the range of D
values on which to conduct the analysis. They also acknowledge that the D values of
forest outlines calculated by Keller et al. (1987) were largely superior to the ones they
8

See
See
10
See
11
See
9

for example the concept of primal sketch in section 1.4.2.1, p. 27.
section 2.4.2.1 on fractional Brownian motion methods, p. 50.
section 5.4.2.1, p. 113 for a full description of the software BENOITTM .
for example the section 1.3.6 on schema discrepancy, p. 19.
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Figure 3.5: Landscape silhouette outlines used in Hagerhall et al. (2004)
preference study Image from Taylor (2006).

obtained. Although they explain it by the possibility of the outlines to be made of
different mixes of plants, it is more likely that the discrepancy is a result of using a
different method of fractal analysis.
The other limitations of their study, particularly regarding their fractal analysis
protocol and their interpretation of D, are explored in more detail in the next chapter.

The same year, another short study was published in a small journal created by
the Brno University of Technology to report the results of their new image analysis
software, HarFA.12 Cheung and Wells (2004) focused on the fractal dimension of images
and its influence on the preference of children. Instead of the silhouette outlines they
used greyscale photographs of landscapes, which were then analysed with HarFA’s
fractal spectrum method.13 They chose to display the six landscape pictures from their
set, alongside six built scenes and six computer-generated images as binary abstract
patterns to collect the preference ratings.
Their results also show a significant correlation between mean preference ratings
12
13

See section 5.4.2.1, p. 113 for a full description of the software HarFA.
See a fractal spectrum in figure 4.5 in section 4.2.1.1, p. 84.
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Table 3.2: Previous studies looking at the fractal dimension of landscapes
and its correlation to preference
Source

Methods
Fractal analysis
Preference

Results

Hagerhall
et al.
(2004)

Silhouette outlines
analysed with the
box-counting
method using
BENOIT TM

Data collected from
past studies
measuring landscape
preference

Significant correlation
between preference and
D for scenes with no
water or hills

Cheung
and Wells
(2004)

Greyscale images
analysed with the
box-counting
method using
HarFA

One-to-one
interviews with
children asked to
rate patterns

Significant correlation
between preference and
mean D and preference
and maximum D from
the fractal spectrum

and D values, specifically the mean and maximum fractal dimensions measured on the
spectrum (p > .05).
There are many limitations to this study, which was clearly exploratory in nature.
The authors were not very explicit regarding their sample size and do not report their
full results. One of the main issues for the present purpose is that the children were
asked to rate the images as “just patterns” rather than physical landscapes, which
might have changed their perception.
However, the method they used to estimate D from greyscale photographs using a
fractal spectrum is innovative, and the availability of the software made it an appealing
choice for the experimental phase of this thesis.
Both Cheung and Wells (2004) and Hagerhall et al. (2004) interpret their results
to match the framework developed by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) through the Attention Restoration Theory.14 Indeed, according to Cheung and Wells (2004) the fractal
properties of a landscape could be the basis for soft fascination, which is one of the
core notions of the ART. Their assumption is supported by two claims: That “it is the
complexity of the natural environment that contributes to its ability to fascinate”, and
that “the human species is genetically predisposed to respond with ‘fascination’ to the
form and structure of the natural environment” (Cheung and Wells, 2004, p.70).

3.3.2

Restorative fractals

Because it is expected that the visual quality of fractal patterns is not directly or
consciously perceptible, researchers are now focussing on the physiological indicators
14

See the description of ART in section 1.3.5.2, p. 18.
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of preference rather than self-reported measures. Specifically, more and more studies
are empirically investigating the health benefits of viewing fractal patterns.

The first one was the exploratory work of Richard Taylor et al. (2005), first published
under the title Perceptual and physiological responses to the visual complexity of fractal
patterns. Their initial hypothesis was that the compositional form of an image, and
specifically its fractal dimension, could provoke positive physiological responses. They
therefore re-examined a study performed by NASA’s Wise and Rosenberg (1986) on
the effect of interior treatments on physiological performance stress.
The original study measured the skin conductance of 24 subjects sitting in a room
with one of four images: a picture of a forest, a painting of a savannah landscape,
some abstract art and a white panel for control (see figure 3.6). While they were being
exposed to the visuals, the participants had to carry out three different stressful mental
tasks, with breaks in between them. Then, the difference between skin conductance in
these times of breaks and during the exercises were measured.
Both natural scenes were found to decrease the stressful effect of the mental tasks.
However, although the forest scene was expected to be most effective in reducing the
stress variation, the less realistic savannah landscape was actually found to yield better
results. When they revisited the study, the images were analysed with the box-counting
method and their fractal dimensions estimated.

Figure 3.6: Images used in skin conductance study (a) Forest scene, D = 1.6 ;
(b) reproduction of a savannah landscape, D = 1.4 ; (c) pattern of scattered squares ,
not fractal. From Taylor et al. (2005).
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The savannah scene was found to have a fractal dimension of 1.4 , which is within the
“aesthetically pleasing” 1.3 -1.5 range previously described by Aks and Sprott (1996)
and Spehar et al. (2003). The forest scene, however, was estimated outside this range
at D =1.6. Therefore, Taylor et al. (2005) proposed the theory that mid-range fractals
had salutogenic properties similar to the ones described by Ulrich et al. (1991). Viewing those images significantly dampened the difference in skin conductance, therefore
seemingly diminishing the physiological stress levels of the participants.
Those results imply that “naturalness” as it refers to the origin of the image, is not
perceived as being significant here, and participants seem to be responding primarily to
the fractal dimension of the picture. They also highlight the fact that a very short time
of exposure (less than 10 seconds) was enough to induce positive responses. However,
the number of images presented to participants was quite small (only one of each type),
and the parameters of the fractal analysis carried out by box-counting are not detailed.

In a more recent study, (Hagerhall et al., 2008) used quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG) to investigate the cerebral cortical activity of 32 participants viewing 4
fractal patterns with different fractal dimensions. The patterns were computer simulations of fractal skylines (see figure 3.7) generated using Fourier transforms.15 Their
fractal dimensions were then re-checked using a variation of the box-counting method.
Their results showed that the mid-range silhouette of D =1.32 yielded the largest
variations in the EEG. Specifically, the alpha waves, which are generally admitted to be
associated with feelings of “wakeful relaxation” (Ulrich, 1983, p. 114), were measured
to be maximal when viewing that pattern.

Even more recently, Hagerhall et al. (2015) compared the physiological effects of
exact and statistical fractals16 . They generated patterns based on the Koch curve17
but combining three levels of randomness and three fractal dimensions.
Their results showed significant differences in brain activity for different fractal dimensions. Specifically, the alpha waves were shown to be more active viewing statistical
fractals rather than exact ones. However, the randomness and fractal dimension seemed
to have opposite effects with alpha increasing with randomness and decreasing with the
fractal dimension. Furthermore, the patterns of D =1.3 did not have a significant effect.

15

See section 2.4.2.1, p. 50.
See section 2.2.3 on physical and statistical fractals, p. 41.
17
See a Koch curve in section 2.5.1.2, p. 51.
16
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Figure 3.7: Silhouettes used in EEG study (a) D = 1.14 ; (b) D = 1.32 ; (c) D =
1.51 ; (d) D = 1.70. From (Hagerhall et al., 2008, p.1491).

3.4 The visual interpretation of D
In the last chapter,18 the concept of fractal dimension was presented in mathematical terms, as an alternative to the location-based system of Euclidean dimensions.
Although it was described as characterizing an object’s degree of irregularity, or its
scaling properties and therefore its appearance, D is not directly visually perceptible.
Therefore, authors have had to offer and test hypotheses on how to interpret the values
estimated from their images. In landscape studies, most of the research carried out
is based on the idea that D describes some underlying characteristics of natural settings that contribute to humans’ wellbeing, but those characteristics are still undefined
(Hagerhall et al., 2004; Cheung and Wells, 2004).

3.4.1

The preferred D

It is clear from the previous studies that mid-range fractal dimensions are thought
to be preferred. This is strongly supported by the results of Taylor (2006) and Spehar
et al. (2003). In both studies, by testing the responses triggered by different types
of fractal patterns, preference was found to be highest for images with a D between
1.3 and 1.5 regardless of the method of generation of the pattern. Furthermore, these
18

See section 2.3, p. 42.
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Table 3.3: Previous studies looking at the physiological responses to fractal
patterns
Source

Methods
Fractal analysis
Measure

Results

Hagerhall
et al.
(2015)

Computer-generated
line patterns

EEG

Alpha increases with
randomness, but
decreases with D.

Hagerhall
et al.
(2008)

Computer-generated
fractal horizons

qEEG

D= 1.32 generated
largest change in EEG,
and a maximum alpha
response.

Taylor
et al.
(2005)

A forest photograph , a
landscape painting and
an abstract painting,
analysed with the
box-counting method

Skin
conductance
(from previous
study)

D = 1. 4 most effective
in reducing
conductance,
dampening stress.

results were confirmed by Hagerhall et al. (2004), which suggests that this effect on
preference extends from exact to statistical fractals.
Patterns with a D value within this range are often said to be found most in nature
(Aks and Sprott, 1996). This statement can also be found in the caption for figure 2.5
(p. 47), where Mandelbrot (1982) describes the coastlines with a D = 1.3 as closest
to the real coastlines found in an atlas. Several other authors have backed up those
claims, usually by referencing fractal dimension values calculated in other disciplines
such as ecology or geography. Table 3.4 presents some of the main ones. The original
sources for the calculation of each D can be found in Taylor et al. (2005), Spehar et al.
(2003) and Lorimer et al. (1994) from which this table is adapted.
However, some studies such as the one reported by Pickover (1995) challenge the
consensus. Using grid-like computer generated patterns, he found that, instead of midrange fractal dimensions, much higher ones (around 1.8) were preferred. Such a high
value of D is consistent with some of the later paintings of Jackson Pollock, who was
also not particularly interested in mid-range patterns.
Similarly, Hagerhall et al. (2015), in their EEG study, observed the highest alpha for
D = 1.3 but could not confirm its statistical significance, a shortcoming they attributed
to their research design which did not include fractal dimensions higher than 1.5.
Finally, a very recent study by Bies et al. (2016) found that there might be individual
profiles of preference for certain ranges or levels of D values, but that most people’s
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Table 3.4: Fractal dimension of natural forms19

Natural form type
Coastlines
South Africa, Australia, Britain
Norway
Cracks in ductile materials
Woody plants and trees
Waves
Clouds

Fractal dimension (D)
1.05 - 1.25
1.52
1.25
1.28 - 1.90
1.30
1.33

preference would in fact increase with D. Their results also imply that the aesthetic
appeal of fractals might not be as universal as was originally expected.

3.4.2

The fractal dimension of naturalness

Mid-range values of D are strongly associated with naturalness, which had previously been recognised as an important predictor of landscape preference.20
Borrowing from the work of Kellert and Wilson (1993),21 Taylor and Sprott (2008)
introduced the collective term biophilic fractals to classify “fractals that possess positive
aesthetic qualities that are deeply rooted in their natural appearance” (Taylor and
Sprott, 2008, p.119). Those patterns are built from famous fractals such as the Koch
curve, to which random variations have been added. Those variations preserve the
scaling properties while diminishing the artificial look of the original pattern, which
therefore appears more natural.
Furthermore, naturalness is linked to the presence of vegetation which is itself made
of elements such as trees, leaves and branches that can all be described using fractal
geometry.22 Therefore, several studies have investigated the influence of vegetation on
the fractal dimension of a scene.
For example, while developing a computational approach to the fractal analysis
of cityscapes’ skylines, Chalup et al. (2009) found that trees typically increased the
skyline’s D value.
Similarly, while analysing the influence of D on the perception of streetscape quality
in Taipei, Cooper et al. (2013) showed that images with higher levels of vegetation
exhibited higher fractal dimensions and, conversely, those with lower levels of vegetation
and therefore higher amounts of visibly built features had correspondingly lower fractal
dimensions.
19

Adapted from Spehar et al. (2003).
See section 1.5.1 on naturalness, p. 30.
21
See section 1.3.1 on Biophilia, p. 15.
22
See for example Bruno et al. (2008) who developed a method of plant identification based on the
fractal dimension of the leaves of different species.
20
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However, those studies were mostly carried within an architecture framework, and
used images of urban environments in which vegetation is more likely to stand out. The
concept of naturalness does not apply in the same way to cities or landscapes. This has
been superficially explored by Berto (2011) who reported that the only difference in
terms of fractal dimension between urban and natural environments, was that “natural
environments had wider range of D values than urban ones” (Berto, 2011, p. 9). The
results were explained by the statement that “a built environment is man made and
can hence show fractal characteristics depending on the design” (Berto, 2011, p. 9).
But the correlation between levels of vegetation and fractal dimension has also been
demonstrated in Geography, when De Cola (1989) attempted a classification of landsat
scenes using their fractal dimensions in order to improve the efficiency of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). From his sample of landsat images, he found that hardwood forest areas exhibited the highest D (D = 1.812), whereas regions of agricultural
activities had a fractal dimension inversely related to the intensity of cultivation (D
= 1.447 for corn fields). This claim is also supported by the findings of Keller et al.
(1987) who estimated the silhouette outlines of forest images as having a significantly
higher D than mountains’.23

As presented in the previous chapter, the scaling properties of fractal objects are
what makes them such good models for natural patterns. By comparison, Mandelbrot says that 20th century buildings and particularly those of Mies van de Rohe are
considered unnatural, precisely because they are “scalebound’, or non-scaling (Short,
1991).
However, “organic beauty is far from being a universal quality of fractal patterns”
(Taylor and Sprott, 2008, p. 118), which is why some fractals are referred to as biophilic
and others aren’t.
Similarly, Larry Short equates the “purposiveness” of Kant24 to “naturalness” and
expresses that,

“Fractals do not guarantee naturalness, witness the artificial Koch snowflake,
but they seem to underlie it, just as purposiveness does not impart a purpose, but is necessary for it. As purposiveness is the sine qua non of purpose, fractals may be that of naturalness. To the extent that purposiveness
involves naturalness, it involves fractals.”
(Short, 1991, p. 352)
23
24

See section 3.3.1, p. 64.
See section 3.2.1, p. 58.
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3.4.3

A measure of complexity

Generally, the fractal dimension is thought to inform a pattern’s complexity, either
visually or texturally. For example, Spehar et al. (2003) describes D in these words:

“For fractals described by a D value close to 1, the patterns observed at
different magnifications repeat in a way that builds a very smooth, sparse
shape. However, for fractals described by a D value closer to 2, the repeating
patterns build a shape full of intricate, detailed structure [sic].”
(Spehar et al., 2003, p. 813)
Empirical studies by Pentland (1984)25 and Cutting and Garvin (1987) have demonstrated the high positive correlation between fractal dimension and perceived roughness
and complexity.
In urban design, the work of Cooper (2003) and Cooper and Oskrochi (2008) showed
that the fractal dimension of a street could predict its level of perceived visual variety.
Their values of D were obtained with BENOITTM , in the first experiment by applying
the box-counting method to blueprints, and in the second experiment to images created
from the edge extraction of eye-level photographs of streets. In both cases, it was found
that a low D (D <1.5) was perceived as a low variety level and high homogeneity,
whereas a higher D (D >1.7) was linked to more variety.
Furthermore, in Spehar et al. (2003)’s assessment of preference for fractal patterns,
it was hypothesized that the results could be related to the density (area covered) of the
pattern, rather than just its fractal dimension. The experiment was carried out using
random patterns of different density, but no correlation with preference was found.
This implies that D characterizes a type of complexity that is beyond the quantity of
elements in an image.
Finally, if one considers that D theoretically characterizes complexity, as has been
expressed in section 2.3 (p. 42), then the results of the studies presented throughout this
chapter could confirm the preference for mid - range complexity previously addressed
in section 1.5.2 (p. 33).

3.5 Conclusion
The theoretical arguments supporting the influence of the value of D on preference
are many: it seems to give a good approximation of complexity and naturalness, it is
possible that our physiological system might be tuned with the statistical properties of
natural patterns in order to induce a positive experience, and it might even explain our
25

See section 2.5.2.1 on Pentland’s assessment of roughness, p. 52
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Table 3.5: Summary of the main claims made in the literature
Summary of the claims
Aesthetic value of
fractals

Fractals are universally preferred because they resonate
with us.

Restorative value of
fractals

The salutogenic effect of fractal is comparable to viewing
nature: stress is reduced and cognitive functions are
enhanced. The effect is maximum for mid-range values of
D.

Preferred fractal
dimension

Mid-range fractal dimensions, from 1.3 to 1.5. are thought
to look more natural, exhibit a medium complexity and
therefore are preferred over any other values, regardless of
the type of pattern.

Interpretation of D

A high fractal dimension is associated with a higher level
of vegetation, and a higher complexity.

preference for certain artists or specific paintings. The accumulation of data from both
aesthetic and salutogenic studies point towards a strong correlation between preference
and fractal dimension, with a maximal effect for mid-range values of D. However, there
are still too few empirical studies on the topic, and they are most often carried out using
computer-generated patterns as opposed to real data, such as landscape photographs.
The studies that do use digital images tend to rely on the box-counting method, which
is known to have many limitations. The next chapter is dedicated to detailing those
issues, which in turn highlights the gaps in knowledge found in the literature presented
until now.
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CHAPTER 4. GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the most salient gaps in the existing state of knowledge on
the topic of the fractal analysis of landscape images and its potential as a tool for
perception studies. The first part is dedicated to the description of the methodological
issues encountered while estimating the fractal dimension of real data, as presented in
the literature. It focuses particularly on the controversy surrounding the application of
the box-counting method to photographs of scenes, by detailing the importance of the
different parameters. The second section expands on the previous one by focusing on
the methods used to study landscape perception and preference. The space of overlap
between those elements and the ones applied to the study of fractal images is where this
study is placed. The current debates in the literature regarding the application and
interpretation of fractal analysis to landscape images are presented at the end of the
section. Finally, all the issues encountered in the relevant literature, and from which
the research questions

1

were derived, are summarized in the last section.

4.2 The box-counting analysis of real data
This section is dedicated to summarizing the main issues, debates and gaps in the
current knowledge of methods of fractal analysis applied to real data. Specifically, it
discusses the fractal analysis of photographs using the box-counting method.2

4.2.1

The fractal assessment of photographic images

The fractal analysis of photographic images is a wide-spread approach, with useful
applications in several disciplines, such as medicine or geography. It differs from other
methods of fractal analysis by the fact that the value of D can only be estimated, rather
than precisely measured. Images must also undergo several types of transformations,
in order to extract the objects to be analysed.
Photography will record any change of light intensity within the field of capture, producing complex representations of the physical world. However, typical fractal analysis
software, such as the widely-popular BENOITTM , will only be able to process binary
images.
In a binary image, pixels can only have one of two values: 0 and 1. They are usually
black and white images, though any two colours can be used. The colour used for the
object or patterns in the image is the foreground colour while the rest of the image
1
2

The research questions are presented in section 5.2.1, p. 102.
See section 2.4.1, p. 48.
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is the background colour. Binary images are also called one-bit, bi-tonal, bi-level or
two-level, as each pixel is stored as a single bit: 0 or 1. The process of turning a colour
or greyscale image into binary ones is known as image segmentation (Mendoza and Lu,
2015).
4.2.1.1

Image segmentation

Segmentation refers to any technique applied to an image in order to separate
structures of interest from a background and from each other. It is an essential part
of the image analysis process, since the quality of the subsequent extracted data is
highly dependent on its accuracy. As such, segmentation has received a lot of attention
in the image-processing field. Consequently, there is a wide variety of segmentation
techniques to choose from, depending on the goal of the study and the image data
(Bankman, 2009; Mendoza and Lu, 2015).
Typically, it is done by identifying all pixels either belonging to an object, or forming
its boundary. The most commonly used segmentation techniques can be classified into
two categories: Region segmentation techniques that partition images into regions (also
called classes or subsets) based on their homogeneity; And edge-based segmentation
techniques that look for edges between regions with different characteristics. Several
different criteria can be involved in the classification of the pixels. (Bankman, 2009).
Thresholding

This is the most common region segmentation method. It uses the

intensity of pixels to identify structures present within an image. In this technique, a
threshold is selected, and the image is divided into groups of pixels having values less
than the threshold, and groups of pixels with values greater or equal to the threshold.
Several thresholding techniques have been developed, mostly to refine the analysis of
particular structures. As such, those techniques either consider the image as a whole
or apply different thresholds depending on local properties of particular regions. The
most intuitive approach remains to choose a unique value for the threshold and apply
it to the whole image, or global thresholding (Bankman, 2009).
Global thresholding works best when an image has a bimodal histogram, where the
object and the background pixels have their grey levels grouped in two different ranges
of values. It is then easy to extract the object from the background by selecting a value
of thresholding placed between the two ranges (see figure 4.1 for an example of bimodal
histogram, and figure 4.2 for an example of image segmentation by thresholding in the
medical sciences).
Edge detection

Edges are the points of an image characterized by discontinuities

or sharp changes in brightness. Methods of edge-detection typically use the image
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Figure 4.1: An example of a bimodal histogram with selected
threshold T. Thresholding an image
with a similar histogram is easy: One
only needs to identify T, and all pixels
corresponding to the ”Object” part of
the image (all pixels with values equal
or greater than T) will be changed to
black, while all pixels corresponding
to the ”Background” (all pixels with
values lower than T) will be changed
to white. The resulting image is the
black object on a white background.
Adapted from Bankman (2009).

gradient, which is higher at the edges of objects. Both the magnitude and direction
of the gradient can be computed as images (see figure 4.3 for an example of gradient
images). The magnitude image will have pixels exhibiting grey levels proportional
to the magnitude of the intensity changes in the original image, while the direction
image will have pixels exhibiting grey levels representing the direction of maximum
local gradient in the original image. In those new images, pixels with the largest values
in the direction of the gradient become edge pixels, and edges may be traced in the
direction perpendicular to the gradient direction.
Among the families of edge detection filters are: gradient filters, Laplacian, and
wavelet transforms. One example of an edge detection algorithm that uses gradients
is the Sobel operator, which uses two 3 × 3 matrices applied to the original image to
calculate approximations of the derivatives in both horizontal and vertical directions.
Many edge detection methods use a gradient operator, followed by a threshold operation in order to establish whether or not an edge has been found (see figure 4.4 for
an example of how edge detection and thresholding can work together to extract the
pattern of blood vessels from an angiography image).

One of the main underlying issues of segmentation is the loss of information. For
each segmented image, the original range of values of pixel intensity is lost and reduced
to only two possible values: 0 and 1. This significantly decreases the amount of data
to be processed, by filtering out the information regarded as irrelevant. This step is a
crucial part of the analysis and, as such, highlights the main difficulty of this type of
image analysis: in order for the image to be analysed, the object of interest has to be
extracted from the background, and in order for it to be extracted, it first needs to be
identified.
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Figure 4.2: An example of global thresholding. (a) Original image, (b) histogram
of image (a), (c) result of thresholding with T = 127, (d) outlines of the white cells
after applying a edge detection filter to the image shown in (c). From Bankman (2009).

Image segmentation is the systematization of that identification, at the pixel level.
Ideally, it should be fully automatic in order to provide consistent data. However, with
complex images such as landscapes, where many structures are nested within each other,
the determination of the criteria for identification may still have to be done empirically.
As mentioned previously, there is no agreement on the best method of segmentation. In
fact, most studies will use variations of both thresholding and edge-detection in order
to prepare their images for analysis.
For example, the method of extracting the silhouette outline of a landscape, as
used by Hagerhall et al. (2004), is an adaptation of the thresholding method, combined
with a simplified edge-detection operation. Instead of using the pixels’ intensity, the
authors applied a “selection by colour” tool to isolate the pixels by colour range. The
contour of that selection was then automatically traced as a 1pixel black line on a white
background to obtain a binary representation of the landscape. The authors justified
their choice of image segmentation using different studies supporting the importance
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Figure 4.3: Example of Sobel filters applied to an image of leaf. (a) Original
image; (b) Image created by application of SobelX, an horizontal derivative filter; (c)
Image created by application of SobelY, a vertical derivative filter; (d) Image created
by SobelFindEdges, a gradient operator which computes the magnitude of the gradient
for each pixel. Images taken from Zmeskal et al. (2011).

Figure 4.4: Edge detection using Sobel operator. (a) Original
angiography image showing blood
vessesl, (b) edge magnitude image obtained with a 3 x 3 Sobel
filter, (c) edge image thresholded
with a low threshold (T = 300),
(d) edge image thresholded with a
high threshold (T = 600). From
Bankman (2009).

of contours and skylines.3
Although they do not make explicit the details of their image analysis, the illustrations of the picture set used by Spehar et al. (2003) suggest that they used a global
thresholding. Their images look as though a mid-range intensity level was chosen.4
In their fractal analysis of street vistas, Cooper and Oskrochi (2008) used a segmentation method based on previous work by Sato, Matsuoka and Takayasu (1996), with
an adaptation inspired by the work of Rosenfeld and Kak (2014). The first step of his
method involves thresholding the images by their red, blue and green components, and
focusing on the resulting green component images. These images are then subjected to
an unidentified “common gradient operator for edge enhancement - using PaintshopPro
8.0” to detect and extract the edges and obtain a binary image (Cooper and Oskrochi,
2008).
3
4

See section 3.3.1, p. 64.
See figure 3.1, p. 61.
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Fractal analysis of greyscale images Due to the obvious limitations of image
segmentation, some attention has been dedicated to formulating a version of the boxcounting method that can be applied to greyscale rather than binary images.
For example, the differential box-counting method (DBC) developed by Sarkar 1994,
suggests considering an image as a two-dimensional surface in a three-dimensional
space, in which the coordinates (x,y) are associated with the spatial location of the
pixels, and the coordinate z characterizes the level of intensity. The image can then be
studied as “a hilly terrain surface whose height from the normal ground is propoprtional
to the image gray level” (Sarkar and Chaudhuri, 1994, p. 116). In that case, the boxcounting is applied with columns of cubes rather than grid of boxes (Chen et al., 2003).
Another, more accessible method of fractal analysis of greyscale was proposed in a
study by Cheung & Wells (2004), using the freeware HarFA 5.5.
HarFA (Harmonic and Fractal Image Analyser) is a software produced by the Brno
University of Technology to perform analysis of digitised images and estimate their
fractal dimension. Its “light” version can be freely downloaded and the full version is
accessible to scholars wishing to submit a contribution to the HarFA e-journal. It is
a particularly useful software, as its approach to fractal analysis is a variation of the
box-counting method. Specifically, it offers different options for the segmentation of
images, which makes it well adapted to the analysis of complex greyscale photographs.
One of its most interesting tools is its Fractal range analysis. It works by measuring
the fractal dimension of every thresholded version of the original image. An intensity
value n is chosen to start, the image is then thresholded and the fractal analysis conducted. After all the grids have been applied, the software segments the image again,
at intensity n+1, and carries out another fractal analysis. The process is repeated until
every intensity value of the pixels in the image has been used, or until the experimenter
stops it. The information thus gathered is the fractal spectrum (figure 4.5) where the
fractal dimension is presented as a function of thresholding conditions. This tool seemingly allows the study of every fractal structure nested into a greyscale image, and
therefore reduces the subjectivity of traditional segmentation processes (Cheung and
Wells, 2004; Zmeskal, Bzatek, Nezadal, and Buchnicek, Zmeskal et al.).

4.2.2

Critique of the box-counting method

It is generally admitted that the method has its limitations, particularly for estimating the fractal dimension of real data (Ţălu, 2012; Lopes and Betrouni, 2009; Sun
et al., 2006; Gonzato et al., 2000). Some have even made the argument that the method
is “not theoretically well founded and is valid only for statistically self-similar signals”
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Figure 4.5: A fractal spectrum as calculated and displayed by HarFA. In this
case, the range analysis was carried out from the binary image generated by thresholding at the intensity value 35 (meaning all pixels with intensity values higher than 35
in the original image were converted to black and all with lower intensity values were
converted to white) to the image created by a threshold at the intensity value 90 (this
roughly corresponds to the second to last black and white picture in figure 5.4). The
fractal spectrum for this image can be read as [1.25; 1.6]
(Lopes and Betrouni, 2009, p.636). However, it is difficult to establish if it is that particular method which is at fault, or if it is the entire concept of attempting to extract
a single value to describe the structure of a complex image which is erroneous. Overall, the criticism of the box-counting method is often directed towards its theoretical
limitations, as well as the sensitivity of the parameters of its application.

Theoretical limitations

Not all methods measure the same things. Some, such as

the triangular prism method, use a stochastic relation to estimate D, while most other
methods, such as the box-counting one, use a geometric relation (e.g the quantity of
space filled by the object compared to the quantity of space filled by the background)
(Sun et al., 2006). Since the different numerical methods are all based on their own
theoretical basis, they often “lead to obtaining different monofractal dimensions for
the same monofractal object” (Ţălu, 2012, p. 2). The differences can actually be so
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significant that comparing values obtained using different methods is seen as “meaningless” (Sun et al., 2006, p. 4979). Some studies resolve these issues by referring to
the D value calculated using the box-counting method as the “box dimension” (also
known as “the capacity” and “the Minkowski dimension”) (Chen et al., 2010, 2003;
Theiler, 1990). This is effective in differentiating between the value thus calculated
and the theoretical meaning of the Hausdorff dimension, of which it is meant to be an
approximation.5 It is generally estimated that the box dimension is actually an upper
bound of the Hausdorff dimension (Chen et al., 2003; Theiler, 1990).
Practical application

The parameters of implementation of the methods are not

always explicit, which can result in inappropriate application. This encompasses errors
created by using the wrong method on a specific object (e.g using the box-counting
method on a coloured image which has not been segmented), or by inconsistently
choosing the parameters of analysis (e.g selecting an insufficient number of grids) (Sun
et al., 2006). The parameters influencing the results of the analysis are presented in
the next section.
4.2.2.1

Parameters of the box-counting method

Though it is the most well-known approach to assess the fractal dimension of images,
there has been little consensus on how the multiple variables in the box-counting method
should be applied (Ostwald, 2013; Sun et al., 2006). Specific versions of the method
have been developed for biology, neuroscience, mineralogy, geology and physics, that
address the particular strengths and weaknesses of the method at particular scales,
and for particular image types. At the moment, there is no equivalent of such work
being done in architecture or landscape architecture, which makes the method highly
questionable in terms of accuracy, robustness and validity. Specifically, Ostwald (2013)
identified three main issues with the use of this method in architectural and urban
analysis, which could potentially be extended to natural scenes analysis:
“First, an optimal approach to the methodological variables in the boxcounting approach is yet to be identified. Second, the limits of the method,
its error rates, have not been quantified. Finally, there is no agreement on
which lines in an architectural or urban drawing are significant for analysis.”
(Ostwald, 2013, p.645)
He goes on to attempt a refinement of the box-counting method specifically targeted towards architectural analysis, using famous mathematical fractals with known dimension
and two classic real-life cases of façade analysis to calibrate his results. According to
5

See section 2.3.2, p. 45 for a description of the Hausdorff dimension.
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Figure 4.6: Example of modification of
field properties before application of
the box-counting method. The bounding box is redefined to coincide with the upper and left-hand sides of the shape, to reduce the amount of white space included in
the analysis. From Gonzato et al. (2000).

him the key factors shaping the computational version of the method can be regrouped
into two main categories, further divided into five sub-categories, and presented here
in the order of application: from the preparation of the material to the analysis of the
results.
1. Data properties
(a) - Field properties (background proportion and white space);
(b) - Image properties (bit depth, line width);

2. Parameters specification
(a) - Grid disposition (placement and orientation of successive grids);
(b) - Scaling coefficient (the ratio between successive grids);
(c) - Statistical divergence (error handling and limits).
The first two categories are primarily focussed on the properties of the data being examined. From a methodological perspective, it implies that understanding and recording
the various properties of the original data ensures that the research may be replicated.
The second two categories of factors are essentially variations in the detail of how the
method is applied. The last factor is concerned with the management of the results
obtained in order to limit the impact of errors in the calculations (Ostwald, 2013).
Each of these factors is considered below, and described from the perspective of a
typical computational version of the method. A summary can be found in table 4.1.
On a number of occasions, the descriptions of the variables are cross-referenced to each
other, which is unavoidable given their interconnectedness.
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1-Data properties This category of variables covers anything to do with the type
and format of data (e.g: photographic images, digital images, etc...) being analysed.
It encompasses both the properties of the field in which the pattern is embedded and
the properties of said pattern.
(a) Field properties The field refers to the background on which the structure
of interest is placed. Its most important properties are its size and proportions. The
size of the image (expressed in pixels, length x breadth) is the first practical factor of
the limitations of the process. The proportion of the field is related to its capacity to
be evenly divided. The box-counting method uses square boxes, so Ostwald argues it’s
“obvious” that the field’s dimensions should be multiples of the same figure, and that
this figure should represent the boxes’ size. It was eventually demonstrated that the
optimal starting point for the grid, or the maximum size of the boxes, should be the
length of the shortest side of the field, divided by four (Ostwald, 2013; Cooper and
Oskrochi, 2008).
The most complex field variable, which is rarely quantified, is the amount of white
or empty space included in the analysis (see figure 4.6). It may seem trivial but since
the box-counting method compares the number of pixels included in the image to
the number of pixels included in the background, it can cause drastic differences in
the results (Ostwald, 2013). This is sometimes expressed as “over-empty boxes”, and
depends on the position of the object within the image (Gonzato et al., 2000).
(b) Image properties

As previously explained,6 the box-counting method can

generally only be applied to binary images, which implies segmentation or the application of filters. Even then, the method is known for being unreliable when applied
to solidly filled areas of the image, or when analysing simple lines (Sun et al., 2006;
Szustalewicz, 2005; Gonzato et al., 2000). In order to get the most accurate results,
one should ensure that all the lines present in an image are no more than one-pixel
wide, which can be obtained with the use of the Sobel filter (see figure 4.4) and some
thresholding (Ostwald, 2013; Chen et al., 2010). The most important aspect of image
properties is the bias introduced by using digitized images, rather than computergenerated ones. This includes the presence of noise (i.e. superflous pixels), the limit of
the image’s resolution, and the presence of lines over one-pixel wide (Gonzato et al.,
2000).
2-Parameters specification

This category of variables covers anything involving

the way the data previously presented is analysed. There are many parameters for the
6

See section 4.2.1.1. Image segmentation, p. 79.
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Figure 4.7: The importance of
grid disposition The number of
boxes need to cover the pattern
(represented on the graph by intensity surface as the method is applied for texture analysis) can be
reduced if the grid is shifted up
on the z axis. From Chen et al.
(2003).

application of the box-counting method, which can drastically change the results, but
most studies will rapidly gloss over them (Sun et al., 2006).
(a) Grid disposition This variable describes the starting point of the grid, which
can impact the results, depending on the field properties. There are two commonly
accepted dispositions: edge-growth, which usually starts in a corner of the image; and
centre-growth, which starts in the center. There is no consensus as to which is more
reliable (Ostwald, 2013). This is an important parameter, as it can impact the underor overestimation of the number of boxes needed to cover the pattern (See figure 4.7).
Another aspect of grid disposition is the angle formed by the pattern and the boxes’
sides, particularly for digitized images in which diagonal lines are approximated by
a “staircase” of pixels.7 This approximation tends to yield an overestimation of D.
Gonzato et al. (2000) tested the variations in results of the box-counting method applied
to rotating shapes and concluded that, in order to compensate for the angle bias, one
should take at least “20 random placements and [average] the values of D obtained”
(p.116).
(b) Scaling coefficient As the box-counting method involves the successive application of grids of different sizes onto an image, this variable represents the ratio
between one grid and the next. This can affect the results of the analysis in two ways:
1. Since D is calculated from the slope of the curve traced by the number of boxes
filled with the pattern, as a function of the boxes’ size, a high scaling coefficient
would reduce the number of iterations of the grid, which would yield fewer data
points available to trace the curve. This would subsequently lead to inaccurate
results.
2. Depending on the field properties, a low scaling coefficient can create an overes7

See figure 6.1, page 133 for an illustration of the issue with diagonal lines.
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timation of the amount of white space included in the calculations, which would
also lead to inaccurate results.
There seems to be a consensus that a scaling coefficient of 2:1 (each grid is made of
boxes exactly half the size of the previous one) is the most desirable (Ostwald, 2013;
Sun et al., 2006; Gonzato et al., 2000). According to Ostwald (2013), this is because the
successive iterations of the grid would have the same external dimension and therefore
always include the same quantity of white space. Sun et al. (2006), however, claims
this allows the data points on the Richardson plot8 to be equally spaced. This would
then presumably increase the stability of the slope. Nevertheless, such a large ratio
means that only a few successive grids can be used before the boxes are too small.
Furthermore, the error rate of the analysis has been shown to be reduced to 25% if at
least five grids were used and compared (Chen et al., 1993). Thus, the determination
of the best scaling coefficient resides in the balance between the maximum available
number of grid comparisons, and the error created by the inclusion of too much white
space in the image (Ostwald, 2013).
(c) Statistical divergence

The value of D is graphically represented by the

slope of the Richardson plot, which is the curve traced by the logarithm of the number
of boxes counted as a function of the logarithm of the boxes’ size.8 The curve is an
average of the set of points, rather than a fully accurate graph. Statistical divergence
refers to the degree to which certain data points deviate from the main curve. This is
critical in the analysis of real data as the self-similarity properties will only extend over
a limited range of scales. Cooper writes:
“The resultant fractal dimension is related to observations made over a
specific range of scales and relates only to those scales. This makes the
selection of a useful measurement scale vital in achieving meaningful results
when evaluating different characteristics. For example, it would be of little
value to evaluate the facade of a building at scales ranging from 50 m to
microns.”
(Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008, p.353)
Ostwald (2013) identifies three types of divergence:
1. Opening divergence: Can be caused by the presence of white space around the
image, or by the image completely filling a single box.
2. Central divergence : Can occur when the image is multifractal, which is represented by an inconsistent shift in slope
8

See a Richardson plot in figure 2.8, p. 49.
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3. Closing divergence: This occurs when the boxes are so small they are mostly
counting empty space within the image. This is mostly linked to the use of
digitized images of real data, which are only continuous over a limited number of
scales (Chen et al., 1993).

The opening and closing divergences can be minimized by the careful setting of the
lower and upper bound of the successive grids. Koch 1993 suggests carrying out the
analysis with the size of the grid ranging between 0.25l and 0.03l, where l is the height of
the image (Ostwald, 2013; Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008). This adjustment also solves, at
least partially, the issue of resolution. Indeed, by limiting the analysis to larger clumps
of pixels, the probability of including noise is reduced. However, the box counting
method, as for any analysis performed on digitized images, is intrinsically dependent
on resolution (Gonzato et al., 2000).
Table 4.1: A standard method for measuring the fractal dimension of architectural and urban forms, as proposed by Ostwald (2013).

Although they help highlight the discrepancy between the theory of fractal analysis
and the practice, some of the limitations of the method presented here do not actually
apply to landscape images. For example, the amount of white space present around
the image is unlikely to create issues since landscape photographs are rarely framed by
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a margin. Similarly, the issue of pattern orientation is probably irrelevant in this case,
as landscapes can really only be observed in one configuration. Indeed, unless one is
standing on one’s head, the sky will be in the upper part of the image and the landform
on the bottom.

4.3 Issues specific to the use of fractal analysis in landscape studies
This section expands on the previous one by highlighting the methodological issues that are particularly relevant to the use of the box-counting method in landscape
studies. This ranges from the theoretical debate on the validity of assessing landscapes
based on static images, to the application of fractal concepts in a spatial and environmental context.

4.3.1

Using photographs in landscape studies

Most studies interested in the issue of landscape perception or preference will use
a range of different methods from quantitative to qualitative in order to triangulate
the collected data and increase the robustness of their interpretation. This is preferably done in-situ with ethnographic methods such as walk-alongs or interviews. In the
case of this study, however, the current state of the art of fractal analysis does not yet
stretch out to encompass life-size, three-dimensional objects. In other words, calculating the fractal dimension of a landscape today can only be done using two-dimensional
representations.
This, of course, raises issues regarding the validity of using static images as surrogates for the on-site experience. This is a long-standing methodological debate within
landscape perception studies, as site visits are seen as impractical, expensive and timeconsuming whereas photographs are relatively easy to work with. As such, the debate
has attracted a lot of attention over the years, and is still ongoing, with proponents on
both sides.
4.3.1.1

Benefits of using static images

As mentioned above, the main benefit of using photographs as substitute for the
on-site experience of landscapes is the compared practicality of the method, which
offers a guarantee for the experimenter to work with larger samples of participants.
Furthermore, “bringing people in the field to evaluate an actual landscape is costly
and time consuming and restricts the number of different landscape types that can be
studied” (Sevenant and Antrop, 2011).
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Similarly, visual material can be modified in order to control and analyse the impact

of specific parameters, which also expands the range of potential experimentation. For
example, simulations of landscapes can be created, either using computer graphics,
3D modelling or photo-realistic visualisations (Stamps, 2010; Lim et al., 2006; Daniel
and Meitner, 2001; Bishop and Leahy, 1989). This ease of manipulation makes using
photographs very attractive for researchers interested in people’s responses to their
environment.
Finally, using static images ensures a better experimental control over the context
and the procedure of data collection. Instead of taking participants outside, where one
might be influenced by elements such as the weather, traffic, wildlife and other external
stimuli, the experiment happens in a lab and all the variables are controlled(Sevenant
and Antrop, 2011).
Most of the studies that use photographs do not feel the need to justify their choice,
or will only refer to previous work that validate their decision (Sevenant and Antrop,
2011; Palmer and Hoffman, 2001). Their claims appear justified, as even studies which
intended to critique the method have found a correlation between the judgement of
participants based on photographs and their on-site experience high enough (usually
between 0.70 and 0.90), that it supports its validity (Stamps, 1990; Roth, 2006; Shafer
and Richards, 1974; Shuttleworth, 1979; Hull and Stewart, 1992; Kaplan and Herbert,
1987).
4.3.1.2

Disadvantages of using static images

However, it seems important to point out some obvious issues with the use of
surrogates or, as Pocock stated, to at least acknowledge that the number of studies
validating that approach “does not obscure the fact that a photograph is totally unable
to convey the life of the scene: unable to discriminate: it merely records everything at
one instant.” (Pocok, 1982, as cited in (Kroh and Gimblett, 1992, p.58)). In fact, there
seems to be an equally large body of research dedicated to questioning the validity of the
method (Sevenant and Antrop, 2011; Stamps, 2010; Palmer and Hoffman, 2001; Kroh
and Gimblett, 1992; Gibson, 1979). Of particular interest is the topic of “ecological
validity”, which differs from external validity by its focus on the context in which
the data is collected. If both concepts are concerned with the correlation between
what is meant to be measured and what is measured, ecological validity is particularly
important in environmental psychology. As Hull and Stewart stated:
“The realism of the context in which persons’ responses are elicited is critical because responses (i.e. behaviours, attitudes, emotions, scenic beauty
evaluations) are embedded in and dependent upon the physical, social and
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cultural contexts in which they take place. Therefore an ecologically valid
context is one that contains all factors which directly impact or indirectly
mediate the observed response.”
(Hull and Stewart, 1992, p. 101)
There is a long list of factors that we now know influence a person’s reaction to
his/her environment, and are difficult to replicate in a lab. Here is a short summary.
Issues of Movement

A common concern is the representation of movement, and

particularly the motion of water (Sevenant and Antrop, 2011). However, beyond the
representation of dynamic environmental features, a bigger issue is the importance of
the movement of participants within the landscape. As Gibson highlights in his ecological approach to visual perception, movement is crucial to humans’ perception of their
environment. With it, they gain the opportunity to experience potentially dramatic
and exciting changes in their environment. Without it, as Gibson states “a point of
observation at rest is only the limiting case of a point of observation in motion, the null
case. Observation implies movement” (Gibson, 1979, p. 72).With this in mind, Stamps
conducted a meta-analysis of 33 studies spanning 451 scenes and 3,511 participants to
evaluate the validity of dynamic visual material compared to static images and on-site
experience. He found out that dynamic and static simulations of the environment were
equivalent in their ability to induce affective responses similar to those that would happen on-site, with overall correlation coefficients between evaluation parameters ranging
from r = .83 to .86. He concluded: “Responses to all three media were highly similar,
and very large amounts of new data would be necessary to contradict that claim on
empirical grounds” (Stamps, 2010, p. 349).
Issues of Senses A strong argument in favour of the use of photographs as surrogates
for landscape experience is the fact that humans experience their environment predominantly through their eyesight. However, this willingly puts aside all other senses, such
as smell, hearing and touch. For example, Kroh and Gimblett (1992), while comparing
participants responses to photographs and on-site visits, found that tactile factors significantly influence preference. Similarly, the level of activity one would need to have
in order to interact with the landscape (i.e. walking, hiking, climbing, etc) can have
a huge impact on the experience, yet is hardly replicable in a lab (Hull and Stewart,
1992).
Issues of Colour

Shuttleworth (1979) found that colour photographs were a better

approximation of on-site experience than black and white photographs, and the latter
tended to induce more extreme and polarized responses.
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Issues of Views

Another issue with using photographs is the reductionism of the

method in terms of representability of the geographical space. Palmer and Hoffman
(2001) name that effect the “ecological fallacy”: when a single photograph is used as a
surrogate for the entire landscape, instead of being acknowledged as “a specific view at
a specific site” (Palmer and Hoffman, 2001, p. 157). Similarly, photographs record a
field of view that is typically much smaller than what an observer could experience on
site. While a human field of vision can extend to about 208◦ horizontally through slight
movement of the eyes,9 the standard 35 mm wide angle lens records the light signals
within approximately 60◦ (Palmer and Hoffman, 2001; Sevenant and Antrop, 2011).
However, Sevenant and Antrop compared the ratings on several landscape preference
scales (such as: Vast, Attractive vegetation, Unspoiled, Beautiful, etc) attributed to
panoramic photographs with those obtained with regular ones, and found out they
were mostly equivalent. In fact, normal photographs were found to fare slightly better
than panoramic in their ability to record reactions similar to those happening in real
environments.
Discussion

This debate involves much more than just methodological concerns. It

is a theoretical issue that highlights the importance of selecting which paradigm of
research a study subscribes to.10 Historically, researchers in landscape preference and
landscape aesthetics have been mostly concerned with teasing out the environmental
characteristics which induce positive human responses, focusing particularly on what
is commonly preferred, or what can be extended into an objective fact applicable to
the general population. That work could be classified as part of the “psycho-physical”
paradigm described by Zube (1982), where a landscape is seen as a fixed stimulus,
external to the individual. On-site visits, however, would be part of the “experiential”
paradigm, as it takes into account the holistic interactions between a landscape and
the participants. In this context, beauty literally is “in the eye of the beholder”, and
findings are difficult to extend to the general population. Similarly, if one subscribes
to Gibson’s ecological approach, in which the elements of the environment have an
intrinsic meaning that depends on the viewer, and in which movement is a necessary
part of the perception process, then using static images is particularly inappropriate.
However, even the studies critically investigating the validity of photographs tend
to show high correlation coefficients between the results obtained on site and those
obtained in the lab. Even Sevenant and Antrop conclude their study by stating that
their outcome “does not discourage the use of photographs at all”. In fact, for half
9
10

See section 1.4.1.2, p. 25.
The paradigms of landscape perception research are presented in section 1.3.8, p. 21.
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their preference variables they “could not show a significant difference between in situ
rating and ratings from photographs” (Sevenant and Antrop, 2011, p. 2011).
In conclusion, the aim of this study remains firmly implanted in the psycho-physical
paradigm, as the geometrical structure of the landscape is studied in isolation from its
context. While the author acknowledges the shortcomings of such an approach, the
current state of knowledge on the topic supports this decision. As very little is known
on the potential of the fractal dimension of landscapes, this is an exploratory study
that mostly attempts to tease out the underlying mechanisms of visual perception. In
this context, relying on traditional methods with a proven record of validity seems
appropriate.

4.3.2

Issues related to the fractal analysis of landscapes

Landscapes, like most physical fractals, may present fractal-like properties but cannot necessarily be expected to behave purely as fractal objects. This is partially linked
to the nature of fractal geometry, which is meant to be a mathematical model of physical organic patterns rather than an exact replica, and partially due to the complex
physical structure of landscapes which are never just one organic pattern at once, but
several, arranged side by side and even nested within each other. This raises several issues, contingent on the ones already presented in this chapter, but specific to landscape
analysis.

4.3.2.1

The multifractal character of landscapes

First of all, several studies recognize that is it improbable that a single value of
fractal dimension accurately captures the character of a physical object measured over a
large range, because different regions of the object may have different fractal properties.
This structure, where different fractal objects with different characteristics are nested
within other ones, reflects multifractality.11 For example, Koch (1993) explains that
the coast of Great Britain is less rugged on the east side because of a different exposure
to weather and a different geology. The overall fractal dimension usually estimated
will therefore be an average of the two coastlines on each side, and will not be able
to accurately describe the whole picture in detail. Certain methods of analysis are
adapted to the study of multifractals. These methods are quite complex, require a
high computational power and are rarely used in landscape studies. They are therefore
outside the scope of this thesis.
11

See section 2.5.2.2, p. 54.
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4.3.2.2

The interpretation of D

In addition to the caveats regarding the practical methodology of fractal-related
research, some debate remains on the appropriate interpretation. Indeed, as discussed
throughout the definition of D, two images can have a similar D and yet appear visually
different.12 In that case, it is unclear what visual element - if any - is being measured,
and the interpretations offered by previous studies13 can be challenged.

Physical features and scene characteristics

For example, Cooper and Oskrochi

(2008), by ranking their images in order of D values, suggest that the fractal dimension
is linked to “the amount of vegetation, visible building, sky, and open space - modified in
some instances by shadow, view length, and level of foreground detail”. They also add
that “vertical emphasis of building detail, railings, windows, bays, bows and projections,
such as porches, seems to raise D” (Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008, p.357). This description
is still rather vague and even though they associate it with “a synthetic quantification
of complexity”, they also admit the need for further research in order to identify the
relationship between the D values calculated and the physical features identified by the
human eye.
Similarly, some studies looking at individual species of plants have found that different types of vegetation will exhibit different fractal dimensions (Bruno et al., 2008;
Lorimer et al., 1994). This finding supports the previous assumption that landscapes
- particularly the mixed-vegetation ones - are multifractals, as it implies that every
element of a scene will behave differently.
Generally, though, the desire to use fractal analysis to accurately characterize -and
even describe - the physical features represented on the image should be mitigated by
many studies empirically showing that images may share the same fractal dimension and
yet be completely different in other respects (Soille and Rivest, 1996; Keller et al., 1989).
Usually, other parameters such as lacunarity14 are needed to make sense of D. Therefore,
it is unlikely that images could be characterized by single values, particularly when
Mandelbrot himself warned that D was not enough in itself to describe the appearance
of a pattern.15

The assumption of naturalness

Behind the claim of fractal geometry as the

essence of naturalness is the assumption that only a natural image will exhibit fractallike properties. This is false even at the theoretical level, as an Euclidean object is
12

See
See
14
See
15
See
13

figure 2.6, p. 47.
section 3.4, p. 70.
section 2.5.2.1, p. 52.
section 2.3, p. 42.
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just as self-similar as a fractal pattern but with an integer value for D which equals its
topological dimension.16 The fact that architecture studies rely on fractal geometry to
characterize streets and buildings is enough to suggest that this analysis is in no way
restricted to natural objects.
This circles back to the questions regarding the quantification of naturalness. Even
if it encompasses the amount of vegetation, as has been suggested, it is unlikely that
the fractal analysis of an image could define that image’s level of vegetation with any
precision, considering the state of knowledge regarding fractal dimension and existing
features previously presented.
Finally those claims are a good illustration of the correlation/causation issue. While
it is now commonly accepted that natural settings promote well-being, the fact that
they exhibit certain fractal properties is certainly not enough to conclude that fractal
dimension is a reliable indicator of salutogenic effect. As explained in the previous section,17 visual perception forms only a part of our overall perception of our surroundings,
so the influence of fractal geometry could not possibly explain all preference.
4.3.2.3

Other issues in the literature

Other topics have been briefly touched on in the literature, either as suggestions
for further research or as extension of the results. Although they are not at the core of
the research questions behind this thesis, they are particularly relevant for the fractal
analysis of landscapes.
Viewpoints

Throughout the literature on physical fractals and landscapes, authors

have discussed the issue of the viewpoint location (Stamps, 2002). According to its
mathematical definition, the fractal dimension of an object is independent of the choice
of the section (Mandelbrot, 1975). This leads one to think that the dimension of the
silhouette of a fractal object is not influenced by viewpoint location. However, Mandelbrot also admits that “different pieces of the same coastline, if considered separately,
may produce different values of D” (Mandelbrot, 1982, p. 29). Therefore the consistency of D throughout a landscape unit is still to be defined.
Universal preference

Furthermore, there are hesitations regarding whether the re-

ported preference for images with a mid-range fractal dimension is in fact universal
(Hartig et al., 2010). There seems to be some evidence that self-reported “creative”
people are more attracted to complex patterns with a high D dimension (Aks and
16
17

See section 2.3, p. 42.
See section 4.3.1, p. 91.
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Sprott, 1996), which would also explain the evolution of Pollock’s paintings throughout
his career.18 Similarly, a very recent study by Bies et al. (2016) found that there might
be individual profiles of preference for certain ranges or levels of D values, but that
most people’s preference will increase with D.

4.4 Gaps in knowledge
This chapter presented the main critiques commonly addressed to the application
of fractal analysis techniques to landscape images. Some of the limitations discussed
here also highlight the weakness of the claims made in the literature review.

19

For example, if there is no single definition of D but several, how much can one rely
on establishing a single value such as the ideal 1.3 described in the studies carried out
by Spehar et al. (2003); Taylor et al. (2005); Aks and Sprott (1996) and reproduced
by Hagerhall et al. (2008)? This section is a summary of the gaps in methodological
knowledge developed above, and their implications for the claims made in the literature.
The main issue is the one formulated by Sun et al. (2006), which relates to the
unreliability of fractal analysis methods when it comes to estimating the D value of
real data:
“The computed D is supposed to capture the differences in the characteristics of image textures. However, a host of factors other than image
texture, such as the computational method used, the choice of input parameter values, input images, and so forth, may all have an effect on the
computed D. As a result, it seems extremely difficult, if possible at all, to
determine whether the observed differences in computed D values is a result
of true differences in image texture or a result of certain arbitrary decision
made during the estimation process. As such the question what actually is
measured in the computed D remains unanswered.”
(Sun et al., 2006, p. 4881)
This assessment itself is enough to test any claim regarding the potential of fractal
analysis. The summary of the debates currently happening around those claims can be
found in table 4.2.

4.5 Conclusion
Despite the caution it requires, the box-counting method is still the most widely
used method of fractal analysis. This is probably due to its seemingly straightforward
nature and apparent ease of implementation, which makes it accessible even to the
18
19

See section 3.2.3, p. 61.
See table 3.5, p. 75 for a summary of the claims.
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least quantitatively inclined researcher. However, the issues highlighted here such as
the necessary segmentation of the images or the effect of the method’s parameters,
are rarely mentioned in the literature. Unfortunately, these omissions challenge the
credibility of some of the claims made on the potential for fractal dimension to be a
useful tool in landscape visual assessment. The gaps in knowledge summarized in the
last section of this chapter provided the background from which the research questions
were developed, and helped establish a robust protocol to answer them, which is the
topic of the next chapter.
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Table 4.2: Gaps in knowledge
Summary of the gaps in knowledge
Fractal analysis of
images

Even within a single method of analysis (the box-counting
method), many different factors can influence the
measurement of D. They are categorized as data properties
(type, size, orientation, resolution of the image, etc) and
parameters specifications (grid disposition, angle, scaling
coefficient, etc). There is no consensus on the proper
application of the method, as it depends on the aim of the
analysis.

Fractal analysis of
landscapes

Within landscape studies, there is still no consensus on the
proper application of the method. It is likely that
landscapes are actually multifractals, which cannot be
accurately analysed with the box-counting method.
Though some of the limitations of the method are not
relevant to landscape images, the process of segmentation
necessary for the analysis is very problematic as one must
choose a structure to isolate.

Fractal dimension of
landscapes

There is no consensus on the visual interpretation of D and
whether it is related to specific features, or specific types of
scenes. Though there are strong evidence it is a measure of
complexity, many studies think it embodies a certain type
of naturalness, that has not been successfully defined yet.
It is also unclear whether a single landscape will exhibit a
similar D value throughout, or if it is dependent on the
image on which the analysis is made.

Fractals and
preference

Though there is some strong evidence in the literature that
mid-range values are generally preferred, there is no
consensus on whether that preference is genuinely
universal, or if it depends on the individual. Furthermore,
the theory as well as the criticism of the unreliability and
imprecision of the method suggests that defining a precise
value of D that could elicit preference like 1.3 is
meaningless on its own.
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the rationale of the study and the design of the methodology
used to collect data, from the fractal analysis of landscape images to the preference
ratings of the scenes depicted.
The literature reviews from the previous chapters highlighted some of the areas
still in need of empirical research.1 The first section of this chapter is devoted to the
formulation of the research questions that stemmed from the background research, and
presents how this study answered them. Because of the small amount of literature
currently available on the topic, the primary aim of this study is to try and replicate
previous findings by repeating the experiments carried out by Hagerhall et al. (2004)
and Cheung and Wells (2004). Their findings are also extended to a more comprehensive
research framework, mostly by developing a robust protocol for the fractal analysis of
images. This was achieved by also replicating and building on the work of Szustalewicz
(2005) and Gonzato et al. (2000), who empirically explored the methodological issues
associated with the fractal analysis of real data.
A preliminary and exploratory protocol was created based on those studies and
focusing on the application of the method to the prediction of landscape preference.
The pilot study carried out at the beginning of the project is presented in this chapter,
along with the changes it inspired for the final design of the main study.

5.2 Research rationale
This section presents an overview of the core questions, aims and structure of the
study, which stem from the gaps in knowledge previously presented.

5.2.1

Research questions

The research questions that motivated this study directly stemmed from the gaps
in knowledge previously identified, such as the limitations of the box-counting method
and the theoretical effect of fractals on perception. Specifically, this study examined
the claims regarding the aesthetic value of fractal images, particularly those of fractal
dimensions between 1.3 and 1.5, that have previously made in the literature (Taylor
et al., 2005; Spehar et al., 2003; Hagerhall et al., 2004).2
The main research question is: Can the fractal dimension of a landscape
predict people’s preference? This question raises many others that can be classified into two broad categories, considering on one hand the definition of the concept
of fractal dimension as applied to landscape images, and on the other the potential
contribution of that approach to the field of landscape preference.
1
2

The summary of the gaps in knowledge can be found in section 4.4, p. 98.
See section 3.4.1, p. 70.
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1. What is the fractal dimension of a landscape? This study primarily explored the different potential definitions of fractal dimension of landscape scenes,
and the different methods to assess it. The aim was to establish the objectivity,
replicability, validity and robustness of fractal analysis as a tool for landscape
studies. As presented in section 3.3.1, at the time of writing only two studies
have specifically looked at landscape photographs for the purpose of predicting
preference. Both Hagerhall et al. (2004) and Cheung and Wells (2004) use the
box-counting method to carry out their fractal analysis, albeit in different ways.
Specifically, the two studies differ in their pre-processing of the images: while
Hagerhall et al. (2004) extracted the silhouette outlines of their landscape photographs, Cheung and Wells (2004) analysed the full greyscale spectrum of the
images. Furthermore, the box-counting method is in itself said to be unreliable
(see section 4.2.2).
Therefore, the present study tested different versions of the method against each
other, focussing on basic parameters such as the choice of software and image
segmentation. The validity of the method was assessed through its ability to pick
up information on the type of landscape depicted. As discussed in section 3.4,
previous studies have found that the perceived complexity and naturalness of
patterns increased with the fractal dimension (Cooper et al., 2013; Chalup et al.,
2009; Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008; Pentland, 1984). Therefore, two types of landscape scenes, forests and fields representing the extremes of both spectra, were
also compared using their D values. It was hypothesised that forest images would
exhibit higher fractal dimensions than meadows. This part of the experiment
offered some answers to the following sub-questions:
(a) How replicable are the results of a fractal analysis of a landscape image?
i. - Using different software ?
ii. - Using different parameters of the same method?
iii. - Using different segmentations of the same image?
(b) Is there any correlation between the properties of the landscape being analysed and its fractal dimension?
i. - Which method is the best at accurately characterizing a landscape?
ii. - Which physical features of the landscape are correlated with the fractal
dimension?
iii. - Is the fractal dimension of a landscape dependent on the viewpoint?
2. Is it correlated with people’s landscape preference? Following the findings
to the previous questions, and through the dissemination of a landscape preference
survey, the study explored people’s responses to a set of landscape photographs.
Preference ratings were first examined for their demographic trends, then analysed
in parallel with the various results of the fractal analysis. Since previous studies
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have mostly reported a positive effect of the fractal dimension on preference, it
was hypothesised that a significant correlation would be found between the two
variables (Hagerhall et al., 2004; Cheung and Wells, 2004). Particular attention
was paid to methods used in previous studies, such as the importance of the
silhouette outline described by Hagerhall et al. (2004), and the maximum and
average fractal dimension estimated from greyscale by Cheung and Wells (2004).
Furthermore, the claims made regarding the influence of fractal dimension on
preference typically suggest that this influence is universal (Spehar et al., 2003;
Aks and Sprott, 1996; Short, 1991). Therefore, the various preference profiles
of the participants to the survey were investigated separately. Finally, in order
to verify the predictive power of the fractal dimension for landscape preference
studies, multiple regression models were created using the fractal characteristics
estimated. This allowed the answering of such questions as:
(a) Is there a correlation between the fractal dimension of a landscape scene and
its rating in preference?
(b) Do people prefer landscape images with a D between 1.3 and 1.5?
(c) Is this preference universal?
i. - Do creative people prefer higher D values?
(d) What is the predictive power of the fractal dimension value on preference?
i. - Are all methods of fractal analysis equal in their ability (or inability)
to predict preference?
(e) Can those results be extended to the experience of landscape in situ?

5.2.2

Research objectives

The aims of this research were:
1. To increase the understanding of visual perceptual mechanisms related to landscape preference;
2. To assess the predictive power of an objective value measured from landscape
scenes on the viewers’ responses;
3. To assess the potential of fractal dimension as a new quantitative predictor of
landscape preference;
4. To assess the applicability of fractal geometrical concepts in physical landscapes;
5. To clarify the visual interpretation of the concept of fractal dimension in the
context of natural scenes.
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The general objective was to advance the understanding of fractal geometry within
the context of landscape assessment. Specifically, it intended to verify the claims that
the fractal dimension of an image can accurately predict people’s response to that
image. If this is the case, then this method of analysis could be used by, not only
landscape architects, but also architects and visual artists in other disciplines. This
could, for example, be translated into information of interest for large scale landscape
management projects, landscape visual assessment studies as well as be developed into
an effective evaluation tool for designers and researchers.

Figure 5.1: Research Process: The preliminary research process culminated in the
execution of the pilot study. Informed by the background reading, that short study
inspired in turn much of the follow-up empirical research. That next phase of the
research is divided into two parts: First the images were analysed, using different
methods, in order to evaluate the robustness of the calculations of D. In a second part,
the images were rated by a random sample of participants. Finally, the preference
ratings collected were compared to the values of D previously measured. The results
of (a), (b), (c) and (d) are presented in chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

5.2.3

Structure of study

The study was divided into two parts, each answering a research question and its
set of sub-questions. Figure 5.1 illustrates the general research process followed from
beginning to end, and a more detailed account of that can be found in figure 5.2.
The first part of the study was concerned with answering the first research question:
What is the fractal dimension of a landscape?
Since no two studies on the topic have used the same method in the past, several
types of analysis were conducted on several types of images, in order to compare the
results. First, three software packages were tested against each other for their abil-
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ity to accurately process simple binary images. Then, a set of landscape photographs
were analysed, after different segmentation processes had been applied in order to extract different values of fractal dimension. These values were compared and correlated
with each other, in order to examine any trend in the data. The results of this part
of the study, as well as the answers to the research question, are presented in Chapter 6.
Then, the second research question was considered: Is the fractal dimension or
fractal dimensions of a landscape correlated with people’s preference?
A sample of the landscape photographs previously analysed were rated by participants
to an on-line survey disseminated in France and in the United Kingdom. The ratings
thus collected were first examined for any trend within the sample of participants.
The results of this first exploration of the preference data are presented in Chapter 7.
Once sub-populations had been identified, the preference ratings were averaged and a
potential correlation with the diverse values of D was investigated. The results of this
investigation are presented in Chapter 8, alongside the answers to the second research
question.

5.3 Pilot study
In order to assess the robustness of some of the claims that had already been made,
a pilot study was conducted. Its aim was primarily to replicate the studies carried out
by Hagerhall et al. (2004) and Cheung and Wells (2004) in order to see if their results
could be reproduced, and how.

5.3.1

Methodology

The study was conducted in 2011, with the support of Dr. Bell, using first year BA
Landscape Architecture students. Each year, in their course on landscape preference
theories, the students are asked to review a set of 20 pictures displaying different
landscape types.3
The set was assembled by Dr. Bell in order to present a wide spectrum of landscape
types, from urban to wild settings, and from anonymous to well-known places. Over the
years, the set was refined and tested to cover a wide range of preferences. This casual
experiment and its results were referenced in the book Landscape: Pattern, Perception
and Process (Bell, 2012, p.86).
5.3.1.1

Data collection

Data for the study were collected as part of a lecture, using a simple questionnaire
with three questions, each of them assessing a different aspect of the population’s
perception of the pictures: general (answering the question “How much do you like
3

All documents pertaining to the pilot study can be found in appendix A.
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this landscape?”), aesthetic (“How likely would you be to hang this view in your livign
room?”) and emotional (“How does this view make you feel?”).4 All participants
followed the experiment simultaneously, completing the questionnaire as the pictures
were shown on the classroom’s screen. A brief introduction to the experiment’s purposes
was given without any explanation on the nature of fractal geometry, the meaning of
fractal dimension or the expected results of the experiment. The students were shown
the pictures for 15 seconds in which they had to assess them on three 5-points Likerttype scales. The results were then entered in a database to be plotted against the
results of the fractal analysis.

Figure 5.3: Image set used in the pilot study.

5.3.1.2

Fractal analysis

Prior to the experiment, a fractal analysis of each of the pictures was conducted. The
protocol followed was the one described by Cheung & Wells (2004), using the freeware
HarFA 5.5. The main specificity of the software is its ability to process a greyscale
image, by carrying out iterative analysis at each thresholding level (see section 4.2.1.1,
p. 83).
The software also allows the experimenter to vary parameters of the mesh, such as
the minimum and maximum size of mesh square and number of steps between these
two values. Traditionally, the Box-counting method consists of counting the number
of boxes needed to cover the object in its entirety. In the case of HarFA though, three
values are given : One for the fractal dimension of the white part of the image (noted
BW + W), one for the fractal dimension of the black part (BW + B) and one for
4

See table A.1 in appendix A for the full questionnaire.
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the fractal dimension of the border between the two (BW). This is obtained through
separately counting boxes containing at least parts of the black pattern. The last value
is the most interesting, as it is the one containing the most precise information on the
structure of the edge lines, without having to further segment the image.
For this experiment, the analysis began by translating the colour picture into
greyscale. The sky part was removed using the “Selection by Colour” tool, in order to
only study the vegetation and landform’s patterns. Then, a threshold was determined,
indicating the lowest intensity value above which the grey is converted to black, and
below which it is converted to white. After empirically determining which threshold
conditions are appropriate, depending on how much of the landscape is visible and
recognizable, the “fractal range analysis” function of the software is launched. This
calculates the fractal dimension for the remaining thresholding conditions, until the
highest intensity value is reached, at which point the original image has completely
disappeared. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the different steps in the fractal range
analysis, and an example of the fractal spectrum displayed by the software can be found
in figure 4.5, p. 84.

Figure 5.4: Successive steps of the fractal analysis of greyscale images. From
the original picture to the various binary images obtained through the definition of
different threshold values. The D values are the fractal dimension for each image. In
this example, the fractal spectrum of the original landscape scene could be considered
as [1.09; 1.58].
As the aim was to assess the ability for fractal analysis to predict preference, the
dependent variables measured were General Preference (PrefGen), the general rating,
the affective preference (PrefEmo) and the visual appreciation (PrefVisu), all of them on
a scale from 1 (lowest preference) to 5 (highest preference). The independent variables
chosen were both ends of the fractal spectrum for each scene, respectively Dmin for
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the lowest end and Dmax for the highest. A third independent variable was also
calculated, Davg which represents the mean fractal dimension of each scene, calculated
by averaging the two previous values.

5.3.2

Results

The experiment was performed with a sample of 26 participants, first year students
of BA Landscape Architecture. Demographic details were taken into account, with
students coming from different countries, cultures and background. Only 60% of the
participants were from the United Kingdom and Ireland, whereas 19% were from Eastern Europe (Poland and Romania), and 21% from other nationalities. Students were
aged 18 to 42, with 77% of the sample being between 18 and 20 years old. The sample
was also comprised of 57% male and 43% female participants.
Each picture was characterized by 3 different values of D: Dmin and Dmax , which
were the extremes of the fractal spectrum previously calculated, and Davg , the average
of the minimum and maximum D values. These three variables showed a very strong
correlation but were nonetheless significantly different from one another, with Dmin
having the lowest correlation to the other two.
Similarly, the data obtained through the questionnaire could be regrouped in 3 variables for each image: PrefPersoAvg, PrefVisuAvg and PrefEmoAvg, each representing
the average of the answers to each of the three questions, assessing respectively the personal, visual and emotional preference. A fourth variable was calculated as the average
of the first three and named PrefTotalAvg. The first part of the statistical analysis
showed a very strong correlation for these four variables.
These data were then plotted against the D values of the pictures (Fig. 5.5). The
graphs showed that there was no correlation between preference and fractal dimension,
r2 = 0.002 for the average preference rating.
As experienced by Hagerhall et al. (2004), the results are noticeably different when
the pictures containing water are removed from the analysis (Fig. 5.5). The exclusion
of images resulted in a sample with 9 pictures. However, the correlation between the
two variables was still not significant, r

2

= 0.034 for the visual preference ratings, r2

= 0.002 for the average preference ratings.

5.3.3

Discussion

Although the results suggested no significant correlation between the fractal dimension of a landscape scene and its rating in preference, they remained mostly inconclusive
due to various issues in the experiment’s design, such as insufficient participant numbers
and the selection of pictures.
Indeed, the set used for stimulus was chosen because it had been repeatedly used
over the years and proven to cover a range of landscape preference. However, it was
relatively small and contained a wide range of different landscapes including urban
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scenes and scenes mixing built and natural elements. Some famous landmarks such as
the Taj Mahal were also included. This increased the risk of the pictures being rated
for their content rather than for their form or structure. Furthermore, as mentioned
before, there is currently no consensus regarding the definition and calculation of the
fractal characteristics of landscape scenes. This experiment was then used as a basis
for a new approach. Between this study and the ones already existing in the literature,
some trends are apparent:
1. The presence of water in a picture can influence the viewers’ ratings of a landscape. In their study on fractal dimension and preference Hagerhall et al. consequently decided to exclude scenes with visible water and topography (Hagerhall
et al., 2004). In this experiment, there was also a noticeable difference in ratings
trends for landscapes with visible water and landscapes without. Therefore, an
hypothesis can be formulated that preferences for landscapes are correlated with
the fractal characteristics of said landscapes as long as they do not present any
water feature. However, water, when being part of a landscape, could be expected
to change its fractal dimension. This link, and the relationship between fractal
characteristics and water features, have yet to be explored.
2. The discussion with the students following the experiment revealed the complex
and varied reasons behind some ratings. Some students admitted rating a picture
higher because they liked its colours. As this study is trying to focus mainly on
shapes and patterns, a set of black and white or greyscale pictures would have
been more appropriate.
Regarding the method used for the fractal analysis and the use of a fractal spectrum rather than a single fractal dimension value, although it fitted the idea that
landscapes are complex, physical fractals composed of many fractal structures whose
dimensions can evolve depending on the light conditions, it added an external bias to
the experiment. Indeed the thresholds have to be determined empirically, according to
the picture’s appearance and how much of the landscape was visible. Similarly, while
most of the statistical analysis was conducted using Davg , the mean of the spectrum’s
extremes, this parameter seems as arbitrary as determining a single value altogether. In
further research, it would be more interesting to determine which D value is statistically
more present in an image.
In conclusion, this experiment was carried out as a pilot as not much was known
on the topic or on the potential methods to investigate it. It highlighted the difficulties faced by previous studies on the role of fractal geometry in landscape perception
and, despite its shortcomings, explored a new methodology for the study of fractals in
greyscale images. The observations made during this pilot were then used to design
the core experiment.
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Figure 5.5: Average preference ratings in function of the average fractal dimension; Comparison between the responses to the full of set and the set
after images of water have been removed. The graphs show the scatterplots for
the average prefence rating across students. The first graph (1) represents the ratings
across the whole set, and (0) the ratings only for pictures with no water, in function
of the maximum value of D calculated from the fractal spectrum. The curves are the
linear regression of the scatterplots, and show there are no correlations between the
variables.

5.4 Final study design
Studies on fractal perception have relatively similar designs, with participants asked
to rate or react to pictures whose fractal dimensions have been calculated beforehand.
However, the previous investigations of the different methodological issues surrounding
the application of fractal analysis techniques to photographic images,5 as well as the
issues encountered through the pilot study, highlighted the need to develop a more
rigorous protocol. All those considerations helped shape the final design of this study.
Subsequently, although the traditional protocol previously mentioned was followed,
5

Presented in section 4.2, p. 78.
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an extra focus on the method used for the fractal analysis was added, by carrying out
six calculations of the fractal dimension using different pre-processing techniques and
different software programs. Then, preference data for the images were collected, using
an online survey, and the results compared to the different values of D. This section
details each step of the protocol followed.

5.4.1

Selecting the photographic material

As one of the main issues experienced with the pilot study was the nature and range
of the scenes depicted in the photographs, particular attention was paid to the stimulus
material.
A picture set was built, consisting of 58 pictures from the Forestry Commission
database, equally divided between in two types of landscapes: forests and meadows.
The images depict entirely natural landscapes from the United Kingdom, showing no
or little sign of man-made artefact, and no water feature.
In order to study the consistency of fractal dimension across a single landscape,
ten pairs or trios of images were chosen from the same location and represent the
landscape photographed from different viewpoints. Finally, each image was calibrated
to a resolution of 300ppi/8 bit and to fit a size of 900 x 598 pixels, encoded in .bmp
format with lossless compression. The comprehensive list of images and their respective
data can be found in appendix B. They are referenced in the text by their image number
in square brackets.

5.4.1.1

Landscape types

The two types of scenes were chosen to represent the extremes of both the naturalness and complexity spectra, as well as a wide range of potential fractal dimensions.

Forests

They are usually seen as high complexity and high naturalness landscapes,

due to the perceived quantity and density of their vegetation (Lamb and Purcell, 1990).
These scenes are characterised by the height of their vegetation such as trees and high
shrubs which will often reduce the visible portion of sky. Some images, such as [21],
display several layers of vegetation which add to the overall appearance of naturalness.6

Meadows

Comparatively, these images are thought to represent a low complexity and

low naturalness. They often display much larger areas of visible sky, with a low height
of vegetation. Some of the scenes, such as [46] and [47], are of cultivated vegetation,
while others are not. Similarly, some meadows are bordered by trees (see for example
[32] and [36]), while others are not.
6

See section 1.5.1, p. 30 on the importance of visible vegetation for perceived naturalness.
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Protocol for fractal analysis

In order to assess the replicability of the box-counting method, the decision was
taken to repeat the analysis while varying some of the factors that were proven to
influence the calculation of D. This was achieved by reproducing a protocol generally
used in studies wanting to calibrate their own method, such as the ones carried out by
Chen et al. (1993), Sarkar and Chaudhuri (1994), Gonzato et al. (2000), Szustalewicz
(2005) and Ostwald (2013). The fractal analysis of the landscape images was therefore
divided into two sections:
1. The calibration of the box-counting method: Factors such as the properties of
the data used, the parameters specification and the type of software used were
assessed;
2. Its application to landscape images: The D values of images were calculated,
while factors such as the type of image segmentation and the type of software
used were compared.
5.4.2.1

Testing the software packages

Three software packages were chosen to carry out the analysis:
1. HarFA 5.5 lite version: This freeware was used during the pilot study, and
was kept on for its ability to process greyscale images rather than solely binary
ones. It also offers the possibility of only analysing the contours of binary images.7

2. Fractalyse 2.4.1.1: The Fractalyse software was developed by the research team
“Mobility, city and transport” of the research centre ThéMA, issued from the research activities undertaken in the last couple of years by Pierre Frankhauser and
Cécile Tannier. It is also available for free download. Fractalyse was initially
developed to measure fractal dimension of built up areas of cities. It may be used
to compute fractal dimension of black and white images, curves and networks. It
contains also several image processing tools, such as border extraction. One of the
particularities of Fractalyse is its estimation module: the empirical curve traced
with the box-counting results is fitted against an estimated one. This allows the
user to see at a glance whether the observed pattern is fractal.

3. BENOIT 1.3TM : BENOITTM is a computer program created by Trusoft Int’l
Inc., which offers measuring tools for the fractal dimension and/or hurst exponent
of data sets. BENOITTM is the most commonly used fractal analysis software in
7

See section 4.2.1.1 on the fractal analysis of greyscale images using HarFA’s fractal spectrum, p.
83; And section 5.3.1.2 on the fractal anaysis of contours carried out in the pilot analysis, p. 107.
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academic research (Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008; Hagerhall et al., 2004; Cheung
and Wells, 2004) and is currently used by hundreds of major universities and
corporate research centres in 50 countries, including the U.S. Geological Survey,
Siemens Westinghouse, Columbia University, Brown University, Sorbonne University and many others (Anon n.d.).

As previously seen,8 it was necessary to evaluate the softwares’ abilities before
engaging in the analysis of complex images. In order to do so, they were tested on
simple Euclidean images and images of famous fractals of known D values, following the
protocol described by Szutalewicz (2005), which also mirrors the experiments carried
out by Gonzato et al. (2000), and Ostwald (2013). The protocol set by Szustalewicz
(2005) was chosen for its ability to calculate the software’s error margins. This allowed
for a decision to be made regarding the efficiency of each software.

Preparation of test images A test set was prepared with 17 images of known fractal dimensions and various properties. In order to assess the effect of image resolution
on the results, two different subsets of images were compared: One portion of the set
was made up of images with dimensions of 900 x 900 pixels and a resolution of 300 ppi
(these properties match those of the pictures that were used for the core experiment);
Another portion was comprised of the same images but with dimensions 450 x 450
pixels and a similar resolution of 300 ppi. All images were encoded in .bmp format
with lossless compression.
The first images created were simple circles of random radius traced on Photoshop
with a 1 pixel black contour, as recommended by Gonzato et al. (2000), and Ostwald
(2013). The circles were then shifted in different positions across the image, to address
the method’s weakness in detecting orientation. These files were noted Circle450a,
Circle450b and Circle450c for the 450 x 450 px images, and Circle900a, Circle900b and
Circle900c for the 900 x 900 px images.
As the box-counting is also reputed for inappropriately processing filled areas,9 two
images noted Circlefill (one at each resolution) were created by drawing a black disk
on white background.
The next images were straight lines of 1 pixel, traced horizontally, vertically and
diagonally, once again to assess the effects of image rotation, but also of grid disposition
and rotation. The images are respectively noted Line450a, Line450b, Line450c for the
450 x 450 px dimensions and Line900a, Line900b and Line900c for the 900 x 900 px
dimensions (see figure 5.6 for a sample of the set).
8
9

See section 4.2, p. 78.
See section 4.2.2.1 on the importance of image properties p. 87.
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Figure 5.6: Test images used for the software test These images were analysed
twice, at resolution 450 x 450 and 900 x 900. All patterns have a known topological
dimension of 1.

In order to compare the software’s error margins when dealing with more complex
images, some famous fractals were chosen. Therefore, the last 4 images of the test-set
were representations of the Sierpinski gasket10 and the Koch snowflake,11 at different sizes. These images all had a much lower resolution between 70 and 95 ppi (see
figure 5.7):

1. Koch Curve 1.bmp
This monochrome BMP (no RLE compression) file contains a Koch Curve generated by 6 iterations with a resolution (picture size) of 320 x 200 px.

2. Koch Curve 2.bmp
This monochrome BMP (no RLE compression) file contains a Koch Curve generated by 8 iterations with a resolution (picture size) of 1024 x 327 px.

3. Sierpinski Gasket.bmp
This monochrome BMP (no RLE compression) file contains a Sierpinski Gasket
generated by 12 iterations with a resolution (picture size) of 320 x 200 px.

4. Koch Snowflake.bmp
This monochrome BMP (no RLE compression) file contains a Koch Snowflake
generated by 6 iterations with a resolution (picture size) of 363 x 402 px.

10
11

See the Sierpinski gasket in section 2.5.1.1,p. 51.
See the Koch snowflakr in section 2.5.1.2, p. 51.
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Figure 5.7: Famous fractal images used for the software test All the images
have known theoretical fractal dimension. (a): Sierpinski Gasket (D = 1.58); (b):
Koch curve 1 (D = 1.26); (c): Koch Snowflake (D =1.26); (d) Koch curve 2 (D =1.26);
Parameters specification of the box-counting method

Still following the pro-

tocol set by Szustalewicz (2005), different parameters of the box counting method, such
as scaling thresholds, grid placements and grid rotation angles were also investigated
using the test images. The error margins and robustness of each method were also
assessed.
5.4.2.2

Fractal analysis of landscape images

Once the method had been calibrated and its parameters tested, it was possible
to apply it to the landscape images forming the experimental set. However, since not
much is known on the best possible way to analyse such complex images, different
versions of the same picture set were analysed, depending on the method used for the
segmentation. One version was the greyscale variation of the full image, whereas the
other two versions were binary images obtained by the extraction of the silhouette
outline or the inner edges. A summary of the segmentation processes is presented
below.12
Greyscale images In the case of greyscale images, the sky needed to be removed with
the Colour Range Selection tool of Photoshop. The picture could then be analysed with
HarFA using the thresholding method. Once the fractal spectrum had been obtained,
the key values corresponding to the highest, lowest and average D were isolated and
12

The detailed protocols for each of these transformations can be found in appendix C.
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a record was made of their thresholding conditions. The original image was then
thresholded three times following those values, effectively becoming an ensemble of
three images displaying the minimum, maximum and average fractal dimension of the
overall image.
As the BW mode in HarFA only counts the number of boxes filled by both black
and white pixels, the images needed to be transformed as to only show the contours
for the other software. The Find Edge command in Photoshop was used to obtain a
comparable result. For analysis with BENOITTM , the images needed to be inversed so
that the pattern appeared white on a black background (see fig. 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Image segmentation for greyscale analysis with BENOITTM The
original image is thresholded three times with a different intensity value. The process
yields three images exhibiting respectively the minimum (a), maximum (b) and average
fractal dimension (c) of the original image.
Silhouette outlines

To obtain the silhouette outline, the sky part of the image was

selected, copied and pasted into a new image with a white background. The colour
range selection tool was chosen for its accuracy, with a fuzziness of 30 pixels maximum
in order to keep a large margin in areas of low contrast.
The new image had the same resolution and specifications as the original ones.
Once merged with the background layer, the selection outline could be traced using
the filter “Find Edge” in Adobe Photoshop. This method was recommended as the
similar filter “Trace Contour” had been reported to be less accurate (Hagerhall et al.,
2004). However, in zones of low contrast, and in order to keep the outline as precise as
possible, the tool “Stroke” was used. It outlined the selection with a line 1 pixel wide.
The image was then thresholded at the level 128, which represented the middle
of the intensity spectrum. Residual pixels in other parts of the image were manually
removed. This resulted in an image of the landscape silhouette traced as a black line or
dots on a white background, which could be analysed by HarFA. The image was then
inverted in order to be analysed by BENOITTM .
Extracted edges “Find Edge” in Adobe Photoshop was also used to extract the
main edges and lines of contours from the image. The image was then thresholded at
the level 128 which represents the middle of the intensity spectrum. Residual pixels
in the sky area of the image were manually removed. The result was an image of the
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edges traced as black lines or dots on a white background, which could be analysed by
HarFA. The image was then inverted in order to be analysed by BENOITTM .
5.4.2.3

Box-counting parameters for the analysis

Following the recommendation of Koch (1993), Cooper and Oskrochi (2008) and
Ostwald (2013), the images were all analysed between 0.23l and 0.03l, where l is the
height of the image.13 In the case of this set, the analysis was carried out between 149
and 17 pixels. In other words, the largest grid had boxes of length 149 x 149 pixels,
and the smallest 17 x 17 pixels.
In BENOITTM , it is possible to adjust the Richardson plot14 in order to calculate
D based only on certain points, whereas HarFA directly allows the user to fill in the
desired minimum and maximum size of mesh as well as the number of steps. In order
to keep the results in HarFA consistent with BENOITTM ’s, the analysis was carried
out on both software systems in nine steps.
Prior to the analysis, each image was segmented using the three different techniques
detailed above, resulting in five binary images (three greyscale, one silhouette and one
edges). The fractal dimension of each binary image was estimated using two of the three
software packages, resulting in 10 different values of D for each original photograph.
Those values of D were analysed, in order to determine their degree of correlation with
each other, either by software or segmentation technique. This allows the assessment
of the method’s robustness and the replicability of its results.
5.4.2.4

Evaluation of validity

In order to establish the validity of the method, i.e that it measures what it says
it measures, the values of fractal dimension previously calculated were also analysed
for their ability to differentiate between two different types of scenes. Specifically, it
was hypothesised that the images of forests would exhibit higher values of D than the
images of meadows.15

5.4.3

Preference data collection

Because of the current state of development of fractal analysis methods, which are
most effective on greyscale static images, and while keeping in mind the limitations of
that approach, the landscape preference data were collected using photographic images
in black and white.
In order to maximize the amount of responses from participants, a decision was
made to disseminate the preference survey via the Internet.
13

See section 4.2.2.1 on statistical divergence, p. 89.
See figure 2.8, p. 49.
15
The results of this experiment and the previous ones are the topic of chapter 6.
14
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As a novel method, there is a lot of interest around using online surveys to collect
perception data. Indeed, now that the vast majority of the population around the globe
has regular access to the Internet, it seems a very useful way to collect a large sample of
responses, and therefore create robust predictive preference models (Wherrett, 2000).
Some of the benefits of that method include the ease of access to a large population, but
it also enables researchers to conduct research without face-to-face meetings or postal
questionnaires which can be time consuming, and tend to have a poor response rate.
Furthermore, the use of electronic media to collect quantitative data, such as ratings
on a scale, limits the risk of error when inputting results. Instead, each participant’s
range of responses is automatically recorded and can be easily downloaded and formatted.
In the case of the present study, which was carried out part-time and for which
no funding could be secured, disseminating a digital survey requiring essentially no
physical resources (renting of a room, covering the travel expenses for participants
coming from outside the city, offering commercial or monetary incentive, etc.) was the
best option available.
5.4.3.1

Survey conception

The survey was made from scratch and a number of decisions had to be taken to
ensure the viability of the data collected.16 An integral copy of the text used in the
survey, both in English and French, can be found in appendix E.
Choosing the variables The first step was to decide what to measure and why,
by taking into account the existing literature on what factors can influence landscape
preference.
Demographic variables Demographic factors, such as age, gender, occupation
and residential experience have been found to contribute significantly to differences
in landscape preference ratings (Lyons, 1983). Additionally, in the case of an on-line
survey intended for a wide distribution, factors like nationality, country of residence
or the geographical situation of the participants at the time of the survey cannot be
controlled and may influence the pattern of results. For that reason the first page of
the survey contains a list of demographic questions to answer (see table 5.1).
For the questions relating to the environmental situation and experience, the definitions of the three choices (rural, peri-urban and urban) were given in small textboxes
when the participant hovered their mouse cursor over a question mark icon adjacent
to the question. This was added to offer more information about what is meant and
make it easier to choose a single category to represent a potentially wide array of ex16

Most considerations for the design of preference studies have been discussed in section 4.3, p. 91,
and therefore this section focuses on the practical decisions taken.
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periences. Participants were also given the possibility of writing their own answer in a
blank textbox.17
Table 5.1: Table of survey questions
Question

Choice of Answers

Age

in years, picked out of a drop-down menu

Gender

Male/ Female/ Rather not say

Sector of Employment
or Activity18

Academic and teaching/ Legal professions/ Medical professions/ Financial services/ Leisure or tourism industries/
Manufacturing and engineering/ Art, graphics and media/
Armed forces/ Agriculture or fishing/ Scientific and technical/ Building related sectors/ Sport/ Central or local
government services / Transport related professions/ Energy industries/ Not employed/ Environment related professions/ Retired/ School pupils/ Students/ Housewife or
House husband /Other (please specify)

For students: Principal
subject of studies

Blank textbox

Nationality

drop-down menu with list of countries18

Country of Residence

drop-down menu with list of countries18

Where did you grow
up?

Rural area/ Peri-urban area/ Urban area/ Others (please
specify)

Where were you in the
past hour?

Rural area/ Peri-urban area/ Urban area/ Others (please
specify)

Preference variables

To make the survey quicker and more engaging the rating

of each image was restricted to three questions. Each of them was intended to record a
preference score on a different scale: aesthetic, interest and affective. As this study was
primarily interested in landscape preference as it relates to restoration,19 and there is
some evidence to suggest fractal patterns induce similar benefits,20 the questions are
directly inspired by the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (PRS) devised by Hartig et al.
(1996). Each scale used in the survey has five points (see table 5.2).
The interest scale was intended to measure the fascination content of a scene. In
order to fit with the question format of the survey, the statement “There is much to
explore and discover here”, used in the original PRS, was changed into the question
“How willing would you be to explore this setting?”.
17

A copy of the corresponding survey page can be found in figure E.1 in appendix.
These lists and categories were part of an automatic survey web package and were not modified
from the original template.
19
See section 1.2.3.3 on the links between landscape preference and restoration, p. 10.
20
See section 3.3.2 on the physiological effects of viewing fractals, p. 67.
18
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Table 5.2: Preference data collection: scales, survey questions and choices of
answers21
Scale

Aesthetic

Interest

Affective

Question

How attractive do you
find this scene?

How willing would
you be to explore this
setting?

How do you like this
view (for example as
a view from your
holiday house)?

Choice of
answers

1. Very unattractive

1. Not willing at all

2. A little
unattractive
3. Neither attractive
nor unattractive
4. A little attractive
5. Very attractive

2. Reluctant

1. I dislike it very
much
2. I dislike it a little

3. Neutral
4. Interested
5. Very willing

3. I neither like nor
dislike it
4. I like it a little
5. I like it very much

The affective scale was intended to measure the general preference for the image
and is inspired by the addition to the PRS by Purcell et al. (2001): “I like this place”.
However, as recommended by Aspinall (2010), a context was added to the question
(“as a view from your holiday house”) in order to provide a reference frame for the
judgement made.
The aesthetic scale was intended to record participants’ ratings of the landscape as
a two-dimensional image. This was to verify or test the claims regarding the aesthetic
value of fractals, particularly with a dimension around 1.3.In order to distance the
participants’ judgement from ideas of traditional beauty, the term ”attractive” was
chosen.
As no French version of the PRS currently exists, the questions were simply translated by the author. The full translation of the questions and answers can be found in
Appendix E, section E.1.3.
Selecting the stimulus material

The survey contained 26 images from the original

set, all courtesy of the Forestry Commission Scotland. The set was equally divided
between the two different landscape types (Meadows/Forests). The majority were views
from within, while three images pictured elevated views. The extent of topographic
variation was broadly constant within the set, from flat ground to slight hills.
The images were mainly chosen in order to cover a wide range of fractal dimensions
(D = [1.00 - 1.55] based on the BENOIT analysis of the silhouette outlines) and to
respect the distribution of the values of D within the scene type (see table 5.3).
In order to assess the claims regarding the variation of fractal dimension within landscapes, three pairs of photographs from the same landscape areas were also included.
21

The French translation can be found in appendix E.1.3.
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Images displaying elements of landscapes known to influence preference, such as water
features, buildings or animals, were excluded. However some of the images presenting
slight evidences of man-made intervention, such as wooden fences and electrical poles,
were kept.
Additionally, to reduce any bias linked to weather conditions, seasonality or colours,
all images were displayed in greyscale with the sky area taken off (see figure 5.9).
Finally, in order to reduce any bias produced by the order of succession of images
in the survey, the images were randomized for each participant.

Figure 5.9: Picture set used in the on-line survey
Table 5.3: Distribution of fractal dimension values (using the BENOIT measures
of the silhouette outline) within the original set and the set picked for the survey.
Images of Forests

Images of Meadows

Mean

Standard deviation

Mean

Standard deviation

Original set

1.314

0.116

1.106

0.087

Survey set

1.327

0.140

1.115

0.091

Time limitation Using an online survey means having little to no control over the
conditions of the experiment, such as the time of exposure to the stimulus. To ensure
that each scene would be evaluated for the same amount of time, a time limit had to
be built into the survey code.
Preference studies in the literature have often used 15 seconds as a standard for
viewing images (Hartig et al., 1996; Herzog, 1984; Herzog et al., 1982). However,
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recent research shows that participants could accurately detect the naturalness and the
type of scene (forest, field) within at most 95ms, after which their perception would
plateau (Greene and Oliva, 2009).
In the paper that forms the main inspiration for the present study, Hagerhall et
al. used two sets of data from previous experiments. In their original contexts, each
image from the two sets had been displayed ten and five seconds respectively, while
preference ratings were collected (Hagerhall et al., 2004). In order to replicate their
results, the decision was taken to mirror their methodology and opt for the longer time
of exposure, that is ten seconds.
It was eventually implemented by using a timer that displayed a white box to mask
the image after the allotted time. The text “Please answer the questions to move on to
the next image” was also displayed, while the rating scales remained on screen to offer
more time for the participants to make their decisions.22

5.4.3.2

Structure of the survey

Survey design The survey was designed with the help of the University Web team,
written in Hyper-Text Markup Language (HTML) and designed to run on all browsers.
It was hosted on the university’s server and could be found at http://www.landscapepreference-survey.eca.ed.ac.uk/
Participants who followed the link to the survey first arrived on an introductory
page, explaining the purpose of the study. It was made clear that what was required
of them was their opinion and that there was no right or wrong answer. They were
then directed to the demographic questionnaire. Participants’ email addresses were
requested and stored confidentially to differentiate between participants and to ensure
they only completed the questionnaire once. Participants were made aware of this
through an informative text box under “why do you need my email address?” Every
field on that page needed to be filled in order for the participants to move on.
After the demographic questionnaire, the instructions for the rating of images were
displayed, followed by a practice test. Once that test was completed, participants could
move on to the main part of the survey. The 26 images were displayed in random order,
along with the rating scales. Each image needed to be rated on all three scales before
the next one could be displayed.
At the end of the survey, the participants were thanked and some more information
regarding the expected outputs of the study was given. A text box was added in case
they wanted to give feedback or be kept updated of the results. A list of references for
further reading was also added as many participants to the beta version asked for it
after completing their version of the survey.
22

see figures E.2 and E.3 in appendix for the screenshots of the survey page.
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Figure 5.10: Flow chart of the survey procedure

Survey testing Before the survey was formally disseminated, 20 colleagues and personal contacts (10 English-speaking and 10 French) were recruited to complete a beta
version. This was used mostly to confirm the correct functioning of the questionnaire
with different browsers and on different monitors, as well as to ensure that the wording
was clear and understandable. The participants’ feedback was instrumental in shaping
the final survey.
The first observation to be identified from various sources was the clarity and readability of the images, which on many computer screens appeared too dark. Consequently, each image was brightened an equal number of points in order to keep the
levels of contrast within the set.
Secondly, in response to requests for more information, a definition of the term
“fractal dimension” was added (see table 5.4), as well as a list of references at the end
of the survey.
Most importantly, most of the users of the beta version complained about the
difficulty of understanding the instructions and getting used to the short time in which
each image was displayed. This was the inspiration behind the addition of a practice
test.
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Table 5.4: List of terms and definitions given in the survey.
Term

Definition

Fractal dimension

The fractal dimension is a statistical index of complexity
based on the scale relations within a pattern or an object.
It has also been characterized as measure of an object’s degree of irregularity and break. See: Benoit B Mandelbrot, Les
Objet Fractals: Forme, Hasard et Dimension. (Paris: France:
Flammarion, 1975) .

Rural area

Area characterized by a large proportion of open land and
vegetation with a low density of population, e.g countryside.

Periurban area

Area generally considered as the interface between large towns
and countryside, and characterized by a mix of rural and
urban elements. It can refer to small towns, mixed suburbs,
and areas around isolated infrastructures.

Urban area

Area characterized by a high density of population and a large
number of infrastructures. It can refer to towns, cities, and
developed suburbs.

Warm-up round Adding a warm-up phase at the beginning of an on-line questionnaire was primarily found to be a useful way to “weed out” unmotivated participants. Indeed, drop-out rate is one of the main disadvantages of on-line surveys as
Internet users are more likely to end their participation for lack of incentive or interest.
Reips (2002) found that most drop-out will happen at the beginning of the study. This
could be explained by the orientation period many participants need before making a
final decision on their participation. That period often continues even after pressing
the submit button which confirms their intent to participate. With a practice exercise
to complete, motivated participants can feel both more involved and more comfortable,
while unmotivated subjects can leave the experiment early without negatively influencing the results (Reips, 2002).

Consequently, a short practice test was added, using five images from the pilot
study (see 5.11). The procedure for the rating of images was the same as for the main
survey: the images are displayed for ten seconds along with the questions, and then
they disappear. This was also intended to calibrate the participants’ responses, as well
as to give them a better idea of what is expected of them by building a behavioural
routine. The answers given during that exercise were not recorded.
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Figure 5.11: Picture set for the warm-up to the survey The pictures, taken from
the pilot study, were presented in the same conditions as the ones from the experimental
set.
5.4.3.3

Dissemination of the survey

The original intent behind using an on-line survey was to collect data from a large
and diverse sample. It was estimated that a sample of 100 participants would be
sufficient to investigate the strength of the predictors (10 predictors were primarily
envisioned, for the 10 values of D for each image). In order to investigate cultural
differences in preference, the questionnaire was created in two versions: French and
English. Ideally, the sample was to be composed of a large mixture of ages, backgrounds,
socio-economic status and ethnicity.
Once the survey was live, it was decided that university mailing lists would be a
good starting point, as it would reach students, staff and academics alike, and would
allow the comparison of diverse cultures and nationalities. Therefore, an invitation to
participate as well as the URL of the survey was distributed through academic channels
in the United Kingdom and France via the mailing lists of several universities, including:
• Agrocampus Ouest, which includes the National Institute of Horticulture and
Landscape (Angers, France), and the National Higher Agronomic School of Rennes
(Rennes, France)
• The University of Edinburgh, which includes the Edinburgh College of Art
In order to diversify the sample, particularly regarding the demographic bias of
using only participants from academia, a link to the survey was also posted on social
media (Facebook and Twitter) and disseminated via personal contacts, particularly
throughout the University Hospital Centre of Bordeaux, France.
Finally, in order to correct the age bias usually encountered when using a large proportion of students in the sample, an invitation to participate was sent to the University
of the Third Age, Edinburgh, which published it as part of their monthly newsletter
for May 2015.

5.4.4

The fractal dimension of landscape images and their correlation
with preference

The preference data obtained through the survey, were correlated with the D values
previously measured. The method of fractal analysis that best predicts preference was
identified, and several models of prediction of landscape preference were developed, for
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each type of landscape studied, and the main demographic groups that participated in
the survey.
The results were then compared with existing theories of landscape aesthetic and
landscape preference, to develop a strong theoretical framework. Finally, a critique of
the method was conducted.

5.5 Conclusion
This study is a replication of previous experiments, in order to examine their claims.
Specifically, it is inspired by the work of Hagerhall et al. (2004), and Cheung and Wells
(2004) which explored the correlation between the fractal dimension of landscape images
and preference; and it follows a protocol described by Szustalewicz (2005), in order to
investigate the robustness of the box-counting method as applied to real data. Previous
studies on the topic are expanded on by carrying out the fractal analysis using three
different software programs, on three different types of segmented images, representing
two different types of landscapes. The comparison of the different values of fractal
dimension estimated allowed a thorough assessment of the approach’s validity and
replicability. The fractal analysis of the landscape photographs, along with the results
of the methodological experiment, and the answers to the first research question are
presented first in chapter 6. The results of the landscape preference survey are presented
and analysed afterwards in chapter 7. The overarching analysis, which answers the
second research question, is discussed in the second to last chapter: chapter 8.
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Figure 5.2: Research Process
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FRACTAL ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction
An essential aspect of a good research method is its replicability, in the sense that
anyone reading a study should be able to recreate the experiment presented and obtain at least similar results. The appeal of using computerized methods, besides the
ease and apparent objectivity of practice, is also related to science’s reliance on the
systematic and recursive application of processes. On a computer, one click is enough
for a complicated algorithm to be launched, applied and repeated, as often as one
needs, and with the complete assurance that the initial algorithm is valid and stable.
The implication is that anyone, anywhere, could copy that algorithm and the data it
is applied to, replicate the experiment, and obtain results that are not only similar,
but perfectly identical. Those results would then irrefutably be accepted, and theories
and hypotheses could be built on them. But what happens if one launched the same
algorithm, on the same raw data, and got two different results?
This chapter offers some elements of response to the first research question : “What
is the fractal dimension of a landscape?”. It presents the data collected to tackle the
main issues highlighted in the literature on the topic of the application of the boxcounting method to real images. As the robustness, replicability and validity of the
box-counting method have been heavily questioned, it seemed imperative to test the
protocol before assuming anything about its potential for landscape research. Therefore
the first section focuses on assessing the performance of the box-counting method, by
reproducing the experiment carried out by Szustalewicz (2005). The original study
is extended here, by using different parameters of application in order to assess their
effects on the calculation.1
The second section details the protocol followed for the fractal analysis of the landscape images forming the experimental set. In order to expand on past studies, several
types of image segmentation were carried out and compared. The resulting D values
calculated for each landscape scene are presented and discussed. As the validity of the
method can be assessed by its ability to recognize the type of landscape depicted in the
images, an interpretative framework has been proposed.

6.2 Assessment of the box-counting method
The first part of this methodological experiment was dedicated to evaluating the robustness of the chosen software and methods, by testing them on images of known D. In
his study, Szustalewicz formulates two hypotheses: (a) That the box-counting method
is limited by image resolution; and (b) That the recorded binary representation of a
complicated structure can contain graphical errors that will lead to erroneous calcula1

113.

The protocol followed has been described in detail in the previous chapter, see section 5.4.2, p.
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tions (Szustalewicz, 2005). In the present study, another hypothesis was tested: That
the box-counting method is an unreliable method of analysis, across field properties,
software and/or parameters specification.

6.2.1

Software test

Three different software programs were used to carry out the fractal analysis, in
order to observe whether the results are consistent.2 Two of them (HarFA and Fractalyse) were chosen for their accessibility and their academic background. The commercial
software BENOITTM was chosen for its ubiquity in peer-reviewed research. The images
presented in 5.4.2.1 (p. 114) were all processed in the same way, except for the following
differences:
1. BENOITTM uses a reverse algorithm compared to the other two software. It can
only conduct its analysis on images made of white objects on black background,
instead of the other way around. All images had to be inverted in order to be
processed by BENOITTM .
2. HarFA carries out several analyses at the same time, all variations of the boxcounting method. If the traditional approach is to count the number of boxes
needed to cover a pattern (black on white background) completely, HarFA actually counts the number of squares that only contain black (BW + B), those that
only contain white (BW + W), and those that contain both (BW), and report
them separately. This allows the detailed analysis of the border of objects.3
6.2.1.1

Presentation of results

A software’s error margins for the test images could be calculated as the theoretical
value of D was known (Szustalewicz, 2005). For every non-fractal image used in the
set, the expected D was 1, according to the definition of the Hausdorff dimension for
Euclidean shapes.4 The Sierpinski gasket has a fractal dimension of 1.58 and the Koch
curve’s dimension is approximately 1.26.5 The tables below (table 6.1 and table 6.2 )
give the different D values calculated by each software, HarFA, BENOITTM and Fractalyse as well as the percentage error for each image.
The results clearly showed a discrepancy between the expected values of D and
those obtained, which validated the need to empirically test and refine the method.
For all the images of Euclidean shapes (six images of circles at different resolutions,
two images of black disks at different resolutions, two images of a straight vertical line at
different resolutions, two images of a straight horizontal line at different resolutions, and
2

The three software packages chosen for the analysis have been presented in section 5.4.2.1, p. 113.
See section 5.3.1.2 on using HarFA for the pilot study, p. 107.
4
See section 2.3.2 on the Hausdorff dimension, p. 45.
5
The values of D for the two fractal images are calculated in section 2.5.1, p. 50.
3
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Table 6.1: Test results and error margins for the fractal analysis of Euclidean
shapes by all three softwares

Circle 450a
Circle 450b
Circle 450c
Circle 900a
Circle 900b
Circle 900c
Circlefill450
Circlefill900
Line 450a
Line 450b
Line 450c
Line 900a
Line 900b
Line 900c

BENOITTM

HarFA

Image
B+BW

Error
margin

BW

Error
margin

1.18
1.24
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.57
1.71
0.99
0.99
1.09
0.98
0.98
1.02

-18%
-24%
-8%
-8%
-8%
-8%
-57%
- 71%
1%
1%
-9%
2%
2%
-2%

1.16
1.21
1.07
1.06
1.05
1.06
0.97
0.95
0.99
0.99
1.06
0.98
0.98
1.01

-16%
-21%
-7%
-6%
-5%
-6%
3%
5%
1%
1%
-6%
2%
2%
-1%

Fractalyse

D

Error
margin

D

1
1.01
1
0.99
1
1
1.81
1.84
0.94
0.93
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.99

0%
-1%
0%
1%
0%
0%
-81%
- 84%
6%
7%
3%
5%
5%
1%

1.68
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.99
1.99
0.95
0.95
0.81
0.96
0.96
1.37

Error
margin
-68%
-68%
-68%
-68%
-68%
-68%
-99%
-99%
5%
5%
19%
4%
4%
-37%

two images of a diagonal line at different resolutions),6 the expected D value was one.
Instead, the values of D measured by the software were either under or overestimated.
The fractal analysis of the images of circles seems to have been the least effective.
BENOIT and Fractalyse gave a consistent (though inaccurate for Fractalyse) analysis
of the pattern across positions and resolutions. HarFA, however yielded somewhat
random results, particularly for D(Circle450a) and D(Circle 450b), which are measured
at around 20% over the theoretical values. This is concerning, as the only difference
between those pictures was the position of the object on the background. The analysis of
the better resolution images was more accurate, with D values closer to the expected 1,
and more robust, with D(Circle900a), D(Circle900b) and D(Circle900c) all being within
0.01 of each other. These findings are in line with the work of Szustalewicz (2005), who
posited that resolution played a part in the box-counting method’s performance.7
The results also highlighted the difficulty for the three software packages to detect a line pattern independently of orientation, as seen in the differences between
D(Line450a), D(Line450b) and D(Line 450c). Those three images are statistically the
same, with a single black straight line traced on a white background, yet their estimated D values differed. These results mirror the ones obtained by Gonzato et al.
(2000). Specifically, the programs had issues recognizing a straight line traced diago6

The images used for the test can be seen
Even though this is no longer the usage,
measure, “to make obvious that D is neither
geometric value.” (Mandelbrot, 1982, p. 41).
7

in figure 5.6, p. 115.
Mandelbrot originally wanted to make D a four-decimal
an empirical value [...], nor an incompletely determined
In this case, a 0.0100 difference is quite important.
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Table 6.2: Test results for the fractal analysis of famous fractals by all three
softwares
BENOITTM

HarFA
Image

Sierpinski
Koch curve 1
Koch curve 2

Koch
snowflake

Expected
D
B+BW

Error
margin

BW

Error
margin

D

Error
margin

Fractalyse
D

Error
margin

1.58
1.26
1.26

1.6
1.36
1.33

2%
-10%
-7%

1.55
1.36
1.34

3%
-10%
-8%

1.58
1.27
1.26

0%
-1%
0%

1.54
1.29
1.15

4%
-3%
11%

1.26

1.88

-62%

1.4

-14%

1.85

-59%

1.81

-55%

Figure 6.1: Digitized lines, straight
and tilted This illustrates the increase
in the number of pixels necessary to
represent a single line, from straight
to diagonal, which in turn impacts the
box-counting results. From Gonzato
et al. (2000).

nally, as was the case for image Line450c and Line900c. This discrepancy between the
expected and calculated values in that case can be explained by the structure of digital
images. Although simple lines have a theoretical Hausdorff dimension of 1.0, digital
images use a grid of pixels. Circles and diagonal lines are approximated by straight
segments, and as a result, calculated values of D can be lesser or greater than 1.0 (see
figure 6.1).
The analysis of famous fractal images also yielded results inconsistent with the theory. The Koch snowflake was the most problematic, with the software estimating a D
value around 60 % over the expected one. Once again, the resolution of the images
played a part in the performance of the analysis, as is illustrated by the difference in
results between the Koch curves. Koch curve 2 was a bigger resolution than Koch curve
1, and was overall analysed as having a D closer to its theoretical value.
Of all three software packages, HarFA was the most accurate with an average error
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of 5% (M = 5%, σ = 0.07)8 for the BW method. However, the high average error
of BENOITTM (11%) can be explained by the theoretical difficulties underlining the
analysis of filled objects, such as the disks represented in the images Circlefill450 and
Circlefill900, but also with the Koch snowflake. Indeed, if HarFA offers the possibility
to analyse specifically the contour of patterns by choosing the BW mode, BENOITTM
only offers to analyse the whole image indiscriminately and sees the filled areas as plans.
This results in an overestimation of D for those three images. If these conflicting values
are removed, BENOITTM was the most accurate software with an average percentage
error of 2% (M = 2%, σ = 0.18). Comparatively, Fractalyse had an average percentage
error of 36% (M = 36%, σ = 0.24) and the decision was taken to not include it in the
study any further.

6.2.2

Results of the comparison of grid disposition

Once all the software programs were tested using their default parameters, the
analysis was repeated with different variations, such as the starting point of the grid
or its rotation increment. HarFA offers the possibility of starting the mesh either in
the top left corner of the images (this parameter was used for the first part of the
experiment) or at a random point in the image. The table below (table 6.3) gives the
D values calculated for some of the images with different random offset for the mesh,
under HarFA.
BENOITTM automatically solves the issue by rotating the grid through 90o at every
increment and calculating the minimum number of boxes filled for each. It also allows
the user to select the angular width of the rotation. The table below (table 6.5) gives
the D values calculated with different angular increment of grid rotation. Both analysis
were carried out on the images that performed the best in the previous stage: the simple
shapes, at the better resolution.
The first results show, once again, either an over or an underestimation of D. Interestingly, no offset seem to perform better than any other, though Random offset 4
yielded the most consistent results overall. Indeed, though it overestimated D for four
of the six images in BW mode, and for two of them in B+BW mode, the maximum
error margin for that iteration overall is 10%. This supports the claims made in the
literature that no specific grid disposition is reliably more efficient than any other. Instead, it is the repetition of the process and the averaging of the values obtained that
is meant to yield estimations of D closest to the theoretical values.
In this case, the average of all measured D values is shown in table 6.4. Unfortunately, the results are still quite far off the expected value, and the error margin has
actually increased rather than diminished. Indeed, HarFA estimated most D values
within 10% of their theoretical values in the first step of this experiment, but some
8

M represents the mean for all measures of the error margin, and σ their standard deviation.
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Table 6.3: The effect of randomization of grid offset for fractal analysis of
Euclidean shapes (HarFA)
Values of D
Random
offset1

Image

Random
offset2

Random
offset3

Random
offset4

BW

B+BW

BW

B+BW

BW

B+BW

BW

B+BW

Circle 900a

0.71

0.79

0.82

0.86

1.01

0.97

0.9

0.9

Circle 900b

0.82

0.85

0.73

0.8

0.89

0.89

1.01

0.97

Circle 900c

0.91

0.91

1.06

1

1.02

0.98

0.93

0.93

Line 900a

0.75

0.82

0.71

0.82

0.93

0.93

1.1

1.04

Line 900b

1.06

1.01

0.87

0.92

0.82

0.86

1.07

1.02

Line 900c

1.10

1.02

1.01

0.97

1.01

0.96

1.01

0.96

of the average D values calculated from the different grid offsets are 15% under the
theoretical value.
Regarding the effect of changing the increment of grid rotation, the results are
similar to the ones obtained in the first stage. Interestingly, the estimated D values of
the circles are still closer to the expected one than the D values of the straight lines. The
increment that yields the best results is 10o , which suggests that a smaller increment is
the most effective. Overall, though, the error margin of the software, which was already
quite small on those specific images, has neither increased nor decreased, and remains
under 5%.

Table 6.4: Average D values of the test images calculated from the different
grid offsets (HarFA)
Average D

Error margin

BW

B+BW

BW

B+BW

Circle 900a

0.86

0.88

-14%

-12%

Circle 900b

0.86

0.88

-14%

-12%

Circle 900c

0.98

0.96

-2%

-4%

Line 900a

0.87

0.90

-13%

-10%

Line 900b

0.95

0.95

-5%

-5%

Line 900c

1.03

0.98

3%

-2%
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Table 6.5: Values of D for different increments of grid rotation for fractal
analysis of Euclidean shapes (BENOITTM )
Increment of grid rotation
10◦

20◦

30◦

40◦

50◦

60◦

70◦

80◦

90◦

Circle 900a

1

1

0.98

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.01

0.97

0.96

Circle 900b

1

1.01

0.98

1

1

0.98

0.98

1

0.98

Circle 900c

1

0.99

1

1

0.98

1.01

0.99

0.98

0.97

Line 900a
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6.2.3

Discussion

Even though it did not involve the use of landscape images yet, this section gave
some insight on how to answer the first research subquestion: How replicable are the
results of a fractal analysis of a landscape image?
As it turns out, the results seem to only be replicable within a limited range. For
example, this experiment showed that the type of software used to conduct the analysis
has an enormous influence on the results.
Comparatively, the changes in field properties (particularly size and orientation of
the image) had a limited effect, as the results were mostly dependent on the pattern
of the image, the software used, and, to a lesser extent, the image resolution. For
example, BENOITTM measured all patterns regardless of type, and across resolutions
and orientations, within 7% of eachother. Fractalyse, however, estimated all images
of circles at the same dimension, but struggled to treat the line images in the same
way. This resulted in a gross overestimation of the fractal dimension of the images
showing diagonal lines, with results between 15 and 20% less accurate than the ones
of the straight lines images at all resolutions. This overestimation of the D of diagonal
lines is present within the HarFA results as well, but is less important for the images
at the better resolution.
Some of the findings presented here were in line with the literature, such as the
importance of using lines no wider than one-pixel. Though this was not a problem
for HarFA, thanks to the BW mode of analysis, it created some overestimation of the
results for BENOITTM . Similarly, the differences in the results consistently observed
between two identical images of different resolutions support the previous hypothesis
that the box-counting method is limited by the object’s resolution.
However, some other findings stand out. For example, even though Ostwald (2013)
recommends placing the grid in the top left-hand corner for optimum results, it is clear
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from the previous experiment that no advantage is gained by repeating the analysis
using different grid dispositions and averaging the values obtained. Instead, one must
keep in mind that the results are within a certain error margin.
The results of the first part of this experiment allowed the calculation of the software programs’ error margins, which led to the discard of Fractalyse because of its
poor performance. Once the parameters specification for the analysis had been tested
as well, the overall percentage of error between all images and offsets could be calculated. HarFA came out as yielding results within 14%,of their expected values,
whereas BENOITTM ’s error was only 2%. This supports the previous conclusion that
BENOITTM is the most efficient of the two, except when it comes to analysing filled
areas. However, the tools and opportunities offered by HarFA, whether for the analysis
of greyscale or its ability to measure solely edges, cannot be overlooked. Therefore, the
decision was taken to continue using both software programs to carry out the analysis
of the selected landscape images.

6.3 Results of the fractal analysis of landscape images
This section presents the different results yielded by the application of the boxcounting method to the 58 images of landscapes which make up the experimental set.9
As no work has compared the differences in D values obtained by analysing different
segmented versions of the same original images to date, this is the main contribution
to knowledge offered by this study. The different values of D were compared for each
scene in order to evaluate the robustness of the method, and between scene type in
order to evaluate validity.

6.3.1

Description of the results

For each image, 10 values of D were measured:
1. D outline H and D outline B correspond to the fractal dimension of the image
calculated using the silhouette outline, with HarFA and BENOITTM respectively.
2. D edges H and D edges B correspond to the fractal dimension of the image calculated using the extracted edges, with HarFA and BENOITTM respectively.
3. D greymin H, D greymax H and D greyavg H correspond to the minimum, maximum and average fractal dimension of the image as read on the fractal spectrum
produced by HarFA.
4. D greymin B, D greymax B and D greyavg B correspond to the minimum, maximum and average fractal dimension of the image as measured by BENOITTM .
9

The protocol followed for the analysis is presented in section 5.4.2.3, p. 118.
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The values of D are also averaged between software, producing 5 more variables:
1. D outline Avg: the fractal dimension of the image measured using the silhouette
outline, averaged between both software.
2. D edges Avg: the fractal dimension of the image measured using the extracted
edges, averaged between both software.
3. D greymin Avg: the minimum fractal dimension of the image measured from the
greyscale, averaged between both software.
4. D greymax Avg: the maximum fractal dimension of the image measured from
the greyscale, averaged between both software.
5. D greyavg Avg: the average fractal dimension of the image measured from the
greyscale, averaged between both software.

Figure 6.2: Different D values for an image of a forest landscape The two segmentation processes: (a) extracted edges and (b) silhouette outline, yield two different
binary images, with different structures. The two software give different measures of D
for each segmented image.

Figure 6.3: Different D values for an image for a forest landscape, extracted
from greyscale The greyscale image is analysed by HarFA using the “fractal spectrum” method. The thresholding intensities corresponding to the (a) minimum, (b)
maximum and (c) average D are read on the graph and applied to the image using
Photoshop. The resulting images (a),(b) and (c) can then be analysed by BENOITTM .
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Description of results by segmentation type

The different images segmentation techniques resulted in several variations of the
same original image, which themselves yielded several D values. Here is a summary of
the type of values obtained through each method.10
The fractal dimensions of the silhouette outline

The extraction of the silhou-

ette outline yielded images represented by a single line. This method emphasises the
presence of vertical elements and, as such, is a good method to differentiate between
forest and meadow scenes. It is one of the few estimations of D that is normally
distributed. Using BENOITTM , D outline ∈ [0.99 ; 1.55], M = 1.21 , σ = 0.15.
The fractal dimensions of the extracted edges

The analysis of the extracted

edges highlights the importance of contrast levels in the image. Indeed, the resulting
image displays the contour lines of the landscape and so depends on the sharpness and
levels of the original image. The values of D for that type of segmentation cover a wide
range but are mostly high. Using BENOITTM , D edges ∈ [1.31 ; 1.90], M = 1.61, σ =
0.15.
The fractal spectrum of greyscale images

The analysis of the greyscale spectrum

yielded three versions of the original image, each corresponding to either values of D
at the extremes of the spectrum and its mean value.
Lower bound: Minimum D

The minimum value on the greyscale spectrum is

generally obtained by the thresholding of the image at the highest pixel intensity level.
This high intensity translates as “white” and often corresponds to the outline of the sky
on the landscape, which traces the silhouette outline. However, unlike the silhouette
outline, the values of D for this method do not follow a normal distribution. Instead,
they suffer from negative kurtosis, which implies that they are mostly grouped towards
the low values. Using BENOITTM , D greymin ∈ [1.00 ; 1.60], M = 1.2, σ = 0.17.
Upper bound: Maximum D Conversely, the upper bound of the fractal spectrum is obtained when the images are thresholded at their lowest intensity level. Because of the nature of the measure, which characterizes the upper bound of the greyscale
spectrum, the D values estimated are generally high and suffer from a mild negative
skew. Using BENOITTM , D greymax ∈[1.67 ; 1.86], M = 1.76, σ = 0.05.
Average D The average value of D is read on the fractal spectrum, and the images thresholded at the intensity level indicated. Using BENOITTM , D greyavg ∈ [1.24
; 1.78], M = 1.55, σ = 0.14.
10

The images and their corresponding D values can be found in appendix D, p. 257.
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Figure 6.4: Different D values for an image of a low vegetation landscapeThe
two segmentation processes: (a) extracted edges and (b) silhouette outline, yield two
different binary images, with different structures. The two software give different measures of D for each segmented image.

6.3.1.2

Statistical analysis

The frequencies suggested that most of the variables had a non-normal distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that, independently of software use, the
fractal dimension values calculated using the extracted edge method (D edges H and
D edges B) significantly deviated from a normal distribution (for the fractal dimension
calculated using that method with BENOITTM , D(54) = 0.134, p <.005, see table D.1).
Similarly, D greymin H, D greyavg B and D greymin Avg, the minimum and average fractal dimensions measured from the greyscale image, also deviated from a normal distribution (for the minimum fractal dimension found on the fractal spectrum
on HarFA, D(54) = 0.170, p <.05). Furthermore, the analysis of kurtosis and skewness revealed that the distributions of the fractal dimensions of the extracted edges
(D edges H, D edges B and D edges Avg) were negatively skewed.11 This means that
those values covered a wide enough range but were mostly high.
Additionally, the distribution of D greymin H showed high negative kurtosis. This
was most likely due to the agglomeration of values close to 1.0 and the subjective
reading of the fractal spectrum. Indeed, in order not to include unreliable D inferior to
1 (which would signify that the image has the dimension of a point, and is theoretically
impossible), those were discarded and the minimum fractal dimension recorded as 1.
This results in a high frequency of low values, which creates the kurtosis.
In order to rectify this, a transformation of the data was attempted, using different
methods (i.e. normal and reverse logarithmic transformation, normal and reverse reciprocal transformation) but without success. The reverse square root transformation
solved the negative skew in the data calculated from the extracted edges, only to create
a negative skew in the data calculated from greyscale.12 Since the data did not follow
a normal distribution, and could not be reliably transformed, only nonparametric tests
could be used for the analysis.
11
12

See table D.1 and table D.2 in appendix for the full results of the normality tests, p. 261.
The results of the successive transformation can be found in ?? D.2.1.2, p. 260.
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Prior to the analysis, the data were visually scanned using boxplots

to reveal the presence of outliers. Four pictures had to be removed from the study using
listwise deletion, mostly for issues caused by the segmentation process. For example,
one picture had to be removed because the original image was not contrasted enough
for the edges extraction algorithm to produce reliable results. Some other outliers were
detected but as no fault was found with the images, they were left in the set. This
resulted in a reduced set of 54 images, with 26 depicting a meadow and 28 a forest
landscape.
6.3.1.3

Correlation of software’s performance

A non parametric correlation test was applied to all individual variables and the
Kendall’s tau coefficient observed for correlation between software.
The values least correlated were the average fractal dimension values estimated from
greyscale, with τ = .526. The other values estimated from greyscale also exhibited a
medium correlation between the two software, with τ = .703 and τ = .606 for the
minimum and maximum D measured from greyscale, respectively. Comparatively, the
values of D of the extracted edges and the ones of the silhouette outline were strongly
consistent across software with τ = .925 and τ = .811, respectively. All correlations
were strongly significant (p <.0001).
This suggests that the values of D can be safely averaged between the two softwares
for the rest of the analysis.
6.3.1.4

Comparison of D values obtained with different segmentations

To analyse the link between methods, the Kendall’s tau coefficients of the averaged
values between software were calculated (see table 6.6).
There was a strong correlation between the fractal dimensions values obtained from
silhouette outlines and the minimum fractal dimensions calculated from greyscale, τ =
.609, p <.01. This could be due to the fact that the thresholded images corresponding to
the minimum fractal dimension were often reduced to the single line of their silhouette
(see image (b) in figure 6.2 and image (a) in figure 6.3) The fractal dimension calculated
from these images is therefore related to the one calculated with the outline method.
However, there was no significant correlation between the results obtained with
the outline method and those calculated from extracted edges, or even the average or
maximum fractal dimension calculated from greyscale.
Overall, the three greyscale variables were not as correlated as expected. Indeed,
though both minimum and maximum fractal dimension were significantly related (τ =
-.247, p <.01), the average was not. However the average fractal dimension calculated
from greyscale using HarFA is strongly related to the fractal dimension obtained using
the extracted edges (τ = .324, p <.01), which are also correlated with the maximum
fractal dimension obtained from greyscale (τ = .202, p <.05). This correlation is also
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Table 6.6: Kendall’s tau coefficient of averaged values between software for
all three methods
Correlations
D from
outline

D from
edges

Min
Max
Average
D from D from D from
greyscale greyscale greyscale

1
.
54

0.145
0.123
54

.609**
0
54

-0.151
0.107
54

0.127
0.174
54

0.145
0.123
54

1
.
54

0.141
0.135
54

.202*
0.032
54

.324**
0.001
54

Correlation
Min D
from
Sig.
greyscale
N

.609**
0
54

0.141
0.135
54

1
.
54

-.247**
0.009
54

0.134
0.156
54

Correlation
Max D
from
Sig.
greyscale
N

-0.151
0.107
54

.202*
0.032
54

-.247**
0.009
54

1
.
54

0.155
0.099
54

Average Correlation
D from
Sig.
greyscale
N

0.127
0.174
54

.324**
0.001
54

0.134
0.156
54

0.155
0.099
54

1
.
54

D from
outline
D from
edges

Correlation
Sig.

N
Correlation
Sig.

N

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
visually explicit, as can be seen in the similarities between image (a) in figure 6.2 and
image (b) in figure 6.3.

6.3.2

Comparison of landscape types

One of the main claims found in literature was that the fractal dimension is an
indication of complexity, or the quantity of information in one scene. As such, it was
expected to be significantly different for two landscape types such as forests and meadows. In order to verify this and prove the validity of the method, the Mann-Whitney
U test was used on the averaged values between software, and for each image type.
The values of fractal dimension did not differ significantly according to landscape
type if they were calculated using the edge extraction method, U = 270.00, ns , r =
-0.22; or by reading the average fractal dimension on the fractal spectrum, U = 312.0,
ns, r = -0.30. The only two methods for which there was a significant difference between
the fractal dimensions of the images of forests and those of meadows were the silhouette
outline and its variation, the minimum value obtained from greyscale (see figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: Histogram of values of D, for all methods, between landscape
types Though most methods will give values of D visibly higher for forests than for
meadows, only the values of D calculated from the silhouette outline are significantly
different between the two types of landscapes.

The homogeneity of variance was also tested across the two types of landscape:
forest and meadows. The Levene test was significant for five of the ten variables,
including the average fractal dimensions calculated from extracted edges, F(1, 52) =
9.625, p <.05; and the minimum fractal dimensions calculated from greyscale, F(1, 52)
= 5.495, p <.05. These results imply that these five methods of analysis will yield
values that will behave in different ways, depending if the source material is an image
of forest or a meadow. It suggests they are not appropriate to the analysis of landscapes
across scene types.
The variance ratio for the five variables was also calculated with a significant Levene test (D edges H, D edges B, and D edges Avg; D greymin H, D greyavg H and
D greymin Avg). These ratios concurred with Levene test and rejected the assumption
of homogeneity of variance for those variables.

6.3.3

Principal Component Analysis

In order to examine the existing correlations within the different measures of D and
to extract potential latent variables, a principal component analysis was carried out
with Varimax rotation. Only the variables with strong correlations to each other were
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entered in the analysis, which excluded the maximum D estimated from greyscale.13
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis,
KMO = .723, and all KMO values for individual items were above the acceptable limit
of .5 . Bartlett’s test of sphericity, Chi-Square (15) = 123.706, p <.0001, indicated that
correlations between items were sufficiently large for the analysis to be reliable.14
An initial analysis was run to obtain eigenvalues for each component in the data.
Two components fulfilled the criterion of having eigenvalues above 1, and in combination explained 79.85% of the variance.15 Finally, the two main factors were extracted,
and the variables were plotted against the two axes (See figure 6.6.).
The graph displays the variables D outlines Avg, D greymin Avg and the categorical variable of landscape type, grouped along the horizontal axis. This factor could
be considered to be the type of landscape, either described through vegetation levels,
density of vertical elements or naturalness. The other variables, D edges Avg and the
average fractal dimensions estimated from greyscale, contributed to a separate factor
which represents an unknown quality.
Although they did not correlate it to preference, Cooper and Oskrochi (2008) have
explored the interpretation of the fractal dimension of the extracted edges of street
photographs and found that it could successfully differentiate between levels of visual
variety (i.e complexity). In order to quickly cross-check the meaning of that measure, an
analysis was carried out on the size of the images. Indeed, Forsythe et al. (2011) showed
that the size of digital images compressed in a lossless format such as .gif was a good
approximation of their perceived complexity. Therefore, the original images used in the
survey were compressed in .gif format and their sizes were entered into the database.
A non-parametric correlation table was drawn. The size of the images showed a strong
correlation to the fractal dimension of the extracted edges (τ = .651, p<.0001), and the
average fractal dimension measured from greyscale (τ = .426, p<.005). These results
confirm that those two variables, which were shown to be grouped along the same axis,
measured complexity.
Therefore, all fractal dimension variables could be separated into 2 components:
landscape type (or naturalness) and complexity.

6.3.3.1

Effect of viewpoint location

In order to assess whether a landscape would exhibit the same D value accross
viewpoints, ten pairs or trios of images were chosen from the same locations.16
13

See section 6.3.1.4, p. 141.
See tables D.8 and D.9, p. ??.
15
See table D.6, p. 263.
16
The images can be found in appendix B. The number given here is their I.D and correspond to
their figure number in the appendix.
14
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Figure 6.6: Factor plot 4 of the 5 variables quantifying the fractal dimension of an
image were plotted against two main factors. Component 1 groups the fractal dimension
of the edges (noted Edgeavg on the graph) and the average fractal dimension estimated
from greyscale (Greyscaleavg); Component 2 is related to the type of landscape depicted
in the photograph (Landscapetype), the minimum fractal dimension extimated from
greyscale (Greyscaleminavg) and the fractal dimension of the landscapes’ silhouette
outline (Outlineavg).
1. Images [10] & [11]: Westonbirt Arboretum, England
2. Images [19] & [20]: Culbin Forest, Moray, Scotland
3. Images [24] & [25]: Tokavaig, Isle of Skye, Scotland
4. Images [26] & [27]: Caledonian Forest, Scotland
5. Images [32], [33] & [34] : The National Forest, West Midlands, England
6. Images [36] & [37]: Low Weald of Kent, England
7. Images [39] & [40]: Kelham Bridge, The National Forest, West Midlands, England
8. Images [41] & [42]: Rosliston Forestry Centre, The National Forest, West Midlands, England
9. Images [46] & [47]: Oilseed rape field, unknown, England
10. Images [54], [55] & [56]: Coalburn Moss, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
There is no significant correlation between the pairs of images. Some, like item 9
will exhibit very different outlines ([46]: D outline B = 1.00; [47]: D outline B =
1.32) but similar edges ([46]: D edges B = 1.73; [47]: D edges B = 1.74).
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Figure 6.7: Two pairs of landscape
images with different values of D
The pairs represent two photographs
of the same landscape, taken from
different viewpoints. The images exhibit different fractal dimensions despite their origin.

Some, like item 10 will display the opposite relationship and exhibit similar outlines
([54]: D outline B = 0.99; [55]: D outline B = 1.00), but different extracted edges:
([54]: D edges B = 1.46; [55]: D edges B = 1.61).
The commonalities and differences between the pairs of photographs can be seen
in figure 6.7. In that example, it is clear that the difference in the fractal dimension
of the outlines of [46] and [47] is caused by the presence of trees in the second image.
The difference in results between images [54] and [55] is more subtle but is due to [55]
being slightly more contrasted. This illustrates both the effect of vertical elements for
the D value of the silhouette outline, and the importance of strong contrast levels for
the edge detection filter.

6.4 Discussion
This experiment comparing the various fractal dimensions of landscape images
yielded interesting results, a summary of which can be found in table 6.7.
It was expected that, because they calculate D using different algorithms, the two
software would give significantly different results. However, this was not the case and,
even in the case of the greyscale analysis which involved heavy image transformation,
the D values calculated by HarFA and those calculated by BENOITTM were strongly
correlated. The only case in which a significant difference between software could be
observed was for the average D calculated from greyscale. Indeed, the values measured
by HarFA and BENOITTM both show a significant correlation with the values obtained
through the edge extraction method, but HarFA’s is stronger and more significant (τ
= 0.422, p <.01), whereas the values calculated with BENOITTM show a much smaller
correlation (τ = 0.211, p <.05).
In terms of differences between methods, the lack of correlation found between
fractal dimensions calculated from extracted edges and the values calculated from the
silhouette outline was concerning. As previously explained, the correlation between
the values from the outline and the minimum value calculated from greyscale could
be linked to the thresholding process: For each image, the minimum fractal dimension
corresponds to an intensity level where the whole scene is reduced to the sky’s outline
(See the image (a) in figure 6.3).
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Of the three measurements applied to the greyscale images, the least reliable was
the maximum fractal dimension. Its only significant correlation (other than with the
other greyscale data) was with the fractal dimensions measured from extracted edges
on HarFA (τ =.324, p <.01). When it comes to differentiate between landscapes types
as well, the maximum fractal dimension was not significant. If anything, the average
maximum fractal dimension for images of Meadows (M = 1.78, σ = 0.54) was actually
superior to the one of Forest images (M = 1.75, σ = 0.041). This could possibly be
explained by the nature of the box counting analysis. Applied to digitized images, the
method is a measurement of the quantity of information contained in a specified set
of pixels. In terms of visual data, forests can seem more complex than meadows but
the quantity of data stored in the image can the same. In other words, the amount of
detail present in an image can be the same, independently of the subject depicted or
the shape of the covered area.

Figure 6.8: Picture of a meadow (a) and a forest (b) segmented using three
different process: silhouette outline, extracted edges and the average fractal dimension calculated from greyscale thresholding.
A similar issue arose with the extracted edges method. During the image segmentation process, the edges were extracted depending on intensity and contrasts. If the
original photograph was under or over exposed, the recognizable lines of contour would
change drastically, as was the case with the outliers. This does not mean that the
values calculated from the edges-extracted image should be disregarded. As pointed
out earlier, there was a significant correlation observed between those values and the
average fractal dimension calculated from greyscale, which indicates that both methods
are valid and reliable ways to analyse the content of an image. The fact that none of
those methods reacted to the change in landscape type, however, suggests that those
values of fractal dimension are not viable to accurately describe or characterize a landscape. For this aim, the silhouette outline such as the one used by Hagerhall et al.
(2004) produced the best results.
Interestingly, these results are in line with those of Keller et al. (1987) who first
measured the fractal dimension of landscapes silhouette outlines and found it was signif-
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Table 6.7: Summary of the findings

Methodological assessment
Validity

Diagonal lines can not be detected as lines which lead to
an overestimation of D. Complex patterns can be
misinterpreted due to noise. Filled areas are read as planes
by certain software, which results in overestimating D.

Replicability

Parameters such as data properties and parameters
specification should be explicit as they can influence the
results, though they will remain within the software’s error
margin. Overall, the software used is more important than
the parameters specification.

Robustness

The reliability of the results obtained depends heavily on
the software used, but also on the image’s resolution. A
better resolution will yield better results.
Fractal analysis of landscape images

The importance of
image segmentation

The D values obtained through the analysis of different
binary versions of the same image vary enormously. Some
of those values are not correlated. Therefore there is no
single fractal dimension of a landscape but rather several,
and it depends on the structure one wishes to identify in
the original image. The dimension of the silhouette
outlines seems to characterize naturalness through the
height of vegetation, whereas the extracted edges
characterize complexity.

Landscape type and
fractal dimension

Images of forests generally yielded a higher D than images
of meadows, though the difference is only statistically
significant in the fractal analysis of their silhouette outline.

icantly different between images of forests and images of mountains. Using a fractional
Brownian motion model, they estimated the fractal dimension of their two images of
tree lines at around 1.58 and 1.54, which is within the range measured in this study
(D outline H ∈ [1.204 - 1.613] for the forest images), The D value of their mountain scene (1.17) is also much closer to the ones of the meadow images estimated here
(D outline H ∈ [1.024 - 1.361] for the meadow images). This could suggest that vegetation levels have more effect on the value of the fractal dimension than elevation or
topography.
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Answering the research question: What is the fractal dimension
of a landscape?

The experiment presented here tackled the first research question at the core of the
study, which was to determine what the fractal dimension of a landscape was. The
first section was concerned with the replicability and robustness of the method, while
the second detailed the process of application to landscape images. At this point, it is
possible to offer an answer to those questions and sub-questions. A summary of the
answers can be found in table 6.8 (p. 152).
The fractal dimension of a landscape is a value that highly depends on the method
used to estimate it. It would therefore be more correct to talk about a landscape’s
fractal dimensions as a variety of values. The factors that can influence the calculation
are many, and range from the resolution of the image to the software used to analyse it.
However, the most important factor for landscape studies is the type of pre-processing
applied to the image prior to the analysis. Indeed, the box-counting method can only
be applied to images that have been segmented, which involves selecting the structure
in the original photograph that will become the object of analysis. This is particularly
critical in landscape analysis, as the images are generally quite complex, with many
different types of elements and features. Which ones are selected depends on the
approach of the study and its theoretical background.
Furthermore, even the success of preprocessing depends on the quality and type
of the original image. Different contrast levels will yield different contours. Similarly,
different angles of capture or viewpoints will also affect the results. This implies that
it might even be incorrect to talk about the fractal dimensions of a landscape, but that
one should rather talk about the fractal dimensions of its representation.
Overall, D is not enough to characterise a scene on its own, especially if the method
used to estimate it is not explicit. However, it does show a strong correlation to a
landscape’s height of vegetation.

6.4.2

Critique of the method

The experiment presented in this chapter is divided into two parts: (a) The calibration of the box-counting method, and (b) its application to landscape images. They
will be critiqued here in the same order:
6.4.2.1

Calibration of the box-counting method

This section of the experiment was concerned with the reliability of the box-counting
method when applied to digital images. The main objective was to demonstrate that
the application of the box-counting method was not as straightforward as some authors
make it out to be. Although some significant results were collected, they were limited by
the number of test images and software. Particularly, the experiment focussed mostly
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on using simple Euclidean shapes, such as lines and disks rather than complex images.
This was motivated by the rationale that, if the analysis of simple patterns was proven
to be unreliable, then the same would apply to more complex images since they are
themselves made up of simple shapes. In other words, if the box-counting method could
not recognize the straightness of a diagonal line, how could it characterise the outline
of a mountain? However, it has been pointed out in the literature that complex images
could be more sensitive to changes in the analysis parameters.
Secondly, the simple images, created on MS Paint, did not allow the assessment of
the digitization bias. This bias, which has been demonstrated by Gonzato et al. (2000)
is said to be responsible for 10% of the error margin.17 Therefore, some adjustments
could have been made in order to thoroughly address every and any potential limitation
of the method highlighted in the literature, but it is worth pointing out that some of
the most relevant sources such as Ostwald (2013) were published some years after
this experiment was carried out, and had to be added to the analysis retrospectively.
Overall, the experiment accomplished what it set out to do.
6.4.2.2

Fractal analysis of landscape images

This section presented the results of the several analyses of landscape images carried
out, in order to compare them. The overarching aim was to show the effect of image
preprocessing and segmentation in the estimation of D. Although that goal was met,
the analysis could have been more inclusive in order for the research questions to be
answered more comprehensively.
For example, it does not seem as though researchers are any closer to describing
the visual relevance of D or the physical features it corresponds to. The present study
allows the comparison of forests and fields, two very different types of scenes in terms
of light, contrast, vegetation types and height, and overall surface cover. However, it
did not focus on specific elements of the landscape the way the work of Cooper (2005)
did. It would have been interesting to categorise the images with more than two types,
and carry out repeated ANOVAs or Levene tests in order to observe the behaviour of
different groups of features.
Instead the experiment mostly concentrated on reporting the effects of the chosen
image segmentation method. Most of the limitations of each segmentation method were
explored throughout the presentation of results. However, one limitation encompasses
all preprocessing techniques, it is the contrast between landscape and sky. Indeed,
natural images can exhibit all kinds of brightness, saturation and contrast profiles,
but for any segmentation of landscape photographs to be carried out, it is necessary
to take out the sky first. And this seemingly simple step absolutely requires that the
represented sky displays lighter and bluer tones than the vegetation and landforms. The
issue of extracting skylines has been the topic of some work in architecture (Chalup
17

See section 4.2.2.1 on the importance of Image properties for fractal analysis, p. 87.
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et al., 2009), but at the time of writing there has been no equivalent in landscape
architecture.

6.5 Conclusion
In response to the first research question, the robustness and replicability of the
box-counting method were investigated. Because of the claims made in the literature,
it was expected that simple image transformations, such as rotations and translations,
as well as the parameters of application of the box-counting method, would have a
significant effect on the values of fractal dimensions calculated. Instead, the results
were very dependent on the software used and, for a reliable enough software, like
BENOITTM , the percentage error was inferior to 5%.
Then the box-counting method was applied to sixty images of landscapes, after the
application of three different segmentation techniques: one to extract the silhouette
outline, one to extract the edges and one to separate the image by level of intensity. It
was discovered that each segmentation yielded a different image, which itself exhibited
a different value of D. These values were not necessarily correlated between themselves,
suggesting that the processing of the images prior to the analysis was the factor with
the most influence on the results.
The validity of the results was assessed by their ability to accurately characterize
a type of scene. Though most methods of segmentation will yield images with higher
fractal dimensions for the landscapes with the highest vegetation, the difference is only
statistically significant in the analysis of silhouette outlines.
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Table 6.8: Research questions and answers: What is the fractal dimension of a landscape?

What is the fractal dimension of a landscape?
How replicable are the results of a fractal analysis of a landscape image?

Using different
software?

Performance varies with software, but BENOIT has the
lowest error margin and is the most used in
peer-reviewed research. Software should be calibrated
with the help of test images of known D.

Using different
segmentation
processes?

The process of image segmentation is crucial to the
analysis and should always be explicit. There is no
correlation between a landscape image’s silhouette
outline and its extracted edges.

Using different
parameters of grid
disposition?

Some variation can appear if the image is rotated or if
the parameters of application of the grid are changed.
Overall, the variations will remain within the software’s
error margin.

Is there any correlation between the properties of the landscape
being analysed and its fractal dimension?

Which method is the
best at accurately
characterizing a
landscape?

Most methods will yield higher D values for forest
images than for meadows, but not all. The silhouette
outline is the only that varies significantly between
those two types of landscapes, and is therefore the best
at accurately characterizing a scene.

Which physical
features of the
landscape are
correlated with the
fractal dimension?

A higher D is generally associated with high levels of
vegetation and high complexity. It can also be
associated with a very contrasted image, depending on
which segmentation technique is used. The differences
between the D values of forest and meadow images
support the claims that link D with vertical elements
and visual variety.

Is the fractal
dimension of a
landscape dependent
on the viewpoint?

Yes, it is. Generally, D will depend on the properties of
the data analysed. Two photographs of the same
landscape might exhibit different properties depending
on what the camera captured. Factors such as
viewpoints, but also light levels, time of day, the quality
of the camera, will influence the data from which D will
be estimated. Therefore, the fractal dimension of a
landscape can really only be defined as the fractal
dimension of a specific representation of that landscape.
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CHAPTER 7. RESULTS OF THE LANDSCAPE PREFERENCE SURVEY

7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the experiment carried out to collect data on
preference for the images that have previously been analysed for fractal characteristics.
An on-line survey was developed from scratch and disseminated in France and in the
United Kingdom.1
The first section presents the basic statistics of the sample of people who participated in the survey. Their responses were first explored based on demographic data,
in the second section.
The third section focuses on the differences in ratings for the two different types of
scenes used in the survey: forests and meadows. These scene types were compared to
the demographic variables for their strength in predicting preference.
Finally, the implications of the findings are discussed, for this research as well as
for the topic of landscape preference at large. The discussion also includes a critique
of some of the methods used for the data collection and the statistical analysis.
As it was expected that the factors that influence preference between participants
would also impact their preference for different fractal dimensions, the results were
subsequently used to compare the potential effect of the fractal dimension, which is
explored in depth in the next chapter.

7.2 Descriptive statistics
7.2.1

Demographic data

The on-line survey collected 177 responses. The sample was made up of a majority
of women (129 women, 48 men, 72.8%). The age of the participants ranged from 18
to 80 years old. 67% of the respondents were under 30 years old (M(Age) = 31.75, σ=
13.53).
The large majority of participants were French (N = 110, 62%, and N = 29, 16%
of British nationals, see figure 7.1). In total, 87% of the respondents were Europeans
(155), the remaining 13% being almost equally divided between North America (United
States and Canada, 7%) and Asia (India, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand,
6%).
A total of 162 (91.5%) of participants lived in Europe: 57.6% live in France and
26.5% lived in the United Kingdom. Of the remaining 8.5%, 6.21% lived in North
America (United States and Canada), and 1% in Asia .
Almost 50% of the total population was made up of students. Other represented
work status include Academia and Teaching (9.7%) and Medical Professions (9.20%,
see figure 7.2).
1

The protocol followed for the creation and dissemination of the survey is described in chapter 5,
section 5.4.3, p. 118.
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Figure 7.1: Nationality of the participants (N=173)

Amongst students, the disciplines most represented were Landscape Architecture
(39.5%) and Agronomy (17.3%). In total, Environmental Sciences (including Landscape
Architecture, Crop Science, Horticulture Agronomy, and Fishing but also Ecology and
Agriculture) made up most of the population of the survey with a cumulative percentage of 70.3%.
Because of previous claims in the literature regarding the differences in preference
for self-reported creative people, another variable was created, that isolated participants
who reported an activity or an education in the fields of Arts, graphic or media (61
participants, 35%).

7.2.2

Environmental data

In order to establish their previous experience of landscapes, participants were asked
what type of environment they grew up in and where they were one hour prior to taking
the survey. For each of those questions, three answers were offered: Urban, Periurban
and Rural.
The large majority of the participants were in urban areas immediately before or
during the survey (71.8%, see figure 7.3).
Regarding the environments the participant grew up in, the results were almost
equally divided: the largest group spent their childhood in urban areas (41%, 73 participants), but peri-urban (26.6%, 45 participants) and rural environments were also
very well represented, with almost a third of the participants claiming to have grown
up in the countryside (31.6%, 55 participants, see figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.2: Activity of the participants (N=173)

7.2.3

Data validation

Prior to the statistical analysis, the data collected were cleaned up and prepared.
7.2.3.1

Missing values

Looking at the minimum and maximum value for each variable showed 19 scores
as 0, an occurrence only explained by a technical issue with the survey not displaying
images correctly and allowing users to complete the survey without having rated all
the images. Those values were found (using Excel “Find and Replace” function) and
replaced by a recognizable value of -9. Using the Multiple Imputation tool in SPSS,
3 new data sets were created, each including a plausible value to replace the missing
ones. The analysis is carried out on the three separate sets and the results given are
the combined values.
7.2.3.2

Outliers

Using boxplots, some outliers were detected. All the extreme values were added into
a table and, using the “Count” function on Excel, the participant IDs were totalled to
see how many times they were occurring in the table. Four participants ID were found
to be responsible for scoring extreme values in over 30 cases out of 78 variables, some
consistently rating images much higher than the other participants, some much lower.
After careful consideration, the entire records from those four participants were deleted
using listwise deletion.
A look at the time taken to complete the survey revealed that although 95% of the
participants finished in under 16 minutes, some took up to one hour and a half. This
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Figure 7.3: Histogram of the environment the participants were in the hour
preceding the survey
can only mean that they had paused the survey for a certain amount of time before
going back to it and complete it. This could potentially create unwanted variation in
the data. However, no correlation was found between time taken and preference and,
since the ratings from those participants were still within the range of others, they were
retained.

7.3 Demographic predictors of preference
Three new variables were computed, each representing participants’ average rating
for each of the three scales: Aesthetic, Interest, and Affective.
The three variables were very highly correlated (r >.85, p <.0001) and a quick
factor analysis revealed they appeared to be all measuring the same thing, accounting
for 91.8% of the variance in the evaluation of the images.2
Another variable was then computed from the mean of each participant’s rating on
all scales, the Average Preference. A reliability analysis was performed using Cronbach’s alpha, with a result of .878, which is above the rule of thumb of .7 for a reliable
scale. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed all the preference variables followed a
normal distribution.3
Several error bar graphs were then plotted in order to examine the influence of
demographic data on the ratings. Neither the age, the environment participants were
in at the time of the survey, their occupation nor their gender were found to significantly
2
3

See table E.1 in appendix E for the correlation table, p. 271.
See table E.2 in appendix E, p. 271.
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Figure 7.4: Histogram of the environments the participants grew up in
influence their ratings (see figure 7.5).
The potential for a disciplinary bias within the student sample was also investigated. Even though students involved in Humanities, such as Linguistics, History,
Economics or Sociology gave the lowest ratings overall, and the students of Masters in
Public Health gave the highest, there was no significant differences in the ratings between these groups. It was expected that the students of Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Sciences would give higher ratings, but their results were well within
the range of other participants (see figure 7.6).
Similarly, looking at “creative” people’s ratings compared to “non-creative” participants did not yield any significant difference.
A new factor analysis was carried out, this time using all the variables, with oblique
rotation, to look at the patterns within the data. Four factors were found to account
for a cumulative 62% of the variation in responses: The first one describes the age and
the activity of the participants; The second groups the environment participants were
in at the time of the survey and the one they grew up in; The third, the preference
ratings and the participant’s nationality and the fourth, their gender.4
From this analysis, it is clear that the nationality of a participant strongly influences
the pattern of their responses to landscapes. Similarly, the environment of childhood
was also found to influence the variation in preference. An analysis of variance on both
these variables confirms that if the mean ratings per participant are grouped according
to (a) nationality and (b) where participants grew up, there was a significant difference
between the different groups (F(2,170) = 16.012, p <.001) and F(2,170) = 5.203, p
4

See appendix E.3.2 for the full output of the factor analysis, p. 273.
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Figure 7.5: Mean rating on each preference scale for different age groups
<.01), respectively).5
Furthermore, a CHAID analysis was run for each scale in order to split the sample
into subgroups.6 The models confirm that the most important predictor of preference
is nationality, followed by the environment of childhood.
There was no correlation between the two variables, meaning that there is no link
between a participant’s nationality and which environment they grew up in.
On this basis, 18 new variables were created, each based on the mean rating on
a particular scale, for a particular Nationality (grouped by country of origin) or for a
particular Environment of Childhood.

7.3.1

Effect of nationality

Participants were classified by their country of origin as follows:
• France: Francophone participants, from France and French colonies (e.g. Martinique, 109 participants).
• United Kingdom: participants from Scotland and England (29 participants).
• Other: participants from other countries (Europe, America and Asia, 35 participants) .
However, the models created with CHAID suggested a different composition for
the groups. Indeed, the analysis demonstrates that there was a significant difference
5

See tables E.3 and E.4 in appendix E for the two ANOVAs.
See appendix E.3.3 for the decision trees, p. 274. A critique of the method, which stands for
CHi-square Automatic Interaction Detection, is offered in section 8.5.5, p. 189.
6
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Figure 7.6: Histogram of the ratings by discipline studied
between the ratings of participants from Austria, Canada, the US, the UK, India,
Malta, Martinique and Slovakia, and the other participants. The latter group had a
lower mean rating (3.5 <3.9, N = 125) and was also significantly influenced by the
Environment of Childhood. These results could be replicated with a CART analysis,
which shows their reliability.
Although this classification is statistically reliable, it is worth pointing out that
CHAID analysis is mostly useful as an exploratory approach when N is small.7 In the
present case, the discrepancy in size and distribution between the two groups could
create issues for the subsequent analysis. Therefore, the original classification using
geographical zones was retained. The main division between British and French participants, highlighted by the decision trees, is respected.

7.3.2

Effect of the Environment of Childhood

The second predictor of preference is the environment people grew up in. From
the error bar diagrams,8 it is apparent that people who grew up in urban areas gave
7
8

See section 8.5.5 for a full critique of the method, p. 189.
See figure E.7, p. 275.
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Figure 7.7: Average mean rating on all scales depending on the Nationality
of participants
consistently lower ratings than the others (M = 3.48, σ = 0.26, see figure 7.8). The
effect is significant (F(2,170) = 5.203, p <.01) and is consistent over the three rating
scales, though slightly less so on the interest scale.9
The homogeneity of variances between the preference ratings of the three subpopulations was verified with a Levene’s test.10
An independent-samples t-test was conducted11 to compare the ratings of respondents who grew up in peri-urban areas (M = 3.75, σ = 0.44, N = 45) and those from
the respondents who grew up in the countryside (M = 3.68, σ = 0.42, N = 55). There
were no significant differences between the two groups.
The CHAID decision trees imply that childhood environment is a lower, but more
robust, predictor of landscape preference than nationality. On every scale, the larger
population is divided into two groups: people who grew up in urban areas on one side,
and people who grew up in peri-urban or rural areas on the other.

7.3.3

Correlation between predictors

A correlation matrix with all demographic and environmental variables was prepared.12
The highest correlation was between the environment of childhood and the environment participants were in one hour before the survey, even though the coefficient is
9

See
See
11
See
12
See
10

table
table
table
table

E.8 in appendix for the details of the ANOVA, p. 276.
E.9, p. 276.
E.10, p. 277.
E.12 in appendix E for the correlation matrix, p. 282.
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Figure 7.8: Mean rating on all scales depending on which environment participants grew up in
small (r = .266, p <.0001). Unsurprisingly, there is also a strong correlation between
a participant’s nationality and their country of residence, as well as between their age
and occupation, which speaks to the high proportion of students who participated in
the survey.
As previously mentioned, there is no correlation between the nationality and environment of childhood.
Of all the predictors, nationality was the most strongly correlated with average
preference (r = .222, p <.005). The environment of childhood comes second with a
smaller coefficient and lower significance (r = .184, p <.01).
In conclusion, the only demographic variables to have a significant effect on preference ratings are Nationality and the Environment of Childhood.
Across the sample, people who grew up in urban environments gave lower ratings
on every preference scale. However, such a straightforward effect is not the case with
Nationality. Though differences were expected in the variation in ratings depending on
which continent participants were from, the influence is more complex, with different
samples from Asia and Europe behaving similarly. The only constant across all scale is
that participants from the United Kingdom gave higher ratings than the participants
from France or who used the French version of the survey.

7.4 Correlation between preference and landscape type
The data is transposed in order to observe the variation within individual preference.
This allowed the exploration of the different types of scenes.
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As a general trend, the images of meadows were consistently rated lower than the
images of forests (M(Meadows) = 3.48, σ = 0.418; M(Forests) = 3.78, σ = 0.363, see
figure 7.9). A paired t-test13 showed that the difference between the mean ratings was
statistically significant (t = 8.620, df = 172, p <.0001, one tailed). The magnitude
of the differences in the means was quite large (d = 0.6). The effect was significantly
present on each of the sub-scales but was the strongest on the Interest scale (t = 10.971,
df = 172, p <.0001, one tailed). Ratings for the two types of scenes were still highly
correlated across all subscales (Pearson’s r = .625, p <.0001).14

Figure 7.9: Mean score on each scale for the different type of images: meadows and forests
Six different variables were created, each measuring a score on a particular scale
for a particular type of landscape. This allowed the verification of the strength of the
demographic predictors for each type of scene separately. They all followed a normal
distribution.
The effects of Nationality and the Environment of Childhood previously presented
subsisted within the ratings for each type of scene. Specifically, French participants
rated all images lower than the other participants but discriminated less between landscape types. The effect of the level of vegetation on their ratings (d = .585) was
smaller than on the ratings from British participants (d = .911). This means that the
differences in preference for the two types of scene are more important for the British
subjects. A one-way ANOVA executed on all sub-scales of preference for the French
participants revealed that the scene type effect was only statistically significant on the
Interest sub-scale (F(1,24) = 6.982, p <.05).15
13

See table E.15, p. 278.
See table E.16, p. 278.
15
See table E.13 in appendix E for the full analysis of variance between nationalities, p. 283.
14
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Figure 7.10: Differences in the mean preference ratings between the two
landscape types, depending on the nationality of respondents
For British participants, the effect was strongly significant on the Interest scale
(F(1,24) = 16.505, p <.0001) and less so on the Affective scale (F(1,24) = 5.499, p
<.05). The mean preference rating of Forest scenes from British participants was 4.16,
0.4 point higher than the mean preference score given to the meadow images (σ(forest)
= .378; σ (meadow) = .502).
Similarly, participants who grew up in urban areas rated all images lower than the
others but discriminated less between scene types.16 Those who grew up in peri-urban
areas, however, rated the images of Meadows 0.4 points lower than the images of forest
(σ (forest) = .454; σ (meadow) = .488), showing the largest effect size (d = .636).
Surprisingly, participants who grew up in the countryside gave lower ratings to the
forest images than the other groups, while their ratings of meadows scenes were higher.
Specifically, they gave higher scores than the other groups on two of the sub-scales:
Interest and Affective. Therefore the scene type effect size on that group was the
lowest (d = .41) and the effect was overall not significant for that sub-population.

7.4.1

Preference ratings for Meadows scenes

For the rating of the images showing low vegetation settings, the effect of the nationality was still more significant (F(2,170) = 10.13, p <.001) than the effect of the
environment of childhood (F(2,170) = 4.57, p <.05).
On the decision tree for the mean average rating of meadows images, nationality was
again the strongest predictor of preference with a strong difference between participants
16

See table E.14 in appendix E for the full analysis of variance between environment of childhood,
p. 284.
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Figure 7.11: Differences in mean preference scores for the two landscape
types, depending on where respondents grew up
from the UK and those from France.17 Participants from the UK and the rest of the
world again gave higher average ratings than the rest of the sample.
Creativity also influenced the ratings, particularly on the Aesthetic scale, with creative people consistently giving higher ratings (3.49 >3.28). An independent t-test
measured the effect of that factor.18 It showed that the differences in average ratings
between those two groups of participants were statistically significant (t = 1.770, df =
171, p <.05, one tailed). However, a breakdown of the different rating scales revealed
that the ratings on the Interest scale are not influenced by creativity.

7.4.2

Preference ratings for Forests scenes

The decision process for rating forest scenes was similar.19 Nationality was still the
main predictor, with participants from the UK still giving higher average scores (4.16
>3.6, N = 51). The effect of the nationality was significant here as well (F(2,170)=
14.626, p <.0001) and so was the effect of the environment of childhood (F(2,170)=
4.57, p <.05).
However, another variable was found to influence the average ratings of Forest
images: the age category. The participants were clustered according to their age in
three categories:
• ≤ 30 years old (N = 115)
17

See figures E.8 to E.10 for the decision trees, p. ??.
See table E.17 in appendix, p. 280.
19
See figures E.11 to E.14 in appendix for the decision trees, p. ??.
18
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Figure 7.12: Mean preference ratings for the meadow scenes depending on
the nationality of the participants
• 31 to 45 years old (N = 28)
• ≥ 46 years old (N = 30)
For the average rating of forest images, older participants gave lower ratings overall
than the younger ones, particularly under 30 years old (3.84 >3.58). They also discriminated less between the two types of scenes and showed the smaller effect size (d
= 0.395). A one-way ANOVA confirmed that the effect of age on the variance was
significant (F(2,170)= 3.126, p <.05). However, a breakdown of the sub-scales revealed
that it was not significant on the Affective scale.
The main observation regarding the types of landscapes used in the experiment was
that the images showing open landscapes with low vegetation were less preferred than
the images of forests. Of the three sub-scales being used to measure preference, the
Interest scale was the most sensitive to that change.
Generally, images of meadows were rated significantly lower than forests on all
three sub-scales. Two sub-populations, the French respondents and the participants
who grew up in the countryside, were found to discriminate the least between the two
types of scenes, while the British respondents and the participants who grew up in peri-
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urban areas differentiated them the most. The ratings of forest images showed more
agreement between participants than the others. Two linear models were created to
predict the preference for the two types of scenes separately. The model representing
the preference for forest images was stronger, and used the age of participants as a
significant predictor.

Figure 7.13: Mean preference rating of the forest scenes depending on the
age of the participants

7.5 Discussion
This section focuses on the exploration of the findings and how they relate to the
existing literature on landscape preference. Issues inherent to the use of on-line survey
techniques for landscape preference studies will also be discussed. A summary of the
main findings and results and the study can be found in table 7.1.

7.5.1

Summary of the findings

The central finding from this survey is the differences in preference between the
French and British samples. The French participants rated all the images more negatively than the British on all three sub-scales. Though the French sample was much
larger than the British one (109 French nationals for 29 British), the socio-demographic
backgrounds of the subjects were comparable: both were mainly made up of students,
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with an average age of 32 years old. Their main disparity resides in their experience of
landscapes: 44% of the French respondents grew up in urban areas, against 34.5% for
the British who mostly grew up in peri-urban areas (41.4% against 21% for the French
participants). That fact alone cannot explain the difference as the regression analysis
clearly indicated that the two variables (Nationality and Environment of Childhood)
were not correlated and the factor analysis showed they were both accounting for different elements in the variance of preference.
Most studies exploring cross-cultural landscape preference focus on agreement between different groups (Kaplan and Herbert, 1987; Stamps, 2003). They report a high
agreement between participants from similar cultures. Zube and Mills (1976), for example, calculated correlation coefficients of 0.76 and 0.89 between two Australian samples
and a group of American landscape architects, while Shafer and Tooby (1973) measured
the perceptions of American and Scottish campers and found a high degree of agreement (r = 0.91) on landscape preference (in Zube and Pitt (1981)). By comparison,
the preference judgements of the survey’s two main populations were correlated at r =
.88, p <.0001 which is also quite high.
The differences in the ratings could be linked to the language used in the questions.
Though every effort was made to translate the concepts in a straightforward manner,
preference judgements are sensitive to the concepts implied by the choice of words.
However, if language was the issue here, the effect would manifest as a general trend
on the specific sub-scales which had been mistranslated. Instead, the results were more
complex with different ratings on specific images rather than sub-scales (see figure 7.14).

Figure 7.14: Parallel between the ratings of British participants and French
participants. Each line represents a different image.
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Another likely explanation is the influence of familiarity. Indeed, all of the images
used in the survey were obtained through the Forestry Commission Scotland and were
all taken in the United Kingdom. As such, it is possible that participants who had
more experience with typical British landscapes such as the ones chosen for the set
would have a higher preference for those images. The positive influence of familiarity
on landscape preference is a concept present in the literature, but it is not always agreed
on (Dearden, 1984).20 There is also a “familiarity breeds contempt” effect, particularly
when participants are asked to evaluate a familiar place in the context of a view from
their holiday house (Purcell et al., 1994). In any case, the scenes chosen for the set
were relatively devoid of remarkable or cultural elements and it could be argued that
the differences between British and French landscapes in terms of climate, vegetation
and landform are not always obvious.
The only demographic variable besides the nationality to have an effect on the
ratings is the environment of childhood. Relation between preference and previous
experience of landscape, particularly during childhood is well documented (Dearden,
1984; Penning-Rowsell, 1982; Tips and Savasdisara, 1986). It has been widely reported
that more contact with natural environments, particularly during childhood fosters a
higher preference for those environments over time.20
Another factor that had been commonly reported to influence landscape preference
was the level of environmental education (Budd, 1996; Carlson, 1995; Parsons, 2006).
It was expected that participants who had more knowledge, particularly in the environmental and biological sciences would show stronger aesthetic preferences. However, this
is not apparent in this sample This could be explained by the use of an online survey
rather than a typical experimental setting. Indeed, the survey was disseminated mostly
through word of mouth and general university mailing lists without any incentive to
complete it. This method depends intrinsically on the high motivation and level of interest of the subjects which could present a bias to their decisions. It presupposes that
only highly motivated people will complete it. However, at least half of the population
used does not study or work in Environmental Sciences and their responses were not
significantly different than the half who does.
Similarly, no correlation between the age of the participants and their preference
was found. However, considering the small size of the overall sample, it could be that
there is not enough data. For example, in her study Lyons (1983) reports a lowering of
preference ratings in correlation with age (Lyons, 1983). Though the data suggests a
similar trend, with older age groups giving overall lower ratings, the distribution of age
within the sample did not allow for a meaningful comparison. Most of the population
of the survey was under 30 years old and the distribution of ages was positively skewed.
Transformations of the data, such as square-root and log10 transformations did not
20

See section 1.3.7 on Other predictors of preference, p. 19.
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manage to correct the distribution. As such, the effect of age was only significantly
visible within the ratings of images of forests.
The most important predictor of preference was found to be the type of scene being
rated. When the two demographic predictors combined accounted for only 20% of the
variance in the ratings between subjects, landscape type alone accounted for 11% of
the average variance within subjects and nearly 22% of the variance within subjects
on the Interest sub-scale (Adjusted R2 = .219, F(1,24) = 8.007, p <.05). This was
the expected outcome and it is in line with the literature on preference and scene type
(Herzog, 1984; Lamb and Purcell, 1990; Purcell and Lamb, 1998). Landscapes showing
high vegetation or trees are often associated with a greater level of perceived naturalness and are found to be generally preferred.21
The results on the effect of landscape type on the Interest scale are not surprising
as the question used to measure interest was about the participant’s desire for exploration. All the scenes depicting meadows are very open and do not leave much to the
imagination. By contrast, the forest scenes have a lot more mystery, an attribute found
to influence preference (Kaplan et al., 1989; Ulrich, 1983; Zube et al., 1982). It can
be defined as the extent the environment seems to promise further information if the
observer could walk into it, but could also be expressed in terms of visibility (Herzog,
1984; Stamps, 2004).

Figure 7.15: Survey set organised from right to left and top to bottom, from highest
preference rating (M = 4.39, σ = 0.652) to lowest (M = 2.78, σ = 1.219).

21

See section 1.5.1, p. 30.
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Table 7.1: Summary of the findings
Demographic factor

Activity

The occupation of participants did not influence their
ratings.

Age

Older age groups gave overall lower ratings but the effect is
not significant in the total data. It is only significant
within the ratings of forest images.

Gender

Male and females of all ages and nationality showed similar
preferences.

Nationality

French participants gave consistently lower ratings than
participants from the UK or the rest of the world.

Environment at the
time of the survey

The environment of the participants at the time of the
survey did not have an effect on their ratings.

Environment of
childhood

Participants who grew up in urban areas gave consistently
lower ratings than those from rural or peri-urban areas.

Creativity

Participants who work in creative fields rated the images of
Meadows higher than the other participants.
Landscape type

Forests

Images of forest were generally preferred over images of
meadows. French respondents and participants who grew
up in the countryside discriminated less between the two
types of scenes.

Meadows

Images of meadows were generally rated lower than images
of forest. This is particularly true for the rating on the
Interest scale (the answer to the question “how willing
would you be to explore this setting?”).

7.5.2

Critique of the method

The use of online surveys to collect preference data on landscape is still a relatively
new method. Only few scenic perception studies report the use of the Internet (Roth,
2006; Wherrett, 2000; Bishop, 1997; Lange et al., 2008). As described in Chapter 2,
the traditional means of data acquisition for such studies is either to do on-site surveys
or to use colour slides or prints.
This methodology relies on several assumptions, such as the hypothesis that respondents react the same way (or in a similar way) to a two-dimensional image viewed on
a screen as they do to a physical picture or a slide. There is good evidence to support
this. For example, Bishop and Leahy (1989) examined the validity of using digitized
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images instead of slides and found a significant correlation of 0.76 between the two
(Bishop and Leahy, 1989). The average rating of the digital images was consistently
lower than for the slides of the same scenes but respected the preference ranking of
scenes. Similarly, Wherrett (1999) conducted a comparative study using an on line
survey and colour photocopies and found no significant effect attributed to the medium
of display. Finally, Lange (2008) used both an online survey and paper copies to collect
data on the perception of computer generated landscapes and noted a high correlation. All those results, added to the technological advancement which has happened
since then in term of display performance and ease of navigation, suggest that digitized
images on a visual display monitor are a valid substitute for paper photograph or slides.
Another issue is the control of the sample of participants. In traditional face to face
surveys, the sample is often sought out by the researcher, who can decide on eligibility
criteria. This is less possible when disseminating an online survey. Some control can be
exerted by the researcher through the choice of the structures used for dissemination:
for example, in the present study, the survey was sent out to the University of the
Third Age in order to collect more data from older age groups. However, very few of
the people contacted through that newsletter completed the survey, either by lack of
interest or for other unknown reason. Ultimately, socio-demographic information must
be gathered from the participants in order to examine differences associated with their
age, gender or geographical location.
To provide fully generalizable findings, it is important that the sample used be
representative of the general public. If the use of the Internet is now extensive in
Europe, the numbers of regular users varies significantly depending on the age of the
users: At the time of writing, the Office for National Statistics had published a report
on internet access for households and individuals in the UK, estimating that 94% of
people between 16 and 24 years old, 80% of people between 25 and 54 years old and
46% of people over 55 connected to the internet everyday(Prescott, 2015). Therefore,
using online surveys is still likely to introduce a bias for age in the sample.
Regarding gender bias, Wherrett (1999) describes an internet population common
amongst several surveys at the time, made up of 70% males and 30% females. However,
the ONS report for 2015 claims that there is now little difference in the rates of internet
use between men and women in all age groups under 65 years of age (Prescott, 2015).
In the sample used for this study, the trend is inverted, with almost 73% of the survey
population being female. In this case, rather than the disparities in internet use, this is
most likely due to the differences in interest in landscape assessment. The proportion of
men respondents to women respondents is the same regardless of the country of origin.
Comparatively, the age bias is rather important. Indeed, though a lot of effort was
made in order to reach different age groups, the survey was mostly disseminated through
university mailing lists and social media. Through those channels, the population
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targeted, though diverse in activity and nationality, is overall quite young. In future
study, it would be interesting to cover a wider and more normally distributed range.

7.5.3

Consideration for the analysis of rating scales

Likert scales were developed in 1932 as five-point binary scales to model attitudes
(Sullivan and Artino Jr, 2013). These scales offer a range from a group of categories
asking people to indicate how much they agree or disagree, or approve or disapprove
of a given statement.
As a general rule, mean and standard deviation are invalid parameters for descriptive statistics whenever data are on ordinal scales, as are any parametric analyses
based on the normal distribution. This is largely due to the fact that the distances
between two randomly chosen points on an ordinal scale cannot be considered equal.
Non-parametric procedures—based on the rank, median or range, are considered more
appropriate for the analysis of such data. For example, Kruskall-Wallis models can
provide the same type of results as an analysis of variance, but based on the ranks and
not the means of the responses. Given these scales are representative of an underlying
continuous measure, a good recommendation is to analyse them as interval data as a
pilot prior to simplify them into a continuous variable. This was the case here, as an
exploratory analysis was done using non-parametric tests and a measure of the median
of the preference ratings on all scales was used as summary variable.
However, this statistical rule is rarely observed in practice and most quantitative
studies based on Likert-type scales ratings end up using the mean and standard deviation to describe their data (Jamieson, 2004).
Recently, a study by Norman comprehensively reviewed this controversy. His practical and theoretical examples support the claims that parametric tests can not only be
used with ordinal data, but are also generally more robust than non-parametric tests
(Norman, 2010).
In the case of the present study, the distribution of data on all three preference scales
was clearly normal, and Cronbach’s reliability coefficient was strong for the summary
variable made out of the average of the three sub-scales. This is why parametric tests
were used with confidence throughout this analysis.

7.6 Conclusion
In this analysis, the effect of the level of vegetation and the type of landscape being
rated on preference was the main result. This was in line with what was expected,
and it supports the claims that high and dense vegetation is preferred. This finding
is nuanced by the role played by certain demographic factors, most importantly the
nationality and the environment participants grew up in.
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These preliminary results on the different factors that can influence preference for

images of landscapes were useful for the examination of the impact of fractal dimension.
The two main sub-populations of the survey, the British respondents and the French,
could then be examined individually. Similarly, an exploration of the effect of fractal
dimension on participants with different past experiences of landscape was conducted.
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CHAPTER 8. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN D AND PREFERENCE

8.1 Introduction
After the main trends in the data had been examined,1 the results of the survey
were correlated with the previously calculated fractal dimensions of the images.2
The results of the online survey were expected to corroborate the results of the experiment carried out by Hagerhall et al. (2004) and presented in the literature review,3
on the effect of the fractal dimension of landscapes’ silhouette outlines, which showed
a weak correlation. Furthermore, as several studies had revealed that preferred images
were significantly more likely to exhibit D values between 1.3 and 1.5 (Aks and Sprott,
1996; Spehar et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2005) the five images which rated the highest
in the survey were also paid particular attention.
This chapter first explores the statistical distribution of the data before assessing the
various correlations that could be observed. Because of the extreme variations between
the values of D measured from the different segmentation of the original photographs
they were all analysed separately. Since one of the aims of this study is to evaluate
the strength of a landscape’s fractal dimension as a predictor for landscape preference,
the different values of D were used in several multiple regression models. Those models
allow the prediction of preference for the sub-populations previously identified in the
survey sample. Finally, the second research question and its sub-questions are answered.

8.2 Descriptive statistics
The demographics of the participants have been presented in the previous chapter,4

along with the main trends in the distribution of the preference ratings, between

participants,5 and between images.6 Two main factors were found to have an effect
on participants judgements: their nationality and the environment they grew up in.
Within the sample of images used in the survey the photographs of forests were also
highly preferred over the ones of meadows.
The results of the fractal analysis carried out over the five segmentations of the
original 58 images (the silhouette outline, the extracted edges and three values from
a greyscale analysis: minimum, maximum and average) are presented in section 6.3
(p.137). From this original set, a representative sample of 26 images was selected to
be part of the survey.7 The values of D within the sample follow the same distribution
as the values collected from the analysis of the complete set. A summary table of the
values of D estimated from the various segmentations of the survey images can be found
in appendix F (table F.1).
1

See Chapter 7 for the initial analysis of the preference data.
See Chapter 6 for the details of the images’ fractal analysis.
3
See section 3.3.1, p. 64.
4
See section 7.2 Descriptive statistics, p. 154.
5
See section 7.3 Demographic predictors of preference, p. 157.
6
See section 7.4 Correlation between preference and landscape type, p. 162.
7
The protocol followed for the selection is presented in section 5.4.3, p. 118.
2
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Table 8.1: The top 5 images
Picture
ID

Landscape
type

[5]
Forest
[11]
Forest
[2]
Forest
[20]
Meadow
[12]
Forest
General mean

8.2.1

Preference
ratings
4.39
4.14
4.12
4.02
4.02

D of the
silhouette
outline
1.24
1.39
1.52
1.03
1.23
1.282

D of the
extracted
edges
1.82
1.79
1.81
1.89
1.80
1.792

Fractal dimensions of the preferred images

Some of the literature previously discussed8 focused on defining a value of D that
would be preferred over all others eventually settling on the appeal of mid-range values
of D (Taylor et al., 2005; Spehar et al., 2003; Aks and Sprott, 1996). In order to
do so, some studies used a forced-choice approach which allowed them to rank the
images between the most and the least chosen, and then to calculate the mean D of
the preferred images (Aks and Sprott, 1996; Sprott, 1993).
Therefore, a similar analysis was conducted here. The 5 images that received the
best average ratings were isolated and assessed. Four of them (images [2], [5], [11]
and [12]) were photographs of forests and image number [20] was a photograph of a
meadow. Their fractal dimensions and rating scores are presented in table 8.1.
It was interesting to consider that, even when looking at a very small sample of images, the expected preference for images exhibiting a fractal dimension between 1.3 and
1.5 did not appear. Although the mean preferred D outlines Avg is close to that range
at 1.23, three out of the five most preferred images have silhouette outlines of fractal
dimensions inferior to 1.3. Generally, the silhouettes of the landscape photographs used
in the survey had a fractal dimension between 1.01 and 1.58 (M = 1.24, σ = .16).9
Similarly, in the case of the fractal dimensions of the extracted edges of the photographs, the mean preferred D was well over that threshold at 1.792, and closer to
the value of 1.8 observed by Pickover (1995). However, the values of D edges Avg were
found to be generally higher that those of D outlines Avg10 and, in the survey, ranged
from 1.16 to 1.87 (M = 1.67, σ = .15).
Finally, a potential threshold of D edges Avg was observed at D =1.7 which points
either towards a much higher preferred range, between 1.7 and 2.0, or to a two-speed
linear relationship between D and preference. Indeed, it can be seen within this sample
that preference increased steadily with D up to the threshold, after which it increased
8

See section 3.4.1, p. 70.
See table F.1 in appendix F for the description of the values of D used in the survey, p. 285.
10
See section 6.3.1.1, p. 139.
9
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faster.11

8.2.2

Statistical analysis

Since the D values estimated from the images’ extracted edges were found to follow
a non-normal distribution,12 only non-parametric tests could be used.
Although some studies have found a direct positive relationship between the two
variables (Bies et al., 2016; Cheung and Wells, 2004), most have found that preference
tends to follow an inverted-U function, as it rises until the preferred range of 1.3-1.5 then
decreases (Taylor et al., 2005; Hagerhall et al., 2004; Spehar et al., 2003). Therefore,
the trend in the data had to be tested, first visually by looking at the scatterplots
(see figure 8.1), then with an exploratory analysis using a quadratic regression. No
conclusive curvilinear relationship was found and linear models were used for the rest
of the analysis.
The statistical correlations between fractal dimensions and preference were then
assessed using bivariate Kendall- tau tests, carried out with SPSS.

8.3 Correlation between preference ratings and measured
values of D
All the rating scales and measured values of the fractal dimension of each image
were entered into a non-parametric correlation table (table 8.2). This included the five
different values of D depending on the basis for its calculation: the silhouette outline,
the extracted edges and the three thresholds of greyscale, averaged between the two
software programs used.
Only one of the values of D was significantly correlated with the mean preference:
the fractal dimension of the extracted edges (τ = 0.422, p <.01).

8.3.1

Differences by preference scales

The aesthetic scale was expected to have the highest correlation to D, because of
the many claims for a universal aesthetic appeal of fractals (Short, 1991).13 However,
that correlation was only significant for one specific value of D, the fractal dimension
of the extracted edges (τ = .444, p <.005). Instead, the scale most correlated with
the variations in fractal dimension was the interest scale which recorded the desire to
explore a scene, which was correlated with three different measures of D. The affective
preference scale, which put the images in context as the potential views from a holiday
house was the least correlated with D, and only with one specific measure (τ = .413, p
<.005).
11

This threshold is discussed in section 8.3.
See section 6.3.1.2, p. 140.
13
See section 3.2, p. 58.
12
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Table 8.2: Correlation table, between methods of fractal analysis and preference ratings (N = 26)
Average
Aesthetic
ratings

Average
Interest
ratings

Average
Affective
ratings

D of the
silhouette outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.234
0.094

.312*
.026

.173
.217

D of the
extracted edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.444**
.001

.435**
.002

.413**
.003

Correlation
Minimum D from
greyscale
Sig. (2-tailed)

.243
.085

.333*
.018

.187
.185

Correlation
Maximum D from
greyscale
Sig. (2-tailed)

-.143
.310

-.183
.193

-.143
.310

.149
.289

.108
.440

Correlation
Average D from
.164
greyscale
Sig. (2-tailed)
.242
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

8.3.2

Differences by method of image segmentation

The analysis revealed that the average landscape preference ratings were only correlated with the fractal dimension estimated from the extracted edges of the image.
The fractal dimension of the silhouette outline was only correlated to the preference ratings on the interest scale (τ = 0.312, p <.05). That preference scale was also
correlated to the minimum D value calculated from the greyscale method (τ = 0.333, p
<.05), which was expected since those two methods were found to yield similar results.14
None of the other values of D obtained through greyscale analysis were correlated with
the preference ratings.
The scatter plots of figure 8.1 show the differences between the correlations with
preference for the values of D estimated from the silhouette outline or the extracted
edges of the images. Interestingly, none of the graphs revealed any particularly high
preference for mid-range fractal dimensions. Instead, preference increased with the
values of D of the extracted edges. The decision trees (exhaustive CHAID) generated
for the scores on each scale confirmed the prediction strength of the D value of the
extracted edges. According to the models, the variance of the ratings was significantly
different for images with fractal dimensions under and over 1.70. The preference ratings
were consistently higher and deviated less from the mean for the images with D >1.70.
A non-parametric analysis of variance (Kruskal-Wallis) was also carried out to check
the differences in the variance of the scores. The two groups (images with D edges ≤1.7
14

See section 6.3.1.4, p. 141.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of correlation between D and average preference
ratings for extracted edges and silhouette outlines (averaged between software).

and images with D edges >1.7) were found to be significantly different (p <.05). Interestingly, this threshold value did not depend on the type of scene. Indeed, several
images of meadows display extracted edges with a fractal dimension over 1.7 (see figure 8.2 (a)).

Figure 8.2: Two images of extracted edges to illustrate the threshold D =
1.70: (a) [44]: D edges = 1.87, Average preference rating = 4.02 ; (b) [2]: D edges =
1.52, Average preference rating = 3.33.
For the silhouette outline, which had been previously studied by Hagerhall et al.
(2004),15 the scatter-plot showed no linear relationship. Since Hagerhall et al. (2004)
had found that their ratings were maximal for images with a D value of 1.3, it was
expected that the results of the survey would follow a similar trend, and that the
scatter plots would show either a linear relationship or an inverted U-function. Instead
the highest rating was recorded for an image with a D value of the silhouette outline
close to 1.2 and the regression line shows a very poor fit (R2 = 0.014, see figure 8.1).
15

See section 3.3.1, p. 64 for a summary of this study.
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Differences by sub-populations

In the previous chapter, the main demographic predictors of preference for the participants of the survey were teased out and assessed. Two main factors were found to
have a significant effect on the ratings: The participants’ nationalities, and the environment they grew up in.16 Therefore, the ratings for the different groups previously
identified were separated and analysed independently.
8.3.3.1

Differences by nationality

The ratings collected from French participants were analysed separately from the
ratings of British participants, as it was found that the two groups had different preference profiles.
Correlation between D and the preference ratings from French participants
The ratings from the French participants to the survey indicated a lower correlation
with the different values of D. Once again, the values of D measured from the extracted
edges were the most significantly correlated with all three scales of preference (τ =
.428, p <.005, with the aesthetic scale), whereas the D of the silhouette outline or the
minimum D from greyscale were only slightly correlated with the ratings on the interest
scale (τ = .306, p <.05 and τ = .333, p <.05, respectively).17
Correlation between D and the preference ratings from British participants
Conversely, it was found that the ratings of British participants were much more significantly correlated with all the values of D. The correlation coefficients were found to be
slightly higher than for other participants and the values of D from the silhouette outline or from the minimum greyscale intensity are significantly correlated with ratings
from all three preference scales.18 Again, the values estimated from the extracted edges
were more strongly correlated with preference (τ = .416, p <.005, with the affective
scale) than the values estimated from the silhouette outline (τ = .291, p <.05), or the
minimum values of D estimated from greyscale (τ = .288, p <.05).
Controlling for landscape type

However, when controlling for landscape types,

it was found that only the values of D estimated from the extracted edges remained
correlated with the preference ratings. For the average preference collected from French
people, τ = .391, p <.05 ; whilst for the average preference collected from British people,
τ = .471, p <.01.
Therefore, the preference of British participants to the survey appeared to be more
related to the fractal dimensions of the photographs than that of French participants.
16

See section 7.3, p. 157.
See table F.5, p. 287.
18
See table F.6, p. 288.
17
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of scatter plots of the preference ratings of British
participants in function of various values of D

8.3.3.2

Differences by Environment of Childhood

Similar tests were carried out with the sample of the participants divided by the
environment they grew up in: either urban or rural/periruban. Indeed, the analysis
carried out during the last chapter showed that there was no difference between the
preference of participants who grew up in either rural or peri-urban areas. Conversely,
participants who grew up in cities (urban environment) were found to behave significantly differently.
Correlation between D and the preference ratings of participants who grew
up in rural areas

Ratings from participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural areas

were significantly correlated with some values of D, specifically the ones estimated from
the silhouette outline (τ = .375, p <.01), the extracted edges (τ = .496, p <.0005, with
the aesthetic scale), and the minimum D estimated from greyscale (τ = .378, p <.01).
Once again the values of D measured from the extracted edges were the most significantly correlated with all three scales of preference. However, whereas the D values
of the silhouette outline were only correlated with the ratings on the interest scale,
the minimum values of D measured from greyscale were also correlated with all three
sub-scales of preference although the correlation is very weak (for example, τ = .288,
p <.05, with the aesthetic scale).19
Correlation between D and the preference ratings of participants who grew
up in urban areas

Conversely, ratings from participants who grew up in cities

indicated a lower correlation with the different values of D. Once again, the values of D
measured from the extracted edges were the most significantly correlated with all three
scales of preference (τ = .377, p <.01, with the aesthetic scale), whereas the D of the
silhouette outline or the minimum D from greyscale were only slightly correlated with
the ratings on the interest scale (τ = .307, p <.05 and τ = .306, p <.05, respectively).20
19
20

See table F.8, p. 288.
See table F.8 in appendix F, p. 289.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of scatter plots of preference ratings in function of
the fractal dimension of the extracted edges, for participants who grew up
in urban or peri-urban environments
Controlling for landscape type

It was found that, when controlling for landscape

type, there was no longer any correlation between preference ratings and fractal dimension values for people who grew up in urban areas. However, the scores on all three
preference scales from participants who grew up in peri-urban and rural areas were still
significantly correlated with the D values calculated from extracted edges (τ = .507, p
<.05 ).
Therefore, the preference of survey participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural
areas appeared to be more related to the fractal dimensions of the photographs than
that of participants who grew up in cities.

8.3.4

Differences by landscape types

The results were also influenced by the difference in landscape types.21 As the first
part of the study demonstrated that the D value calculated from the silhouette outline
was sensitive to the type of landscape being analysed,22 it was hypothesized that the
significant correlation between those values and the interest scores was in fact due to
the interest levels elicited by different scene types. Therefore, a partial correlation
controlling for landscape type was then carried out, to account for the differences in
ratings between images of forests and images of meadows (table F.2).
Even when controlling for the landscape type the fractal dimensions of the extracted
edges of the scene were still significantly correlated with the ratings on the aesthetic (ρ =
0.419) and interest scales (ρ = 0.458), although at a lower threshold (p<.05). However,
those values of D were no longer correlated to the affective preference ratings. None of
the other values of D obtained from the various segmentations had any effect on the
21
22

See section 7.4, p. 162.
See section 6.3.2, p. 142.
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ratings once the effect of the landscape type has been accounted for.
Both types of landscapes have been shown to be rated differently by the participants. Therefore, the correlations between preference ratings and fractal dimensions
were analysed separately for the images of forests and those of meadows.
8.3.4.1

Correlations for Meadows scenes

Photographs of meadows and fields were shown to be consistently rated lower than
the other landscapes in this survey; particularly by British participants and those
who grew up in urban environments.23 The partial correlation table between D and
preference scales for meadows scenes shows that the effect of the fractal dimension
of the extracted edges was higher for these images than for the general set, although
less significant, and encompassed all sub-scales (τ = 0.538, p <.05, for the aesthetic
ratings). No other measure of D was correlated with the ratings.
8.3.4.2

Correlations for Forests scenes

Photographs of forests were shown to be consistently rated higher than meadows,
particularly by young participants. The partial correlation table between measures of
D and preference scales for forests scenes showed that the effect of the fractal dimension
of the extracted edges was less significant for these images than for the general set, and
that it was only significant on the interest and affective sub-scales (τ = 0.436, p <.05,
for the affective ratings). No other measure of D was correlated with the ratings.

8.4 Predicting preference using the fractal dimension
Since one of the objectives of this thesis was to assess the potential of a landscape’s
fractal dimension to predict preference, several regression models were created using
the backwards stepwise method. Since two main components were identified during the
principal component analysis,24 two main variables were used for the regressions.

8.4.1

Predicting interest

Of all three sub-scales of preference, and even though they are strongly correlated
with each other, the interest scale was the most significantly correlated with the values
of D, across populations and landscape types. Therefore, a model could be assembled
that could reliably predict the ratings on that scale, in function of two estimations of
D.
An exploratory model was compiled first, with all predictor variables entered in a
backwards stepwise regression. The best model was found to be able to predict interest
23
24

See section 7.4, p. 162.
See section 6.3.3, p. 143.
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using only two variables: the fractal dimension of the extracted edges and the type of
landscape depicted (categorical variable with two levels): R2 = .407, p <.005
However, the distinction between the two types of landscapes was done subjectively
using expert judgement and was justified by the specific empirical focus of this study.25
Since it will not always be possible for researchers to visually sort through their experimental set, and in order to assess the sole contribution of fractal analysis to landscape
preference, it was interesting to try and create a model using only the values of fractal
dimension.
The second exploratory model used the minimum fractal dimension of the greyscale
spectrum as the best surrogate for the landscape type variable. Therefore, the final
regression model allows the prediction of interest scores for individual scenes from the
images’ extracted edges and their minimum fractal dimension from thresholding. The
model explains 39% of the variation in ratings between images (F(2,23) = 7.355, p
<.005).26
The same model is applied to the prediction of the mean preference and was found
to only account for 21.4% of variation in ratings.

8.4.2

Predicting preference for different populations

The earlier analysis of correlation show that it is possible to use the fractal dimension
values estimated by both the extracted edges and the silhouette outlines to predict the
preference ratings of some sub-populations in the survey’s sample. For example, British
participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural environments were more affected than
others by the variations of D. Therefore, a model could be assembled that could reliably
predict those participant’s variations in ratings.
8.4.2.1

Predicting the preference of British participants

The variables representing the fractal dimension of the extracted edges and the
minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale were entered as predictors into
a multiple regression using the backwards stepwise method. The D of the extracted
edges was entered first as this predictor had the strongest correlation with the outcome
measure, then the minimum D from greyscale. The final model used both predictors,
and explained 37.2% of the variance and is significant (F(2,23) = 8.391, p <.005).
Similar models were produced for each of the sub-scales In the case of the aesthetic
scale, the model explained a combined 31.3% of the variation in ratings; And for the
affective scale, 22.8%. Both of them were significant (p <.05).
As expected, the strongest model was devised to predict the interest scale, with
48.6% of the variance in ratings on that scale being explained by both predictors
(F(2,23) = 12.818, p <.0001).27
25

See section 5.4.1, p. 112.
See appendix F.3.1 in appendix F.
27
See ?? F.3.2.1.
26
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8.4.2.2

Predicting the preference of participants who grew up in peri-urban
or rural environments

The variables representing the fractal dimension of the extracted edges and the
minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale were entered as predictors into
a multiple regression using the backwards stepwise method. The D of the extracted
edges was entered first, as this predictor had the strongest correlation with the outcome
measure, then the minimum D from greyscale. The final model used both predictors,
and explained 30.2% of the variance and is significant (F(2,23) = 6.413, p <.01).28
Similar models were produced for each of the sub-scales. In the case of the aesthetic
scale, the model explained a combined 26.3% of the variation in ratings; And for the
affective scale, 23.4%. Both of them were significant (p <.05).
For this sample too, the strongest model was devised to predict the interest scale,
with 39.1% of the variance in ratings on that scale being explained by both predictors
(F(2,23) = 9.031, p <.005).

8.4.3

Predicting preference for different landscape types

It was also interesting to try and create a model to predict preference within a certain type of landscape, by analysing images of meadows and forests separately. In this
case, the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline, or its correlate the minimum fractal dimension estimated from greyscale, was no longer needed since those two variables
were collinear to the dependent variable.
8.4.3.1

Predicting the interest for forest landscapes

The fractal dimension of the extracted edges was entered as predictor into a multiple
regression using the backwards stepwise method, with the interest rating scores as the
dependent variable. The model explained 35.2% of the variance and was significant
(F(1,11) = 7.513, p<.05).29 Similar models were produced for the other preference
sub-scales, but none of them was significant.
8.4.3.2

Predicting the interest for meadow landscapes

The procedure was repeated for the images of meadows, and a similar model was
built to predict the interest scores obtained for those images. Unfortunately, that model
was not significant (F(1,11) = 2.300, p = .158).

8.5 Discussion
This section presents the initial exploration of the findings and how they relate to
the existing literature on fractals and preference. A summary of the main findings and
28
29

See ?? F.3.2.2.
See appendix F.3.3 in appendix F.
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results of this section of the study can be found in table 8.3. The general discussion
that brings together the results of every experiment carried out for this thesis is the
topic of the next chapter.

8.5.1

Summary of the findings

These results are in sharp contrast with the ones collected by Hagerhall et al. (2004),
who observed a correlation of r2 = .34 between the fractal dimension of the silhouette
outline and preference. Here, the values of D from the silhouette outline were only
weakly correlated to a specific preference scale (the interest scale), and this correlation
tends to disappear once the effect of landscape type has been accounted for. The ability
for the D of the silhouette outline to discriminate between levels of vegetation is its
only benefit, as it does not predict preference on its own.
Actually, and even though the two are strongly correlated, the minimum fractal
dimension measured from greyscale has a marginally stronger correlation with the preference ratings, which makes it a better predictor.
The discrepancy between the present results and those obtained by Hagerhall et al.
(2004) could be due to their use of preference data collected from past studies. Indeed,
they re-used data from the study presented by Purcell et al. (1994), among others,
which asked participants to rate landscape images on three, 7-point preference scales
including one assessing their desire to visit the scene during their holidays. Because the
other study they borrowed the data from used a 5-point, Likert-type preference scale,
the ratings had to be standardized. It is unclear in their studies whether they used
the average preference expressed by participants, or the ratings on a specific preference
scale. Either way, it is possible that their scores captured more of the interest than
general preference, in which case the results obtained here are somewhat similar, with
τ = 0.312, which gives r2 = .221.
Secondly, the results obtained with the extracted edges were particularly interesting
and unexpected. Indeed, at the time of writing, no other study had looked into this
type of image segmentation and its potential to predict preference. However, even if it
does have this potential, the predictive power of such a measure for general preference
on its own was still quite low (for general preference, τ = 0.422, which gives r2 = .378).
Instead the best predictive models were created by combining both the values of
D estimated from the extracted edges and the minimum values of D estimated from
greyscale. Indeed, those two variables were found to each measure a different factor, one
accounting for landscape type and the other complexity. However, this model applied
to the general preference (the average of the three sub-scales) only explained 21.4% of
the variance, which leaves 78.6% unaccounted for.
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8.5.2

A local preference

The visible differences between population are in line with the claims that people
might be tuned to respond positively to fractals, as participants who grew up in rural
or peri-urban environments seemed more sensitive to it. Therefore, these results refute
those that suggest the preference for fractal patterns is universal. Instead, the differences between the different groups in the sample were found to be quite important.
Particularly, the preference of participants who grew up in urban areas was impossible
to predict using D.
Similarly, the strongest model that could be created from those two variables was
the one predicting the interest of the British participants of the survey, which is rather
specific. Overall, the models accounted for, at most 48.6 % of the variation in ratings,
on a specific preference scale, and for a specific population. Therefore, the fractal
dimensions of a landscape image cannot be said to reliably predict preference.

Table 8.3: Summary of the findings
Fractal dimensions and landscape preferences
By preference scales

Of the three rating scales used to assess preference, the one
most strongly correlated with the fractal dimension of the
images was the interest scale, which recorded participants’
desire to explore a scene.

By segmentation
type

The fractal dimension values that were the most strongly
correlated with preference were the ones estimated from
the extracted edges of the images, which characterise
complexity. The fractal dimension of the image’s silhouette
outline was correlated with preference through its ability to
distinguish landscape types or naturalness

By participants

French participants were less likely than Britons to
correlate their preference with any measure of D .
Similarly, participants who grew up in urban areas were
less likely to correlate their preference with any measure of
D than those raised in peri-urban or rural areas. The
environment participants grew up in is not related to their
nationality.30

8.5.3

Critique of the method

It is worth pointing out that the sample of images is quite low (N = 26). The number
of images that could be included in the survey was limited by two main factors: the
time needed to take the survey, and the time needed to load the images. Indeed, it was
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decided that the survey should not take any longer than 25 minutes, and particularly
the image rating should not be longer than 5 minutes to leave enough time to collect
demographic data and go through the warm-up round. Since each image would be
displayed for 10 seconds, there was just enough time to fit in 26 images. In hindsight,
the survey could have been extended as participants tended to complete it in 15 minutes
rather than the expected 25.
Furthermore, it is now possible to release surveys online that randomly choose from
a database of images. Using such a system would have allowed the participants to rate
26 random images out of the 58 forming the experimental set. However, I was informed
that the university server used for the dissemination of the survey did not currently
have the capacity to sustain such a large amount of heavy data. As this would have
significantly increased the loading time of each image, and potentially made completing
the survey a slow and challenging process, the idea was discarded.

8.5.4

Correlations and effect size

No matter what the sample size of this experiment was, the effect sizes of the
correlations observed seem medium. Indeed, most of the correlations between the
dependent and independent variables were observed between .2 (the correlation between
the minimum values of D estimated from greyscale and the preference ratings of British
participants) and .5 ( τ = .471 for the average preference collected from British people,
and the fractal dimension of the extracted edges, controlling for landscape type).
Although the statistical analysis of the correlations was carried out using nonparametric tests such as the Kendall tau-b rather than Pearson’s r, it is possible to
translate one into the other. Indeed, Walker (2003) showed that a Pearson’s r could be
calculated from τ using the formula: r = sin(.5πτ ).
In that case, the correlation coefficients range from r = .3 (for τ = .2) to r = .67
(for τ = .471). Following Cohen’s table of effect size, those relationships range from
medium (for r = .3) to very large (for r >.5).
The effects are labelled this way on the basis of percentage of shared variance between the two variables. For example, for r = .3, only 9% of the variance is shared
between the two variables. For r = .67, 45% of the variance is shared, which is nonnegligible. Therefore, the correlations observed between preference and fractal dimensions range from medium to very large.

8.5.5

Using CHAID decision trees

CHAID (which stands for CHi-square Automatic Interaction Detection) is a technique based on adjusted significance testing and commonly used to explore decision
processes. While the decision trees it generates are useful and good for graphically
summarizing complex data, the method is generally recognized to be more stable and
reliable with larger data sets where N >200 or 300. Therefore, the results of the CHAID
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analysis presented here, particularly the presence of a preference threshold at D edges
= 1.70 should be interpreted with caution.
Table 8.4: Research questions and answers: Is the fractal dimension of a
landscape image correlated with people’s preference?

Is the fractal dimension of a landscape
scene correlated with its rating in preference?
Is the fractal
dimension of a
landscape scene
correlated with its
rating in preference?

The preference ratings collected in this survey were
correlated with the fractal dimension of the extracted
edges of the photographs. The correlation coefficient
is r = .615, p <.5.

Do people prefer
landscape images with
a D between 1.3 and
1.5?

No evidence of the preference for mid-range patterns
was observed in this sample.

Is this preference
universal?

Different sub-populations were affected differently.
The correlations between D and preference were
maximal for British subjects, and participants who
grew up in peri-urban or rural areas.

Do creative people
prefer higher D values?

No distinction could be made between the preference
of participants according to their level of creativity.

What is the predictive
power of the fractal
dimension value on
preference?

A single value of D cannot predict preference. A
model created from two variables, the fractal
dimension of the extracted edges and the minimum
fractal dimension estimated from greyscale accounts
for between 20 and 40 % of the overall preference of
participants. This leaves between 60 and 80% of
variance unexplained.

Are all methods of
fractal analysis equal
in their ability (or
inability) to predict
preference?

The fractal dimension of the extracted edges of the
image is a better predictor of preference than the
silhouette outline. However, the best model uses
both variables, as they have been shown to each
represent a different component.

8.6 Conclusion
The results of this analysis of the relationship between landscape preference and the
values of D estimated through the various segmentations of the same image show a small
to medium positive correlation. Specifically, the variations of the fractal dimensions
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between images were most strongly correlated with the preference ratings collected on
the interest sub-scale. This relationship was also observed for different sub-populations
and types of scenes and found to be less important for participants who grew up in
urban areas.
These results are partly in line with the literature presented at the beginning of
this thesis, as they confirm a correlation between D and preference, but also in opposition to most of the findings from previous studies: There was no preference for
mid-range patterns, the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline was not the most
important predictor, and the observed effects of D were not universal. Overall, the
fractal dimensions of landscape images were not very good predictors of preference.
The next chapter presents the final synthesis of the results from each phase of the
study, as well as the recommendations for practice and further research.
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CHAPTER 9. D AS PREDICTOR OF PREFERENCE

9.1 Introduction
This chapter offers a synthesis of the completed study. Four experiments were
carried out for this thesis: the assessment of the box-counting method applied to digital
images and the fractal analysis of landscape photographs, which were both presented
in Chapter 6, the collection of preference data through an online survey which is the
topic of Chapter 7 and the analysis of the correlations between fractal dimension values
and preference ratings presented in Chapter 8.
The findings of each experiments are discussed here independently of each other
first, then through a global analysis of the evidence on a universal preference for fractal
patterns. Then the limitations of the study are discussed, before offering advice to
landscape researchers wishing to use the fractal analysis of digital photographs in their
work. A personal reflection on the lessons learned throughout the writing of this thesis
is also included. Finally, some recommendations for further research are proposed.

9.2 Discussion of the findings
Although the results of each experiment were discussed within their own chapters,1
a more comprehensive analysis of the study as a whole is offered here.

9.2.1

The validity of the box-counting method

The first part of this study aimed to assess the practicality, robustness, replicability and validity of the box-counting method of fractal analysis. From the literature
presented in chapter 4, it was established that this method was very sensitive to the
type of data being analysed and to the parameters of analysis. However, once the software were tested using digital images of known D, their error margins could be reliably
determined. Regardless of the parameters used for the analysis, the values yielded by
each computer program remained within that margin.
The software BENOITTM performed the best, with an error margin of only 2%.
HarFA, by comparison, reached an average 14%, particularly on low-resolution images.
However, the tools offered by HarFA, particularly its greyscale analysis by fractal spectrum, but also its ability to only analyse a pattern’s contour, made it an appealing
choice for the analysis of landscape images.
For each variable, the correlation coefficients between the values of D yielded by
the two softwares range from τ = .526 to τ = .925, p <0.01, showing a strong to very
strong correlation between softwares. Therefore the results of the two softwares were
averaged for the rest of the analysis.
1

See Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
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The importance of image segmentation

The main contribution to knowledge of this thesis was the comparative analysis
of different segmented versions of landscape photographs. Although it was initially
expected that a single consistent value could be estimated for a whole scene, results
show that each method of segmentation applied to the original image extracts a different
type of structure to be analysed. Therefore, the most important result obtained here
is the importance of determining which fractal pattern to isolate within the landscape
and how. Since those structures are highly variable, both in fractal dimension and
appearance, they characterise a different aspect of the scene.

9.2.2.1

Fractal dimension of the silhouette outline as an indicator of landscape type

The silhouette outline is the fractal pattern extracted from real data photographs
that has been analysed most often in landscape and urban studies (Chalup et al.,
2009; Hagerhall et al., 2008, 2004; Stamps, 2002; Keller et al., 1987). As presented in
section 3.3.1, the use of the silhouette outline is supported by previous work highlighting
its importance for visual perception and preference.
As the only fractal pattern in landscapes to have been the topic of an empirical study
focussed on preference, this measure was expected to yield the most significant results.
Indeed, Hagerhall et al. (2004) showed that it was largely correlated with preference
ratings, and that it could be used as a predictor of preference. In the present study,
however, the correlation observed between this variable and the preference averaged
from the three sub-scales is not significant.
From the results obtained in section 6.3.2 on the ability for the fractal dimension to
differentiate two types of landscapes, and from the principal component analysis carried
out in section 6.3.3, it is possible to say with confidence that the silhouette outline
characterizes the height of vegetation present in an image. This claim is confirmed by
previous studies such as the one reported by Keller et al. (1987), who found that forests’
outlines had a significantly higher D than mountain ranges, and Chalup et al. (2009),
who showed that trees increased a city’s skyline’s D value. This could be related to a
quantification of naturalness, although the relationship is a complex one.2
Consequently, the present results can only mitigate the claims made by Hagerhall
et al. (2004) on the predictive power of the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline:
Although it defines an aspect of naturalness and specifically the presence of trees, the
fractal dimension of landscapes’ silhouette outline cannot predict preference on its own.
2

The potential interpretations of D are discussed in more detail in section 9.2.3.1.
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9.2.2.2

The fractal dimension estimated from greyscale

The three measures estimated from greyscale also did not perform as well as was
expected. The correlations observed by Cheung and Wells (2004) between the maximum and average D from the fractal spectrum and children’s preferences could not
be replicated here. In fact, those two variables (D greymax and D greyavg) were the
only ones not correlated with any of the preference sub-scales. Furthermore, the three
greyscale variables showed very little correlation to each other: the minimum and maximum D were very weakly correlated (τ = -.247, p <0.01) and the average D wasn’t
correlated to any of the other two.
Instead, it was found that the minimum fractal dimension from the fractal spectrum
was highly correlated with the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline, although they
did appear to be measuring different things. Indeed, as predictors of preference, the
former performed better than the latter. The differences between the two measures
could be caused by the precision of the software used to carry out the segmentation
(HarFA for D greymin, and Photoshop for D outline), by the thickness of the outline,
or by the segmentation method itself (thresholding for D greymin, and manual colour
selection for D outline).
It is also worth pointing out that the two measures correlate differently for the
two types of landscapes. As presented in section 6.3.1.2 (p. 140), this discrepancy is
mostly caused by the agglomeration of values close to 1.0 and the subjective reading of
the fractal spectrum, particularly for photographs of meadows. Indeed, in order not to
include unreliable D inferior to 1 (which would signify that the image has the dimension
of a point, and is theoretically impossible), those were discarded and the minimum
fractal dimension recorded as 1. Therefore the correlation between D greymin and
D outline is stronger for photographs of meadows (in the survey, τ = .692, p <0.005).
Overall, the minimum fractal dimension estimated from greyscale is a problematic
measure which involves some subjectivity. Indeed, at the time of writing, it can only
be estimated using HarFA and, like all greyscale measures, it needs to be visually read
on a spectrum. However, as thresholding method for landscape images it has a greater
potential than the silhouette outline. Indeed,
“calculating a sensible skyline approximation can be an unstable process
which depends on various characteristics of the input image.”
(Chalup et al., 2009, p. 133).
Instead of manually outlining the sky area, which is not effective for some images
where the sky is too bright to be detected on a white background, the thresholding
at the highest intensity level of the image automatically traces the outline.3 This
could therefore be of use for the fractal analysis of large image sets, where manual
pre-processing would be too time-consuming.
3

See appendix C, p. 251.
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The fractal dimension of the extracted edges

Comparatively, the results obtained from the fractal dimension of the extracted
edges were unexpected and strongly significant. Indeed, these values were the most
strongly correlated to the ratings on every preference sub-scale, and they seemed to be
measuring a type of complexity unrelated to the type of scene and its level of vegetation.
Cooper and Oskrochi (2008), who first found a correlation between the fractal
dimension of the extracted edges of a street photograph and its level of visual variety,
remarked that “vertical emphasis of building detail [...] seems to raise D” (Cooper
and Oskrochi, 2008, p. 357). That assessment could also be made in the present
study, since the photographs of meadows scenes, which typically exhibited less vertical
elements and perceived amount of vegetation, generally yielded D values lower than the
photographs of forests. However, that distinction was not significant (see figure 6.5, p.
143), partially due to the fact that the range of D values for meadows scenes was much
wider than for forests images.
This can be explained by the importance of contrast for the extraction of edges.
The Photoshop filter Find Edges uses a Sobel operator to identify the image’s gradient
of intensity, which is highest at the edges of objects. The stronger the contrast between
two elements in the image, the darker the pixels’ intensity of the resulting magnitude
and direction images, the darkest the extracted edges.4 As seen in figure D.3 (p.
258), underexposed images yielded the fractal texture of the lowest dimension, being
essentially reduced to their outline. Therefore, modifying the contrast levels in an
image will impact its resulting edges.
Overall, the analysis of edge-extracted images was a good addition to the research
design as it allows the assessment of the whole original photograph, as fractal texture
rather than a single line. This, in turn, allows the analysis of the full complexity of a
scene instead of focusing on a specific area.
It is also important to consider that of all segmentation methods used in this study,
the extraction of edges would be the easiest and most reliable to automate, as it was
uniformly applied to the pictures forming the experimental set with only minimal loss.
However, as this measure is also sensitive to the contrast levels present in an image,
the original photographs must be carefully calibrated.

9.2.3

The universal preference for fractal

The main objective of this thesis was to assess the potential contribution of fractal
principles to the topic of landscape preference. As was discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.5) and further on in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.1), the concepts of naturalness and
complexity are often used to interpret the meaning of fractal dimension and they are
also at the core of many landscape preference models.
4

See section 4.2.1.1, p. 79.
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9.2.3.1

Interpretation of D

The various segmentation methods extracted different structures from the original
photograph, each carrying a certain type of information. Rather than suggesting a
general visual interpretation of D, which no author has managed so far, it is possible
to offer some hypothesis to the interpretation of those specific landscape fractals using
the theoretical elements presented in the literature review. Specifically, the fractal
patterns extracted from the scenes seem to characterize some elements of naturalness
and/or complexity.
Characterization of naturalness In the picture set compiled for this study, images of forests were found to exhibit generally higher D than the images of meadows,
regardless of the segmentation applied in pre-processing. This confirms the claims that
the fractal dimension of a scene is related to its vegetation levels, previously addressed
by such authors as Cooper et al. (2013); Chalup et al. (2009), and Keller et al. (1987).
Specifically, the only fractal structure within the image for which the fractal dimension would significantly be different between forests and meadows was the landscape’s
silhouette outline. This suggests that the naturalness estimated through that type of
fractal analysis is primarily related to the height of vegetation.
However, depending on the definition of naturalness, it could be argued that both
types of scenes within the picture set used throughout this study were in fact exhibiting
similar levels of naturalness. Indeed, all the photographs come from the same database
which primarily collects photographs of natural areas maintained by the Forestry Commission.
Furthermore, in the example given in Chapter 2 to illustrate the concept of multifractals,5 the expected change in Chelsea’s coastline’s Richardson plot is related to
the change in the naturalness of the pattern. Mandelbrot seems to think naturalness is
dependent on the constancy of D across scales, rather than on the presence of a single
value.
Characterization of complexity The fractal analysis of the landscape image’s extracted edges yielded values quantifying something akin to complexity. For this fractal
structure as well as for the silhouette outline, the values of D were higher for images of
forests than images of meadows. However, this difference was not statistically significant.6
Therefore, the complexity revealed by fractal analysis is a complexity of scale and
details rather than a indication of overall density. A potential definition of this complexity is found in Van den Berg et al. (2016), who compared images of natural and
urban scenes to two magnified versions of themselves, at 400% and 1600% magnification levels. They found out that, for natural scenes, the magnified images exhibited the
5
6

See section 2.5.2.2, p. 54.
The explanation for this lack of clear difference is discussed in section 9.2.2.3.
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same amount of elements and form as the original from which they were derived. Their
methodology essentially reproduced a manual fractal analysis by box-counting, with
the magnified images representing the different scales of boxes. Their results confirm
that the fractal dimension of a scene characterizes a new type of complexity:

“A scene’s overall level of visual complexity is not only determined by the
number and amount of elements, but also by the degree to which visual
information is structured and ordered across scales levels. This latter, more
hidden dimension of visual complexity is not readily perceivable and cannot
be assessed with standard subjective measures.”
(Van den Berg et al., 2016, p. 4)
This claim is confirmed by previous studies such as the one reported by Cooper
and Oskrochi (2008), who found that the fractal dimension of the extracted edges of a
street photograph was related to its perceived level of visual variety.
Implications for the concept of soft fascination Interestingly, in the present
study, the value of fractal dimension of the extracted edges was particularly correlated
with the participants’ desire to explore a scene, which could be associated with the
ability for a scene to hold attention or trigger soft fascination.
The hypothesis that soft fascination, a key element of the Kaplans’ Attention
Restoration Theory,7 is related to the fractal dimension of visual stimuli has been
explored before, by Van den Berg et al. (2016) and Berto (2011). Berto (2011) relates
an exploratory study carried out in collaboration with Hagerhall whose aim was to
determine if restorative environments shared fractal properties. The results showed no
difference between the D of restorative and non-restorative scenes. Indeed, despite the
apparent correlation between image preference, image restorative value and silhouette
preference, D values were not clearly different between restorative and non restorative
images (Berto, 2011). However, they report using the images’ silhouette outlines rather
than extracted edges, which might have yielded better results.
9.2.3.2

The preferred value of D

Claims regarding the preference for mid-range fractals might be robust, empirically
and theoretically8 but they cannot be supported by the present thesis.
Firstly, it was demonstrated that the various types of segmentation applied to the
image as pre-processing of the box-counting method would isolate vastly different structures from a single image. The silhouette outlines, as the most reduced version of the
landscape images, were found to exhibit fractal dimensions between 1.00 and 1.55,
whereas the extracted edges of the same images had D values ranging from 1.31 to
7
8

See the description of ART in section 1.3.5.2, p. 18.
See section 3.4.1, p. 70.
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1.90.9 Therefore, even if there was a consistent and reliable way to derive D for either,
it would be meaningless to compare the two measures.
It is worth mentioning that the two main studies usually cited to defend these claims
do not explicitly describe their segmentation techniques. Spehar et al. (2003) compared
natural patterns to paintings and digital images, but did not include landscape scenes.
Although they do not give the details of their image analysis, the illustrations of the
picture set suggest that they used a global thresholding to determine their preference
thresholds.10 Similarly, Taylor et al. (2005) used a forest scene analysed with the boxcounting method but also neglected to include details of their segmentation technique.
Therefore, none of their results can truly be replicated, which is problematic in itself.
Secondly, the results of the preference survey showed no such trend, regardless of
the method used to estimate D. Instead of the thresholds of preference identified by
Spehar et al. (2003), who argued that preference would vary as an inverted-U function
of fractal dimension, the only trend visible in this survey was that preference increased
linearly with the fractal dimension of the edges. Even within the top 5 images, only
one of them could be said to be within the preferred range with a silhouette outline
exhibiting a fractal dimension of 1.39.
In summary, these claims are often theoretically supported by the assumption that
most natural fractals will exhibit a medium fractal dimension. However, as the values
of D of an image can vary depending on the segmentation method, the values collected
from different studies should not be compared outside of their context.
9.2.3.3

An individual preference

Another original contribution to knowledge offered by this study is the exploration
of demographic differences within fractal preference. Indeed, although a medium correlation could be observed between the average rating scores and some measures of the
fractal dimension, this correlation varied for different sub-populations.11
By carrying out the survey in two languages and using participants from two main
nationalities (French and British), it was possible to explore cultural differences. Similarly, the collection of data regarding the environment participants grew up in yielded
interesting results. Indeed, both analyses revealed that familiarity was a mediator of
preference.
At the time of writing, only one recent study carried out by Street et al. (2016)
explored cultural differences within aesthetic responses to fractal patterns, although
they particularly focussed on demographic variables such as age, gender and nationality.
Using abstract monochrome fractal images, they found several profiles of preference
mostly between genders and nationalities.
Although the present results did not identify any difference between gender, the
9

See section 6.3.1.1, p. 139.
See figure 3.1, p. 61.
11
See section 8.3.3, p. 181.
10
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differences between ratings from French and British participants are globally in line
with the results of Street et al. (2016). Unfortunately, the results can not be perfectly
compared, as they group their sub-populations by continents rather than country of
origin. Furthermore, the preference they observed for Europeans dropped incrementally
as D increased, which is the opposite of the trend observed in this study.
One of the most interesting results of this study is the difference between the preference of participants who grew up in natural (rural or peri-urban) areas and those
who grew up in cities. Indeed, the importance of contact with nature during childhood
is now considered one of the main predictors of preference for natural scenes later on in
life.12 In other words, children who grow up in contact with nature are a lot more likely
to grow up into adults who regularly visit and enjoy green spaces (Tips and Savasdisara, 1986; Dearden, 1984). By extension, children who grow up in cities are less likely
to value that type of experience. This theory is evident in the results obtained here,
as participants who grew up in urban areas in average gave significantly lower ratings
than others, and their preference was not correlated with any of the measures of D.
This is obviously one of the most critical issues tackled by contemporary landscape
studies. As more and more people live in cities, children are less and less likely to
have regular contact with nature and grow up into adults with strong environmental
attitudes.

9.2.4

Generalisation of the findings

All the limitations of using static images as a surrogate for the experience of a
landscape previously presented13 apply in this case as well. For example, authors
that presuppose that the fractal dimension of a landscape’s photograph taken from
a particular viewpoint could be the fractal dimension of the whole of the landscape
are guilty of an ecological fallacy (Palmer and Hoffman, 2001). Furthermore, as was
pointed out in the previous chapter,14 the final sample of images used in the survey
was quite small and did not cover all possible scene types (e.g mountains, rivers, etc).
Consequently, it is unlikely that the results obtained here could be extended to
physical sites. Instead, as shown with the analysis of different viewpoints, the fractal
dimension values estimated are intrinsically specific to the image and the segmentation
method used.
Finally, and as highlighted in the critique of the preference survey15 the strong gender and age bias present in the population of the survey do not allow the generalisation
of this study’s findings to the general population
12

See
See
14
See
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See
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9.3 Limitations of the study
Because of the emerging state of knowledge on the topic, this study was exploratory
in its nature. Therefore, the results obtained are equally exploratory and their scope
limited. Several improvements could have been made to the research design, which
either only became clear towards the end of the study or were abandoned for lack of
time and resources.

9.3.1

The approximation of preference

The preference ratings were collected using three different sub-scales of preference,16
themselves inspired by the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (PRS) developed by Hartig
et al. (1996). Even though, they are very highly correlated to each other (Pearson’s
r ∈ [.923 - .983], p <.001), the ratings on each scale were not all correlated to the
fractal dimensions of the images. A more exhaustive study would have considered
supplementing the survey with more in-depth questionnaires, perhaps using the full 26
items of the PRS.

9.3.2

Using greyscale images

In order to minimize the effect of variables such as luminance and colours, the
images were displayed in greyscale. Similarly, in order to remove the bias introduced
by weather variations, the sky area was removed from the image. While this allowed
a more in-depth analysis of the parameters of interest (i.e. the fractal dimensions),
the transformations were subjective and might have been unnecessary. Indeed, for
example, Forsythe et al. (2011) found no difference between the preference for coloured
and greyscale images. Besides, if the fractal dimension of an image really can predict
preference, then this should be true regardless of the format of the image. In other
words, the effects of the fractal dimension on preference should be apparent in normal
viewing conditions, otherwise their usefulness is very limited.

9.3.3

How to interpret D?

The concept of fractal dimension is thought to not be directly perceptible, which
is why different patterns can share a fractal dimension and yet appear completely
different. At the onset of the study, it was envisioned that the visual interpretation
of D would become perceptible at least within the experimental set. For that reason,
two visibly different types of landscapes were used: forests were used to represent a
higher naturalness and complexity while meadows represented the opposite. Instead of
an obvious difference between the two, the different image segmentations yielded vastly
different values of D which further complicated the matter.
16

See section 5.4.3, p. 118.
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Although the fractal dimension is often associated with naturalness, it is still unclear how or to what level, or whether a specific range of value is perceived as more
natural than others. Therefore, it would have been interesting to collect participants’
opinions on this matter, for example by asking them to rate the level of naturalness
they perceived the scenes to display alongside their preference judgements. This of
course would have made the survey longer, not to mention difficult since all images
were of completely natural scenes (no or little man-made artefacts).
Another possibility would have been to use the expert judgement of the author to
qualitatively assess the picture set and list all elements susceptible to affect the value
of D. This endeavour was abandoned for lack of time.

9.3.4

A contemporary study

Finally, this thesis is very much a product of its time. Indeed, “the computer is
to fractal investigations what the telescope is to astronomy and the microscope is to
biology” (Taylor and Sprott, 2008, p. 117). The protocols and results depended on the
softwares available to conduct the analysis. For example, the version of HarFA (5.4)
used in this thesis was only released in October 2009.17 The option for greyscale analysis
and the generation of fractal spectra were implemented in 2005, through version 5.1.
Therefore, it is likely that the quality and quantity of the tools available to carry out
fractal analysis of digital images will develop. The final section of this chapter explores
some of the directions that this technological development should follow, such as for
example focussing on techniques allowing the fractal analysis of 3D or moving images.

9.3.5

Personal reflection

Since this doctorate thesis was also a learning process, some of my personal reflections on the challenges encountered have been gathered here.
9.3.5.1

Original proposal

The proposal I originally submitted in February 2009 was titled “Beauty as Therapy: the positive effects of Nature’s aesthetics”. Stemming from my personal research
into the salutogenic aspect of green spaces, it intended to deconstruct the aesthetic
experience of nature into quantifiable components that could then be harnessed into a
therapeutic setting. At the time, just six months after graduating from my Masters in
Landscape Engineering, I did not realise I was setting myself an ambitious task that
could take a lifetime. One of the very first things my supervisors encouraged me to
do when I started was then to reduce that enormous endeavour into a manageable
piece. Fractal geometry, which I cited in my proposal as an example of “nature’s visual
language” alongside elements such as light, colours and movement, seemed the most
17

See HarFA - Main, http://www.fch.vut.cz/lectures/imagesci/includes/harfa download.inc.php [Accessed: May 2017]
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current and promising topic. Indeed, I had based my initial hypothesis on Joye (2006)’s
paper on the relevance of fractals for art therapy, as well as on the work of Purcell et al.
(2001), who concluded their article on landscape preference on the suggestion that

“a possible explanation [to the restorative mechanism of landscapes] lies in a
particular type of geometry — the geometry of fractals — that is associated
with natural scenes; this variable [...] may be the mediating variable in the
restorative and preference relationship.”
(Purcell et al., 2001, p. 104)

9.3.5.2

Proving and disproving

Perhaps the most challenging element of carrying out this thesis was to attain
the critical stance necessary to conduct robust research. The literature presented in
Chapter 3 is generally positive on the potential of fractal geometry to explain aesthetic
and restorative mechanisms, even in spite of the discrepancies between, for example
the results of Pickover (1995) and Spehar et al. (2003).18 In fact, it was not until
I started looking into the fractal analysis of real data that I found articles, such as
Reynoso (2005) criticizing the applications of that method. Therefore, one of the most
useful piece of advice I gathered from my supervisors was to conduct the study with
the intention of disproving my hypothesis rather than proving it. This, they argued,
would ensure that I remained objective and critical of the work that had been done
before me, but also of my own results.
I find that this common problem in research – wanting to validate your initial
hypothesis at any cost - can be particularly salient in Human Sciences because of their
ability to attract ideologically-minded people. In the case of Landscape and Health, it
is important to remember that there can be such a thing as an ideological bias, often
on the basis of environmentalism. Although I am a firm believer in the positive effects
of natural environments, the data I collected should take precedence over my opinion.

9.4 Recommendations for good practice
The question of the potential of fractal geometry for landscape studies necessarily
raises another one : “For what use?” As this study demonstrated, the results of the
fractal analysis of landscape images can vary depending on the segmentation, the software and (although this has not been empirically proven here, since only box-counting
was used) the method of analysis. Therefore, it is difficult to devise general rules for
good practice that would apply for any potential project. Instead, three scenarios are
presented in which fractal analysis could be useful.
18

While Spehar et al. (2003) confirmed Aks and Sprott (1996)’s results that mid-range fractals were
preferred, in Pickover’s experiment, patterns with a D =1.8 were preferred.
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Scenario 1: Landscape classification

Since it was found that the fractal dimension of a landscape’s silhouette outline
could accurately discriminate between representations of forests and meadows, that
measure could be applied to the classification of large landscape photograph databases,
such as Google Image.
For such an undertaking to be accurate, all the images should be segmented in a
similar way, and their silhouette outlines traced following the same protocol.19 Then an
automated box-counting analysis could be carried out on each image, providing their
resolutions are equivalent and the analysis is applied with stable parameters.
To obtain the silhouette outline, the sky part of the image should be selected, copied
and pasted into a new image with a white background. The colour range selection tool
can be applied, with a fuzziness of 30 pixels maximum in order to keep a large margin
in areas of low contrast. Once merged with the background layer, the selection outline
should be traced using the filter “Find Edge” in Adobe Photoshop. In zones of low
contrast, and in order to keep the outline as precise as possible, the tool “Stroke”
can also be used, to outline the selection with a 1 px line. The images then need to
be thresholded at the intensity level 128, which represents the middle of the intensity
spectrum. Residual pixels in other parts of the image can be manually removed.
Alternatively, the fractal spectrum tool available with HarFA can be used to calculate the minimum fractal dimension estimated from greyscale. In that case, the sky
area only needs to be removed with the Colour Range Selection tool of Photoshop.
The picture can then be analysed with HarFA using the thresholding method. It is
also recommended to carry out the analysis using the BW mode, which only counts the
number of boxes filled by both black and white pixels.
Following the recommendation of Koch (1993), Cooper and Oskrochi (2008) and
Ostwald (2013), the images should be analysed between 0.23l and 0.03l, where l is the
height of the images.
Without being able to give an exact value of fractal dimension as threshold below
which the silhouettes would be classified as meadows, and above which they would
represent forests, a statistical analysis such as ANOVA could be carried out to assess
the distribution of values and the different groups of images within the set. It is
expected that the higher values of D would be more likely to represent forests, and the
lower meadows or grasslands.

9.4.2

Scenario 2: Fractal art as a surrogate for nature

Many authors such as Joye (2006) have suggested that viewing fractal patterns,
no matter their origin, could have physiological effects similar to seeing real nature.
While this still needs to be confirmed, the potential for fractal art to act as a surrogate
for a natural experience suggests that the benefits of such an experience could be
19

See the detailed protocol followed in this study in appendix C.3, p. 254.
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carried inside the built environment. This could be particularly beneficial for people
with disabilities if their access to the outdoors is challenged, but also for prisoners or
astronauts (Taylor, 2006).
While this creates a somewhat terrifying prospect, no one is suggesting that fractal
patterns could entirely replace nature. As Taylor and Sprott caution, “an Orwellian
future where we all assemble to stare at a communal fractal for a strictly allotted
period does not seem very appealing” (Taylor and Sprott, 2008, p.128). Instead, it is
about creating subtle visual strategies to introduce fractals into our environment. For
example, it might be possible to emulate natural forms it in order to create the most
salutogenic art.
If an artist was to attempt such a project, he or she could start with the evidence
collected from the previous studies and aim to represent biophilic fractals with a fractal
dimension between 1.3 and 1.5. However, the results of the present study add up to
the evidence that higher fractal dimensions elicit higher preference. Furthermore, as
preference was found to be most correlated with the fractal dimension of the extracted
edges, it highlights the importance of contrast and details for the picture to be effective.
Therefore, it is recommended that the patterns created exhibit high values of D as well
as high levels of randomness and are strongly contrasted with a large amount of details.

9.4.3

Scenario 3: Predicting preference

Although the fractal dimension values did not allow a robust prediction of preference on their own, they still accounted for a small percentage of variance in the ratings.
Particularly, the fractal dimension of a scene’s extracted edges were found to be significantly correlated with participants’ desire to explore. Therefore, preference (and in
this case, interest) for a particular site could be maximized by ensuring that a project’s
illustrations are well contrasted and exhibit a D value of their edges above 1.75.
For researchers who want to investigate the relationship between fractal structures
in landscapes and preference, the first recommendation would be to carefully consider what structure they wish to isolate and how. A detailed description of their
chosen method of fractal analysis will also be necessary for their results to be replicated. Following this, using the protocols in appendix C and a reliable software such
as BENOITTM allow a robust estimation of the images’ fractal dimensions.
Other researchers would also be advised to mind the limitations of this study in
its approximation of landscape preference. A more thorough preference survey would
certainly allow stronger prediction models to be devised.

9.5 Recommendations for further research
This study was particularly constrained by the technology available at the time to
conduct fractal analysis. While these limitations are addressed earlier in this chapter
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(section 9.3), more general suggestions have been made over the years concerning what
type of research should be carried out on the topic of fractal perception and preference.
Studies evaluating the effects of viewing fractals are now mostly relying on physiological measures (Hagerhall et al., 2015; Taylor, 2006; Taylor et al., 2005), Their
recommendations therefore tend to focus on developing the type of measurements that
could yield similar data. So far, only skin conductance and EEG have been recorded
when experiments could be extended “beyond electro-dermal responses to include cardiovascular, eye-tracking and pupillography responses” (Taylor et al., 2005, p.250).
However, the present study demonstrates that the method and interpretation of
fractal analysis applied to landscape images are issues in their own right that need
to be explored further. Therefore the following recommendations all relate to the sole
investigation of fractal patterns in landscapes rather than people’s responses to viewing
them.

9.5.1

Other fractal characteristics

Since it was found that the fractal dimension is not enough on its own to describe
the appearance of a pattern, other fractal parameters could be added to the analysis of
landscape images in order to extract the characteristics necessary to elicit the strongest
preference.
9.5.1.1

Lacunarity and textures

As presented in section 2.5.2.1 (p. 52), lacunarity is another fractal characteristic,
complementary to the fractal dimension. If D does not allow a direct visual interpretation, lacunarity measures the dispersion and homogeneity of the pattern. It allows the
differentiation of fractals and textures which share a fractal dimension but have a very
different visual appearance. Therefore, it is likely that known visual landscape characteristics such as vegetation levels, openness and complexity can be more accurately
described by lacunarity than by the fractal dimension.
9.5.1.2

Compression methods

It has been suggested that the image compression algorithms used in image encoding
could provide insight into the neurological processes that take place with human vision
(Cheung and Wells, 2004). It follows the hypothesis formulated within natural image
statistics that our visual system is tuned to process natural images.
An example of this is the Lempel-Ziv Welch method, which gives an estimate of
the amount of information contained in the images. The application of the LZWalgorithm is now standard compression procedure (commonly referred to as “ZIP”)
and is a simple but reliable method of comparing image complexity, by determining
the amount of unique (non-redundant) information in a specific image. Scenes less
redundant were found to have a higher potential to induce fascination (Berto, 2011).
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Therefore the fractal dimension of the extracted edges of an image, which were

found here to correlate with the compressed sizes of the files, are not the only available
measure of complexity and information content. It would be interesting to examine
more closely the relationship between an image’s fractal dimension of its extracted
edges, its perceived complexity and its compressed size.
9.5.1.3

Randomness

The original studies by Sprott (1993) and Aks and Sprott (1996) generated their
patterns, called attractors, in function of two main values: The fractal dimension D and
the Lyapunov exponent L. The latter is meant to characterize the randomness of the
object and is often found to be perceived as the inverse correlate of D (Aks and Sprott,
1996; Hagerhall et al., 2015). In other words, if preference increases with D, it decreases
with the Lyapunov exponent, suggesting that chaotic patterns are too unstructured to
be pleasing.
However, Hagerhall et al. (2015), in their EEG study of responses to fractal patterns,
found that alpha waves which represent relaxation increased with randomness and
decreased with D.
Finally, in their study of individual preferences for attractors, Aks and Sprott (1996)
found that people who rated highly in scientific skills preferred patterns with higher L.
Therefore, these three studies obtained different results which all suggest a complex
interplay between fractal dimension and randomness. It would be interesting to clarify
this relationship and assess which, if any, element is more important for preference.
9.5.1.4

Multifractal analysis

The existence of different structures within the overall pattern of a scene, each exhibiting its own dimension, confirms the multifractal character of landscapes.20 Therefore, it would be more appropriate to carry out multifractal analysis on such complex
images as landscape photographs. Several methods of multifractal analysis currently
exist, that resemble the greyscale analysis used in this study. They tend to yield spectra representing fractal dimension as a function of other variables, such as scale or
location. The curve of such spectra is counted as a separate value to the local D, and
it encompasses global information about the image as a whole.
Such analysis is at the moment limited to medical imaging as it requires important processing power and specialist software. However, with the development of new
technologies, its use could spread to other disciplines.

9.5.2

Other visual material

The present study had to use static digital images because of the current limitations
of available software. However, using images as surrogate for the landscape experience is
20

See section 2.5.2.2, p. 54.
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a known issue within landscape studies. Therefore, it would be particularly interesting
if new software could undertake fractal analysis of more diverse material.
9.5.2.1

Movement

While at the moment it is impossible to estimate the fractal dimension of a video
without carrying out a fractal analysis of each individual frame, the development of new
technologies might soon make it a reality. When this is the case, it will be very interesting to explore whether the importance of movement previously highlighted by studies
such as the one reported by Heft and Nasar (2000) or Gibson’s ecological approach can
be attributed to a change in D values.
9.5.2.2

Openness

Recently, a new study demonstrated the effects of the composition of landscape
photographs on preference. Specifically, Svobodova et al. (2014) investigated the importance of the horizon’s height, as well as the use of the Golden Section in landscape
photographs. They found that the perceived beauty of landscape scenes increased with
the height of the horizon line. These results shed a new light on the one obtained in
the present thesis, in which images of forest (generally exhibiting a higher horizon line)
were preferred over those of meadows. It would be particularly interesting to observe
the combination of both factors (do lower horizon lines always exhibit lower D?), which
would illustrate the interplay between complexity and openness.
9.5.2.3

Presence of water

In their original study, Hagerhall et al. (2004) had to remove the scenes with visible
water in order for their preference ratings to be correlated with the fractal dimension.
This modification obviously limits the significance of such a correlation. Instead, it
would be expected that the presence of water in a landscape influences its fractal dimension, particularly if the fractal structure of interest is the extracted edges of the
image rather than its silhouette outline (unless the landscapes studied are coastal).
Furthermore, landscapes which include water features are often seen as more natural
than others (Tveit et al., 2006). Therefore, rather than investigate one without the
other, it would be interesting to assess the interplay between both variables.
Finally, Valtchanov (2013) provides insights on visual-spatial pathways in the brain
that may account for the relationship between fractals and preference. Indeed, comparing low-levels characteristics such as spatial frequency ranges, they found behavioural
evidence to suggest that participants’ responses to landscape scenes were stimulusdriven and operating on a bottom-up level. Valtchanov (2013) proposes a new theory:
Reward Restoration Theory, which posits that the restorative mechanisms at play when
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viewing natural scenes are in fact reward mechanisms. This supports the claims presented in section 1.4.3.2 (p. 29) that our visual system is tuned to process natural
signals and that this interplay is responsible for preference judgements. A comprehensive study using the fractal analysis of low-level characteristics of landscape images
could test that theory.

9.6 Conclusion
This chapter summarized and integrated the results accumulated throughout the
whole study. It was found that two main values of D were measured for each landscape
image, one characterizing the naturalness of the scene (the silhouette outline) and the
other its complexity (the extracted edges). Both were found to correlate with the
preference ratings of participants, depending on their nationality and where they grew
up, but their predicting power was overall low. Finally, this study had some limitations
and the questions relating to the visual and theoretical interpretation of the concept
of fractal dimension in landscapes remain. As methods of fractal analysis continue to
be improved, this area of research will continue to grow and the results obtained here
confirm its potential as an objective approach to landscape perception.

General Conclusion
Landscape studies concerned with issues of perception and preference have highlighted the importance of factors such as the complexity and naturalness of green spaces
in order to evoke positive responses. While these two criteria still suffer from a lack of
definition, fractal geometry claims to be able to quantify them both.
This study aimed to assess the application of fractal analysis to landscape images
and the potential of their fractal dimension to predict preference. Therefore, the scope
and limitations of the box-counting method of fractal analysis were defined, particularly
with regard to its application to digital images. The core issue, as it was discovered,
is the necessary segmentation of the images, which is particularly delicate in the case
of landscape photographs. As the method is employed currently, and although a weak
correlation could be observed for some segmentation types, it does not allow a reliable
prediction of preference without other interpretive factors being brought into play.
Overall, the results obtained in this study are in stark contrast to previous work on
the topic. The claims that a mid-range fractal dimension value is universally preferred
could not be empirically verified. Similarly, the hypothesis that the fractal dimension of landscape’s silhouette outlines was correlated with preference was also rejected.
However, a correlation was found between preference and the fractal dimension of the
extracted edges of the original photographs.
It was hypothesised that this particular value characterized a type of complexity,
whereas the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline, through its ability to discriminate between vegetation levels, represents naturalness. The two measures together
accounted for around 30% in the variation of ratings between images. However, the
strength of such models was found to be highly dependent on the population studied, with participants who grew up in urban areas exhibiting preference completely
uncorrelated to any measure of D.
Therefore, the results of this study challenge most of the claims found in the existing
literature but confirm that preference could be influenced by the fractal dimensions of
images.
Finally, this is clearly a young field of research which highly depends on the devel211
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opment of technological methods. If more studies are carried out on the topic and with
enough methodological rigour, it is possible that it could be of use in the future.
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Appendix A

Material used in the pilot study
QUESTIONNAIRE

Age:
Sex:
Nationality:

PICTURE 1:
How much do you like this landscape?
Not at all
1
2
3

4

5

A lot

How likely would you be to hang this view on the wall of your living room?
Not likely at all
Very likely
1
2
3
4
5
How does this view make you feel?
Stressed

1

2

3

4

5

(Repeat for all 20 pictures...)
Table A.1: Questionnaire used in the pilot study
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Very
relaxed
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Figure A.1: Picture set used in the pilot study

Appendix B

Picture set
This appendix covers all information related to the landscapes photographs used
for the experimental set. The locations where the photographs were taken, as well as
the pictures’ codes in the Forestry Commission’s database are presented first, followed
by a copy of each image.
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Table B.1: Picture set reference and location (Forests)

Picture
ID

Forestry
Commission
Database
Number

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]

40364
40670
50221
60402
60774
1014493
1021622
1021919
1039618
1040695
1040726
1042329
1043235
1044060
046156
1047057
1047545
1047651
1054608
1054609
1056523
1058446
2002486

[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]

2006268
2008588
2010096
2010107
2010120
2014315

Location

Llangollen, Clwyd, Wales
Norfolk, England
Dunkeld, Pertshire, Scotland
Glentress Forest, Borders, Scotland
Blackwood of Rannoch, Higland, Scotland
Ryvoan Pass, Glenmore, Inverness, Scotland
New Forest, Hampshire, England
Milkham inclosure, New Forest, Hampshire, England
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, England
Westonbirt Arboretum, England
Westonbirt Arboretum, England
Gwydyr Forest Park, Wales
New Forest, Hampshire, England
Rhinefield, New Forest, Hampshire, England
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, England
Cademuir Forest, Borders, Scotland
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, England
Kielder Forest, Northumberland, England
Culbin Forest, Moray, Scotland
Culbin Forest, Moray, Scotland
Afan Forest Park, South Wales
Sherwood Pines Forest Park, East Midlands, England
North Slufters Inclosure. New Forest, Hampshire, England
Tokavaig, Isle of Skye, Scotland
Tokavaig, Isle of Skye, Scotland
Caledonian Forest, Scotland
Caledonian Forest, Scotland
Glen Affric, Scotland
Balloch Castle Country Park, West Dunbartonshire,
Scotland
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Table B.2: Picture set reference and location (Meadows)
Picture
ID

Forestry
Commission
Database
Number

[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]

1022365
1022506
1041828
1041829
1041834
1043849
1050140
1050141
1050632
1051366

[40]

1051367

[41]

1051812

[42]

1051813

[43]
[44]

1051879
1053153

[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]

1054182
1054966
1054967
1058867
1058875
1060645
2005474
2009789
2009812
2009917
2009918
2009920
2010011
2017558

Location

Forth, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
Sudborough, Northamptonshire, England
The National Forest, West Midlands, England
The National Forest, West Midlands, England
The National Forest, West Midlands, England
near South Cave, East Yorkshire, England
low Weald of Kent, England
low Weald of Kent, England
Wenlock Edge Marches, Shropshire, England
Kelham Bridge, The National Forest, West Midlands,
England
Kelham Bridge, The National Forest, West Midlands,
England
Rosliston Forestry Centre, The National Forest, West
Midlands, England
Rosliston Forestry Centre, The National Forest, West
Midlands, England
Riparian grassland, unknown
Folkes Lane Woodland, Thames Chase Community Forest, England
Jeskyns Community Woodland, Kent, England
Oilseed rape field, unknown, England
Oilseed rape field, unknown, England
Lincolnshire, England
Chambers farm wood, Lincolnshire, England
Wendover Woods, Buckinghamshire, England
Eastingwold, Yorkshire, England
Lesmahagow Forest, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
Forest of Ae, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland
Coalburn Moss, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
Coalburn Moss, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
Coalburn Moss, South Lanarkshire, Scotland
Shalloch Forest, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland
Bellever Forest, Dartmoor, Devon, England
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Figure B.1: [1]

Figure B.2: [2]
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Figure B.3: [3]
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Figure B.4: [4]

Figure B.5: [5]
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Figure B.6: [6]

Figure B.7: [7]
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Figure B.8: [8]

Figure B.9: [9]
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Figure B.10: [10]

Figure B.11: [11]
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Figure B.12: [12]

Figure B.13: [13]
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Figure B.14: [14]
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Figure B.15: [15]

Figure B.16: [16]
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Figure B.17: [17]

Figure B.18: [18]
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Figure B.19: [19]

Figure B.20: [20]
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Figure B.21: [21]
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Figure B.22: [22]

Figure B.23: [23]
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Figure B.24: [24]

Figure B.25: [25]
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Figure B.26: [26]

Figure B.27: [27]
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Figure B.28: [28]

Figure B.29: [29]
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Figure B.30: [30]

Figure B.31: [31]
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Figure B.32: [32]

Figure B.33: [33]
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Figure B.34: [34]

Figure B.35: [35]
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Figure B.36: [36]

Figure B.37: [37]
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Figure B.38: [38]

Figure B.39: [39]
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Figure B.40: [40]

Figure B.41: [41]
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Figure B.42: [42]

Figure B.43: [43]
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Figure B.44: [44]

Figure B.45: [45]
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Figure B.46: [46]

Figure B.47: [47]
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Figure B.48: [48]

Figure B.49: [49]
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Figure B.50: [50]

Figure B.51: [51]
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Figure B.52: [52]

Figure B.53: [53]
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Figure B.54: [54]

Figure B.55: [55]
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Figure B.56: [56]

Figure B.57: [57]
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Figure B.58: [58]

Appendix C

Protocols for the fractal analysis
of landscape images
This appendix details the protocols followed for the fractal analysis of the landscape
images, which results are presented in chapter 6. Specifically, the various segmentations
techniques applied in pre-processing are presented here as a step-by-step guide for
anyone who would wish to replicate the experiment.

C.1 Protocol for the preprocessing of greyscale images
C.1.1

For HarFA

1. Open files with Photoshop
2. Switch to greyscale mode
3. To remove the sky, use the selection by colour range with the parameters:
(a) 1-20 fuzziness
(b) No feather
4. Finalise the image by removing any left over pixels in the sky area.
5. Save as .bmp file.
6. The image can be processed by HarFA (Fig. C.1)

Figure C.1
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C.1.2

For BENOITT M

After collecting the intensity values from the fractal spectrum, use the Threshold
adjustment tool in Photoshop. The image is divided into three components, each
displaying (C.2) the lowest, (C.3) the highest and (C.4) the average fractal dimension
of the original picture.
1. Open previous files (figure C.1) with Photoshop.
2. Use Threshold adjustment: input the intensity values read on the fractal spectrum
for the minimum, maximum and average value of D, producing figs.C.2, C.3 and
C.4.
3. Because HarFA carries out a BW analysis which only takes into account the
pattern’s outline, the images need to be simplified, using the FindEdges filter,
producing figs.C.5, C.6 and C.7.
4. Use the Invert adjustment tool so the images appear white on black.
5. Save as .bmp file.
These images can be processed by BENOIT (Figs.C.8, C.9 and C.10).

Figure C.2

Figure C.3

Figure C.4

Figure C.5

Figure C.6

Figure C.7

Figure C.8

Figure C.9

Figure C.10
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C.2 Protocol for the fractal analysis of greyscale images
using HarFA
1. Open file on HarFA

2. Open fractal analysis tool

3. Select darkest intensity visible to start thresholding

4. Launch analysis tool

5. Stop when landscape is entirely white

Figure C.11: Example of using HarFA’s analysis tool. The image is thresholded
at every intensity level and the fractal dimension is calculated for each pattern created
until it disappears.

1. Visualize fractal spectrum (Fig C.12)

2. Show D(BW)

3. Graphically read higher and lower D and record corresponding thresholding values
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Figure C.12: Fractal spectrum

C.3 Protocol for the extraction of the silhouette outline
of landscape images
1. Open file with Photoshop
2. Remove the sky area of the picture by using the ”Selection by colour range” tool
with the parameters:
(a) 1-20 fuzziness
(b) No feather
3. Copy and paste into a new image with the same dimensions and resolution as
original:
(a) 599x900 px
(b) 300ppi
4. Trace the outline of that image using the Find Edges filter
(a) Alternatively, if the sky is too bright, use Stroke to trace a 1px contour of
the selection
5. Merge layers
6. Threshold the image at Level 128 (about halfway through the available spectrum)
(a) Alternatively, if the image is too bright, the level can be raised so that the
outline is clearly visible
7. Finalize the image and manually clean up any leftover pixels from other parts of
the image
8. Save as.bmp file. That image can be processed by HarFA

C.4. EXTRACTED EDGES
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9. Invert and save as another .bmp file to analyse with BENOITT M

Figure C.13: Two examples of the procedure for extracting silhouette outline
applied to images of forest landscape In the first case (a), we used the Find Edges
filter. In the second case (b), the sky was too bright for the edges to be detected and
we therefore applied the Stroke command that outlines the pasted layer with a 1px
line.

C.4 Protocol for the extraction of edges in landscape images
1. Open file on Photoshop
2. Use the Find Edge filter (a 3x3 Sobel filter)
3. Threshold the image at level 128 (about halfway through the available spectrum)
4. Finalize the image and manually clean up any leftover pixels from other parts of
the image
5. Save as.bmp file. That image can be processed by HarFA (Fig.C.14)
6. Invert and save as another .bmp file to analyse with BENOITTM
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Figure C.14

Appendix D

Results of the comparison of
methods of fractal analysis
This appendix present all material relevant to the understanding of chapter 6
through, first a visual presentation of the results yielded by the fractal analysis, followed
by their statistical exploration.

D.1 Results illustrations
The images in that section illustrate the lower and upper bounds of the range of
values of D estimated from the segmented images. The image I.D. corresponds to their
number in the table presented in table B.1 and table B.2 and to their figure number in
appendix B.

D.1.1

Fractal dimensions of the silhouette outline

The analysis of the silhouette outline emphasizes the difference between forests and
meadows landscape, as it is very sensitive to the presence of vertical elements.

Figure D.1: Image with the lowest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.02
BENOITTM : D = 1.00
Image I.D. : [55]
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Figure D.2: Image with the highest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.61
BENOITTM : D = 1.55
Image I.D. : [22]

D.1.2

Fractal dimensions of the extracted edges

The analysis of the extracted edges reveal the importance of contrast for this type
of segmentation. Both the lower and upper bound of the values estimated from the
experimental set are images of meadows, but the former was underexposed.

Figure D.3: Image with the lowest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.19
BENOITTM : D = 1.13
Image I.D. : [43]

Figure D.4: Image with the highest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.84
BENOITTM : D = 1.90
Image I.D. : [44]

D.1.3
D.1.3.1

Fractal dimensions of greyscale images
Minimum greyscale

The minimum value on the greyscale spectrum is generally obtained by the thresholding of the image at the highest pixel intensity level. This high intensity translates as
”white” and often corresponds to the outline of the sky on the landscape, which traces
the silhouette outline.

D.1. RESULTS ILLUSTRATIONS
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Figure D.5: Image with the lowest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.00
BENOITTM : D = 1.00
Intensity level used for thresholding: 222
Image I.D. : [31]

Figure D.6: Image with the highest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.45
BENOITTM : D = 1.60
Intensity level used for thresholding: 252
Image I.D. : [28]

D.1.3.2

Maximum greyscale

The upper bound of the fractal spectrum is obtained when the images are thresholded at their lowest intensity level. Because of the nature of the measure, the D values
estimated are high.

Figure D.7: Image with the lowest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.60
BENOITTM : D =1.58
Intensity level used for thresholding: 62
Image I.D. : [12]

Figure D.8: Image with the highest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.89
BENOITTM : D = 1.86
Intensity level used for thresholding: 72
Image I.D. : [30]

D.1.3.3

Average greyscale

The average value of D is read on the fractal spectrum, and the images thresholded
at the intensity level indicated. This was meant to remove the subjectivity of choosing
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the threshold visually and it results in the widest range of values of D among the
greyscale measures.

Figure D.9: Image with the lowest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.17
BENOITTM : D =1.15
Intensity level used for thresholding: 115
Image I.D. : [38]

Figure D.10: Image with the highest estimated D
HarFA: D = 1.66
BENOITTM : D = 1.78
Intensity level used for thresholding: 137
Image I.D. : [52]

D.2 Statistical analysis
This section presents the detailed results of the statistical analysis carried out on the
values of fractal dimension estimated through the different segmentation and software.

D.2.1

Data transformation

Some of the variables (D edges H, and D edges B) had a non-normal distribution.
In order to be able to use parametric tests, various transformations were attempted.
D.2.1.1

Data distribution

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied to the original data (table D.1) showed that,
independently of software use, the fractal dimension values calculated using the extracted edge method significantly deviate from a normal distribution (for the average
fractal dimension calculated using that method, D(58) = 0.008, p <.05).
The analysis of kurtosis and skewness (table D.2) revealed that the distributions
of the values of fractal dimension measured from the extracted edges were negatively
skewed, independently of which software was used. This indicates that the tail on the
left side of the probability density function was longer than the right side and the bulk
of the values (including the median) was to the right of the mean. In other words,
those specific values were mostly high.
D.2.1.2

Transforming data

The data being negatively skewed, they needed to be transformed using a reflection,
obtained by subtracting all of the value of a variable from a constant C so that: (C −
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Table D.1: Normality test for the different estimations of D: Both tests
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro Wilk) indicate the data does not follow a normal
distribution, except in the case of the values calculated from the outline, and to a lesser
extent the maximum values of D calculated from greyscale.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
*.
a.

Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic df
Sig.
Statistic df Sig.
outline H
0.072 54
.200*
0.953 54 0.032
outline B
0.085 54
.200*
0.958 54 0.053
edges H
0.129 54
0.025
0.897 54
0
edges B
0.134 54
0.017
0.936 54 0.006
greymin H
0.17 54
0.001
0.897 54
0
greymax H
0.089 54
.200*
0.977 54 0.389
greyavg H
0.116 54
0.068
0.962 54 0.087
greymin B
0.116 54
0.065
0.923 54 0.002
greymax B
0.112 54
0.088
0.96 54 0.068
greyavg B
0.158 54
0.002
0.951 54 0.029
This is a lower bound of the true significance.
Lilliefors Significance Correction

Table D.2: Analysis of skewness and kurtosis
N
Statistic
D
D
D
D
D

edges H
edges B
greymin H
greyavg B
greymin Avg

54
54
54
54
54

Skewness
Statistic Std. Error
-0.784
-0.523
0.411
-0.432
0.441

0.325
0.325
0.325
0.325
0.325

Kurtosis
Statistic Std. Error
-0.57
-0.615
-1.034
-0.787
-0.963

0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
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Xmax ) = 1 ; where Xmax is the maximum value for the variable. Since a filled plane
has a fractal dimension of D = 2, this is the maximum value that can be obtained.
Therefore, across all variables, Xmax ≤ 2.00 and C = 3. All following transformations
were applied to the reflection of the data.
D.2.1.3

Logarithmic transformation

In order to normalise the distribution of the variables, another set of data was
created where the values of all variables are the calculated from the base-10 logarithms
of the original data, such as: XT = log(2 − Xo ) ; where XT is the transformed data
and Xo the original one. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov applied to the transformed data
revealed the distributions of some of the variables. Unfortunately, although it corrected
the distribution of the variables, particularly the ones related to the extracted edges,
it also affected the ones that were originally only lightly positively skewed (table D.3).
Table D.3: Tests of Normality of the transformed data using a reflection of
the logarithm transformation
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic df
Sig.
D
D
D
D

log
log
log
log

outline H
outline B
edges H
edges B

.123
.119
.100
.088

58
58
58
58

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic df Sig.

.030
.040
.200*
.200*

.907
.922
.965
.964

58
58
58
58

.000
.001
.093
.079

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

D.2.1.4

Reciprocal transformation

In order to normalise the distribution of the variables, another set of data was
created where the values of all variables are the calculated using the inverse of the
1
original data, such as: XT =
; where XT is the transformed data and Xo the
2 − Xo
original one. However the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed the distributions of most
of the variables deviates even more significantly from normal (table D.4).
D.2.1.5

Square root transformation

In order to normalise the distribution of the variables, another set of data was
created where the values of all variables
are the calculated using the square root of
p
the original data, such as: XT = (2 − Xo ) ; where XT is the transformed data and
Xo the original one. The test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (table D.5) showed that this
transformation resolved the non-normal issue by correcting most of the negative skew.

D.2.2

Principal Components Analysis

The principal component analysis was carried out with Varimax rotation. Only
the variables with strong correlations to each other were entered in the analysis, which
excluded the maximum D estimated from greyscale.
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Table D.4: Test of Normality applied to the transformed data using a reflection of the reciprocal transformation
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic df
Sig.
D
D
D
D

rec
rec
rec
rec

outline H
outline B
edges H
edges B

.161
.163
.105
.138

58
58
58
58

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic df Sig.

.001
.001
.170
.008

.831
.860
.958
.798

58
58
58
58

.000
.000
.041
.000

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Table D.5: Test of Normality applied to the the transformed data using a
reflection of the square root transformation
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic df
Sig.
D
D
D
D

sqrt
sqrt
sqrt
sqrt

outline H
outline B
edges H
edges B

.101
.097
.104
.092

58
58
58
58

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic df Sig.

.200*
.200*
.190
.200*

.933
.944
.938
.972

58
58
58
58

.003
.010
.005
.191

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Table D.6: Factor analysis by Principal Component Analysis, with oblique
rotation. Five factors account for a cumulative 100% of the variation in responses.
Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues

1
2
3
4
5

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

2.759
1.234
.570
.276
.161

55.171
24.678
11.408
5.523
3.220

55.171
79.849
91.257
96.780
100.000

Extraction Sums
of Squared
Loadings

Rotation Sums of
Squared Loadings

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

2.759
1.234

55.171
24.678

55.171
79.849

2.526
1.467

50.510
29.339

50.510
79.849

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Table D.7: Matrix of Principal Components Two main factors are identified: (a)
The first factor describes the type of landscape and encompasses the fractal dimension
values measured from the silhouette outline and the lower threshold of greyscale; (b)
the second groups the fractal dimension values estimated from the extracted edges and
the average fractal dimension read on the fractal spectrum of greyscale images.

Component Matrixa
Component
1
2
.889 .118
.157 .826
.928 .095
.918 .172
.079 .855

Landscape type
D of the extracted edges (average of the two software)
D of the silhouette outline (average of the two software)
Minimum D measured from greyscale (average of the two software)
Average D measured from greyscale (average of the two software)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. 2 components extracted.

Table D.8: Verification of the significance of the factor analysis Although the
sampling adequacy is medium at .723 (>the .5 threshold), Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity rejects the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity matrix, and
therefore the factor analysis is appropriate.
KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.723

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

123.706
15
.000

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Table D.9: Anti-image Matrix All MSA coefficients are >.5, which validates the use
of factor analysis.

D outline

D edges

D outline
.728a
-.007
D edges
-.007
.644a
D greymin
-.628
.029
D greyavg
.056
-.420
Landscape
-.303
-.167
type
a. Measures of Sampling Adequacy(MSA)

D greymin D greyavg
-.628
.029
-.710a
-.201

.056
-.420
-.201
.572a

Landscape
type
-.303
-.167
-.354
.113

-.354

113

.822a

Appendix E

Results of the landscape
preference survey
This appendix regroups all non-essential material to accompany the analysis carried
out in chapter 7. It follows the structure of the corresponding chapter. Screenshots of
the online survey are included first. The descriptive analysis of the preference scale and
subscales are then presented, followed by the analysis of the demographic predictors of
landscape preference , and finally the statistical analysis of the effect of landscape type
on the ratings.

E.1 Online survey
This section presents excerpts of text and screenshots from the online survey disseminated in France and the United Kingdom to collect preference data.

E.1.1

Introduction text

This text was on the front page when participants clicked on the link to the survey.
English
“This survey is part of a research project currently being carried out at the Edinburgh College of Art, the University of Edinburgh, in Scotland. The study intends to
explore the influence of fractal dimension on landscape preference. In other words, its
aim is to evaluate the correlation between the geometric structure of a photograph of
a natural environment and our responses to that environment.
In order to complete this questionnaire, you will be asked to rate 26 black and
white images of landscape scenes on three different scales: attractiveness, stimulation
and scenic quality. The pictures will be displayed for 10 seconds only but the scales will
remain if you need more time to make your decision. However, the purpose of this short
exposition is to obtain instant responses so don’t think too much about it! Remember
that there is no right or wrong answer: it is just your opinion that is needed.
After the 10 seconds mark the picture will disappear and your responses will be
recorded automatically. The survey should take between 15 and 20 minutes to complete.
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All personal data will be stored securely and deleted at the end of the survey.
Eventually, the data gathered will be used to assist those wishing to alter the landscape
at any scale to do so in a manner sensitive to the perceived scenic quality of the original
setting, and to preserve important characteristics such as naturalness and complexity in
planned environments. This means your contribution is very important and valuable
and will make a big difference in our understanding of visual perception of natural
environments and in the future of landscape design.
All images are courtesy of the Forestry Commission Scotland.”
French
“Ce questionnaire fait partie d’un projet de recherche actuellement en cours au
Edinburgh College of Art et l’Université d’Edimbourg en Ecosse. Cette étude tente
d’évaluer l’influence de la dimension fractale d’un paysage sur nos préférences. En
d’autres termes, nous nous intéressons à la corrélation entre la structure géométrique
d’une photographie d’un environnement naturel et les réponses psychologiques que cet
environnement génère.
Le principe du questionnaire est simple : Pour le remplir, il vous suffit d’évaluer 26
images de paysages en noir et blanc sur trois échelles différentes : attraction, stimulation
et qualité scénique. Les images seront affichées pendant seulement 10 secondes avant
de disparaitre, mais les échelles de notation resteront à l’écran pour vous permettre de
prendre votre décision.
Cependant, il est bon de noter que l’intérêt de limiter le temps d’affichage des images est d’obtenir une réponse immédiate et instinctive, donc ne réfléchissez pas trop
! Rappelez-vous qu’il n’y a pas de bonne ou mauvaise réponse : c’est votre opinion
qui compte. Apres les 10 secondes, et si vous avez répondu à toutes les questions,
vos réponses seront automatiquement enregistrées et l’image suivante apparaitra. Le
questionnaire devrait vous prendre entre 15 et 20minutes.
Les informations personnelles qui vous sont demandées seront stockées de manière
anonyme sur un serveur sécurisé et détruites a la fin du projet. Aucune de ces informations ne sera partagée ou divulguée. Les données collectées lors de ce questionnaire seront utilisées pour assister les acteurs de l’aménagement paysager a n’importe
quelle échelle à planifier leurs aménagement en respectant la qualité scénique perçue du
paysage originel, et en préservant ses caractéristiques de naturalité et de complexité.
Cela signifie que votre contribution est très précieuse et fera une grande différence
dans notre compréhension de la perception visuelle des paysages et dans le futur de
l’aménagement paysager.
Toutes les images sont gracieusement prêtées par la Forestry Commission Scotland.”

E.1.2

Warm-up round text

Introduction text
English “Before we start, here is a little warm-up round. You will be shown 5
images. As with the main survey, the image will remain on the screen for 10 seconds.
If you answer within that time, your answers will be automatically recorded and the
next image will show once the remaining time has passed. If you need more time, the
image will disappear but the next one will only appear after you have answered all the
questions.
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Figure E.1: Collection of demographic data Some of the answers were offered in a
drop-down menu, while others could be given freely through a text box that appeared
when participants clicked on the ”Others” option. Some choices of answers, such as the
ones given for the variable relating to the environment of childhood, could be explained
by hovering the mouse over the ”?” icon. Similarly, clicking on the ”why do you need
my email address” link would open a pop up window with the relevant information.
The page looked identical for the French survey with only the text being replaced by
the French translation.
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This should give you an idea of how the survey works. None of the answers you
give in this warm-up round will be stored on our server or used in the survey.
French “Avant de commencer, voici un petit échauffement où il vous est proposé de
regarder 5 images. Comme pour le reste du questionnaire, les images resteront à l’écran
pendant 10 secondes. Si vous répondez suffisamment rapidement, vos réponses seront
automatiquement enregistrées et l’image suivante apparaitra une fois que les secondes
restantes se soient écoulées. S’il vous faut plus de temps, l’image disparaitra mais la
suivante ne s’affichera que lorsque vous aurez répondu à l’ensemble des questions.
Ces exemples vous donneront une idée du déroulement du questionnaire. Aucune
des réponses données pendant l’échauffement ne sera enregistrée.”
Closure text
English “Thank you for completing the warm-up round. You should now have a
good idea of how much time you have to answer the questions for each image. Let’s
move onto the proper survey!”
French “Merci d’avoir complété l’échauffement. Vous devriez maintenant avoir une
bonne idée du temps a votre disposition pour répondre aux questions. Passons maintenant aux choses sérieuses ! ”

E.1.3

French translation of survey questions and answers

1. Trouvez-vous cette scène attrayante ?
Pas du tout attrayante
Peu attrayant
Ni attrayante ni repoussante
Plutôt attrayante
Très attrayante
2. Avez-vous envie d’explorer ce paysage ?
Pas du tout envie
Peu envie
Ni envie, ni pas envie
Plutôt envie
Très envie
3. Aimez-vous bien ce paysage (par exemple comme vue de votre maison de vacances) ?
Je n’aime pas du tout
Je n’aime pas trop
Je n’aime pas, mais je ne déteste pas
J’aime bien
J’aime beaucoup
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End of the survey text

This text appeared on the closing screen of the survey, once all questions had been
answered.

English “You have completed the survey! Thank you for your attention and your
time! Those results will help us to see if we can predict our preferences for landscape
scenes using mathematical tools like fractal geometry. This approach stems from a
growing body of research that has been looking at fractal geometry as a new manner
of quantifying characteristics of natural environments like naturalness and complexity,
because of its ability to model natural forms.Don’t hesitate to leave a comment or your
impressions in the text box below. Your contribution is very much appreciated!”

French “Vous avez terminé notre questionnaire! Merci pour votre temps et votre
attention ! Ces résultats vont nous aider a décider s’il est possible de prédire nos
préférences en matière de paysage en utilisant des outils mathématiques tels que la
géométrie fractale. Cette approche s’appuie sur un nombre grandissant d’études s’intéressant
à la géométrie fractale comme nouvelle méthode de description de la naturalité et de
la complexité des environnements naturels. Grace à sa capacité à modéliser les formes
naturelles et en particulier les relations d’échelle et de complexités, la dimension fractale pourrait être une bonne mesure pour prédire nos préférences. N’hésitez pas à
nous laisser vos commentaires et impressions dans l’encart réservé ci- dessous. Votre
contribution nous est très précieuse ! ”

Figure E.2: Screenshot of a page of the survey collecting preference data
Participants had to answers all three questions for the page to automatically move on
to the next image. The page looked identical for the French survey with only the text
being replaced by the French translation.
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Figure E.3: Screenshot of a page of the survey collecting preference data after
10 seconds If the participants did not answer all three questions withing 10 seconds,
the image would disappear and be replaced by a message urging them to do so in order
to move on to the next image. The page looked identical for the French survey with
only the text being replaced by the French translation.

E.1.5

Other text

Links and buttons
English
Landscape Preference Survey
Begin Survey!
Please enter a valid email address
This field is required
Submit
Warm – up round
Start warm-up round
Next image
Warm-up round complete!
Go to images

Français
Questionnaire de Préférence en Paysage
Commencer le questionnaire!
Adresse email non reconnue
Ce champ est obligatoire
Valider
Echauffement
Commencer l’échauffement
Image suivante
Echauffement terminé !
Voir les images

E.2 Preference rating scales
The ratings collected through the survey were given on three sub-scales, each recording a different aspect of preference: Aesthetic, interest and affective. The analysis of
the sub-scales consists mostly in establishing their consistency and reliability in measuring preference.
Results show that the three subscales are very highly correlated, and they all follow a
normal distribution, showing a high level of robustness.
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Table E.1: Collinearity table of the preference subscales, N = 173 This table
reports the correlation coefficients for every sub-scale used in the survey. The very high
results indicates that the data collected on each scale measures the same thing.

Rating on the
Aesthetic scale

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)

Rating on the
Interest scale

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)

Rating on the
Affective scale

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)

Rating on the
Aesthetic scale

Rating on the
Interest scale

Rating on the
Affective scale

1

.893**

891**

0

0

1

.846**

.893**
0

0

.891**

.846**

0

0

1

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table E.2: Test of Normality of the rating scales The preference ratings collected
on each of the scale follow a normal distribution. This allows the use of parametric test
for the rest of the analysis.
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic df
Sig.
Rating on the Aesthetic scale
Rating on the Interest scale
Rating on the Affective scale
Mean average rating

0.051
0.053
0.058
0.057

173
173
173
173

.200*
.200*
.200*
.200*

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic df
Sig.
0.992
0.993
0.989
0.994

173
173
173
173

0.51
0.566
0.177
0.667

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

E.3 Demographic predictors of landscape preference
This section contains the elements of the preliminary analysis of the demographic
factors that generated trends in the ratings. Two variables emerged: the nationality
and the environment of childhood.
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Analysis of variance: Effects of nationality and environment of
childhood on preference

Table E.3: One-way ANOVA of the nationality as a factor of the mean average
rating given by a participant. The results confirm that if the preference ratings are
grouped according to the nationality of the participants, there is a significant difference
between the different groups.
ANOVA
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
6.214
32.987
39.201

df
2
170
172

Mean Square
3.107
.194

F
16.012

Sig.
.000

Table E.4: One-way ANOVA of the environment of childhood as a factor of
the mean average rating given by a participant. The results confirm that if
the mean ratings per participant are grouped according to where participants grew up,
there is a significant difference between the different groups.
ANOVA
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
2.261
36.9407
39.201

df
2
170
172

Mean Square
1.131
.217

F
5.203

Sig.
.006
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Factor analysis: All variables

Table E.5: Factor analysis by Principal Component Analysis, with oblique
rotation. Four factors account for a cumulative 62% of the variation in responses.
Total Variance Explained
Extraction Sums of
Squared Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues
Component

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1.975
1.345
1.199
1.079
0.986
0.73
0.67
0.613
0.401

21.945
14.946
13.327
11.994
10.955
8.113
7.449
6.813
4.457

21.945
36.891
50.218
62.212
73.167
81.281
88.729
95.543
100

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1.975
1.345
1.199
1.079

21.945
14.946
13.327
11.994

21.945
36.891
50.218
62.212

Rotation
Sums of
Squared
Loadingsa
Total
1.834
1.354
1.426
1.107

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. When components are correlated, sums of squared loadings cannot be added to obtain a total variance.

Table E.6: Matrix of Principal Components. Four main factors are identified: (a)
The first factor describes the age, the activity and the creativity of the participants;
(b) the second groups the environment participants were in at the time of the survey
and the one they grew up in; (c) the third, the preference ratings and the participant’s
nationality; (d) the fourth, their gender.

Structure Matrix

Mean average rating
Age
Gender
Country of origin
Activity
ContinentResident
Env child
Env
Creativity

1
-0.106
0.792
0.117
-0.091
0.861
0.148
-0.062
0.209
0.603

Component
2
3
0.18 0.761
0.084 -0.076
-0.02 -0.077
-0.063 0.799
0.143 -0.024
0.342
0.18
0.803
0.13
0.72 -0.222
0.1 -0.312

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

4
-0.237
0.192
0.873
0.14
0.033
-0.069
-0.175
0.218
-0.386
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Table E.7: Verification of the significance of the factor analysis. Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity rejects the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity
matrix, and therefore the factor analysis is appropriate.
KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

0.546

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

150.596
36
0

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

E.3.3

Decision trees

The trees were generated using a CHAID analysis of the decision process within
participants that lead to their ratings.

Figure E.4: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings on the Aesthetic subscale The first factor to influence the participant’s aesthetic ratings is their
Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to influence the decision process
is the environment participants grew up in.

Figure E.5: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings on the Interest
subscaleThe first factor to influence the participant’s interest ratings is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to influence the decision process is the
environment participants grew up in.
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Figure E.6: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings on the Affective subscale.The first factor to influence the participant’s affective ratings is their
Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to influence the decision process
is the environment participants grew up in.

E.3.4

Effect of the Environment of Childhood

The participants were asked to select one out of three types of landscapes (urban,
periurban and rural) to represent the environment they grew up in. This was shown to
be one of the main predictors of landscape preference.

Figure E.7: Error bar graphs of mean ratings and 95% confidence intervals,
by environment of childhood. Each diagram represent the rating on a different
scale, and the bottom-right represents the average preference. The graphs show a clear
difference in the rating behaviour of participants who grew up in urban environments.
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Table E.8: ANOVA - Analysis of the differences between participants’ variation in ratings depending on the environment they grew up in. The differences
between each groups are significant on every rating scale, but less so on the interest
scale.
ANOVA of differences by Environment of Childhood
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean F
Square

Sig.

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

2.451
37.328
39.778

2
170
172

1.225
0.22

5.581

0.004

Aesthetic ratings

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

1.866
38.4
40.266

2
170
172

0.933
0.226

4.13

0.018

Interest ratings

2.344
38.658
41.002

2
170
172

1.172
0.227

5.155

0

Preference ratings

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Table E.9: Levene’s test of the preference variablesThe results confirm the homogeneity of the variances across all three sub-scales of preference.
Test of Homogeneity of Variance
Levene
Statistic
Aesthetic
ratings

Interest
ratings

Preference
ratings

df1

df2

Sig.
.448
.472

Based on Mean
Based on Median

.807
.755

2
2

170
170

Based on Median and with
adjusted df

.755

2

164.309 .472

Based on trimmed mean

.806

2

170

.448

Based on Mean
Based on Median

.708
.711

2
2

170
170

.494
.492

Based on Median and with
adjusted df

.711

2

168.310 .492

Based on trimmed mean

.707

2

170

.495

Based on Mean
Based on Median

2.207
2.171

2
2

170
170

.113
.117

Based on Median and with
adjusted df

2.171

2

162.986 .117

Based on trimmed mean

2.215

2

170

.112
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Table E.10: Independent sample t-test, comparison between ratings from
participants who grew up in periurban areas and those who grew up in the
countryside, on all scales. The test compares the mean of the two independent
samples and confirms that they are statistically the same, meaning participants who
grew up in either periurban or rural environments had the same preferences.
Independent Samples t-test
Levene’s Test

t-test for Equality of Means

F

Sig.

t

df

95%
Sig.
Confidence
Mean Std.
(2Interval Diff
Diff. Error
Diff. Lower Upper
tailed)

Aesthetic
scale

1

0.32

1.237

98

.219

.11

.089

-.07

.286

Interest
scale

.02

.889

.556

98

.579

.050

.09

-.13

.23

.661

.52

98

.604

.044

.085

-.12

.215

Affective
.193
scale
*Variances are equal

Table E.11: Independent sample t-test, comparison between ratings from
participants who grew up in periurban areas and those who grew up in the
city (urban area), on all scales. The test compares the mean of the two independent
samples and confirms that they are significantly different, meaning participants who
grew up in urban areas behave differently, in their preference judgement, than those
who grew up in suburbs or rural areas.
Independent Samples t-test
Levene’s Test

t-test for Equality of Means
95%
Std.
Sig.
Confidence
Mean
(2Interval Diff
Diff. Error
Diff. Lower Upper
tailed)

F

Sig.

t

df

Aesthetic
scale

.028

.867

3.095

116 .002

-.286

.092

-.47

-.103

Interest
scale

.911

.326

-2.52

116 .013

-.234

.093

-.42

-.05

.174

-2.7

116 .008

-.26

.095

-.45

-.068

Affective
1.870
scale
*Variances are equal
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E.4 Differences between landscape types
This section presents all the non-essential statistical analysis of the preference data
that focuses on the within-subjects differences in rating between the images of fields
and the images of forests. Because of its large size, exceeding a full page, the full
ANOVA table of the different scales of ratings (table E.14) can be found page 284.
Table E.15: Paired t-test : Meadows and Forest ratings The differences in ratings
between the two types of scenes are significant across all rating scales.
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95%
Confidence
Mean Std. Std.
Interval of Diff
Dev. Er-

t

df

ror
Mean

Lower Upper
-.348 -.206

Sig.
(2tailed)

Pair 1: Aesthetic
ratings (Forests and
Meadows)
Pair 2: Interest ratings
(Forests and Meadows)

-.277

.474

.036

.404

.484

.0368 .331

.477

10.97 172 .000

Pair 3: Affective
ratings (Forests and
Meadows)
Pair 4: Mean
preference ratings
(Forests and Meadows)

.195

.484

.0368 .122

.268

5.3

172 .000

.292

.446

.034

.359

8.62

172 .000

.225

172 .000
7.692

Table E.16: Correlations between ratings for two landscape types The preference ratings are strongly correlated between the two types of scenes, across all scales.

Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair

1:
2:
3:
4:

E.4.1

Paired Samples Correlations
N
Aesthetic ratings (Forests and Meadows)
173
Interest ratings (Forests and Meadows)
173
Affective ratings (Forests and Meadows)
173
Mean preference ratings (Forests and Meadows) 173

Correlation
.610
.600
.607
.625

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000

Images of meadows

This section presents the non-essential elements of the statistical analysis of the
data pertaining to the rating of images of low-vegetation landscapes, in order to create
a predictive model of preference.
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Decision trees

Figure E.8: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images of
meadows on the Aesthetic subscale. The first factor to influence the participant’s
aesthetic ratings of meadow images is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the
second factor to influence the decision process is the participants’ level of creativity.

Figure E.9: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images of
meadows on the Interest subscale. The first factor to influence the participant’s
interest ratings is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to
influence the decision process is the participants’ level of creativity.

Figure E.10: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images of
meadows on the Affective subscale. The first factor to influence the participant’s
interest ratings is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to
influence the decision process is the type of environment the participant grew up in.
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Table E.17: Independent t-test for the effect of Creativity on the average
rating of meadows. The t-test show the correlation is not significant.
Independent Samples Test
Levene’s
Test for
Equality
of Variances

F

Average
preference
rating
for
Meadows

E.4.2

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

Sig.

t-test for Equality of Means

t

1.382 0.241 1.77

df

171

95% Confidence
Sig. Mean Std. Interval of
(2the
Diff. Error
tailed)
Diff. Difference
Lower Upper

0.078 0.14450.081630.016

0.305

1.853 140.3270.066 0.14450.077 0.009

0.298

Images of Forests

This section presents the non-essential elements of the statistical analysis of the data
pertaining to the rating of images of forest landscapes, in order to create a predictive
model of preference.

E.4.2.1

Decision trees

Figure E.11: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the average preference
ratings of images of forests The first factor to influence the participant’s ratings
of forest images is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor to
influence the decision process is the type of environment the participant grew up in.
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Figure E.12: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images
of forests on the Aesthetic scale The main factor to influence the participant’s
aesthetic ratings of forest images is their Nationality.

Figure E.13: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images of
forests on the Interest scale The main factor to influence the participant’s interest
ratings of forest images is their Nationality.

Figure E.14: Decision tree (exhaustive CHAID) for the ratings of images of
forests on the Affective scale The first factor to influence the participant’s affective
ratings of forest images is their Nationality. Within the larger group, the second factor
to influence the decision process is the type of environment the participant grew up in.
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Table E.12: Correlations between predictors. The table displays all Pearson correlation coefficients between all demographic variables, N=173. There is no correlation between the two main predictors, nationality (Country of origin) and environment
(Envt) of childhood. The strongest correlation is between age and activity, which makes
sense considering the proportion of students in this sample.
Correlations

Age

Corr.
Sig.

1

0.138
0.07

-0.058
0.447

.530**
0

0.007
0.924

-0.013
0.868

.248**
0.001

Envt
at the
time
of the
survey
0.134
0.078

Gender

Corr.
Sig.

0.138
0.07

1

-0.005
0.945

0.082
0.281

-0.065
0.399

-0.027
0.728

-0.049
0.524

0.089
0.247

Country
of origin

Corr.
Sig.

-0.058
0.447

-0.005
0.945

1

-0.081
0.292

-0.023
0.767

0.063
0.408

.197**
0.01

-0.107
0.163

Activity

Corr.
Sig.

.530**
0

0.082
0.281

-0.081
0.292

1

-0.045
0.554

0.121
0.113

.340**
0

.181*
0.017

Envt of
childhood

Corr.
Sig.

0.007
0.924

-0.065
0.399

-0.023
0.767

-0.045
0.554

1

0.079
0.302

0.023
0.76

.266**
0

Country
of
residence

Corr.
Sig.

-0.013
0.868

-0.027
0.728

0.063
0.408

0.121
0.113

0.079
0.302

1

0.025
0.749

0.084
0.273

Corr.

.248**

-0.049

.340**

0.023

0.025

1

0.097

Sig.

0.001

0.524

.197**
0.01

0

0.76

0.749

Corr.
Sig.

0.134
0.078

0.089
0.247

-0.107
0.163

.181*
0.017

.266**
0

0.084
0.273

Creativity

Envt at
the time
of the
survey

Age

Gender Country Activity Envt
of oriof
gin
childhood

Country Creaof
tivity
Residence

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

0.204
0.097
0.204

1
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Table E.13: Analysis of variance - The effect of scene type on the ratings from
different groups of participant depending on their nationality French participants rated all images lower than the other participants but discriminated less between
landscape types, and the effect of the scene type was only statistically significant on
the Interest subscales. Similarly, for British participants, the effect is most important
on the interest sub-scale but it is also significant on the affective scale.
ANOVA

Aesthetics ratings
from French
participants
Interest ratings
from French
participants
Affective ratings
from French
participants
Aesthetic ratings
from British
participants
Interest ratings
from British
participants
Affective ratings
from British
participants

Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

.479

1

.479

2.451

.131

4.694
5.173

24
25

.196

1.016

1

1.016

6.982

.014

3.493
4.509

24
25

.1465

.149

1

.149

.818

.375

4.377
4.526

24
25

.182

.628

1

.628

3.784

.064

3.982
4.610

24
25

.166

1.784

1

1.784

16.505

.000

2.594
4.377

24
25

.108

.789

1

.789

5.499

.028

3.445
4.234

24
25

.144
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Table E.14: Analysis of variance - The effect of scene type on the ratings from
different groups of participant depending on what environment they grew
up in Participants who grew up in periurban areas discriminated the most between
the two types of scenes, forest and meadows, particularly on the interest scale. The
other two groups of participants also rated the two types of scenes differently on that
scale, but less so, and it did not significantly influence their rating on other scales.

Aesthetics ratings
from urban
participants
Aesthetics ratings
from periurban
participants
Aesthetics ratings
from rural
participants
Interest ratings
from urban
participants
Interest ratings
from periurban
participants
Interest ratings
from rural
participants
Affective ratings
from urban
participants
Affective ratings
from periurban
participants
Affective ratings
from rural
participants

Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Total

Sum
df
of
Squares

Mean F
Square

Sig.

0.618

1

0.618

3.11

0.091

4.772
5.391

24
25

0.199

0.758

1

0.758

3.622

0.069

5.024
5.783

24
25

0.209

0.202

1

0.202

1.266

0.272

3.823
4.025

24
25

0.159

1.126

1

1.126

7.535

0.011

3.586
4.711

24
25

0.149

1.847

1

1.847

11.367

0.003

3.9
5.747

24
25

0.162

0.518

1

0.518

4.811

0.038

2.584
3.102

24
25

0.108

0.22

1

0.22

1.089

0.307

4.842
5.061

24
25

0.202

0.682

1

0.682

3.872

0.061

4.225
4.907

24
25

0.176

0.068

1

0.068

0.535

0.472

3.051
3.12

24
25

0.127

Appendix F

Results of the correlations
between fractal dimensions and
preference
This appendix compiles all non-essential material to follow the reading of chapter 8
which presents the relationship between the fractal dimensions of images and their
preference ratings.

F.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table F.1: Summary table of the fractal dimensions of the images in the
survey (N = 26), average of both softwares. The values of the fractal dimension of
the silhouette outline covers a wider range than those of the extracted edges. They are
also typically much lover, with a mean at M = 1.24 against M = 1.67 for the extracted
edges.
Image segmentation
Silhouette outline
Extracted edges
Greyscale (min)
Greyscale (max)
Greyscale (avg)

Range of
values
1.01-1.58
1.16-1.87
1.00-1.53
1.66-1.87
1.16-1.68

Mean
1.24
1.67
1.20
1.77
1.50
285

Standard
deviation
.16
.15
.17
.05
.13
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F.2 Correlation tables between preference and fractal dimension

Table F.2: Partial correlation table, between methods of fractal analysis and
preference ratings, controlling for landscape type The fractal dimension of the
extracted edges is the only fractal measure to be correlated to some of the preference
sub-scales, once the effect of the type of landscape has been accounted for.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.166
.428

Average
Interest
ratings
.141
.502

Average
Affective
ratings
.121
.565

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.419*
.037

.458*
.021

.375
.065

Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.261
.208

.256
.217

.208
.318

Maximum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.064
.762

.139
.508

.020
.924

.102
.135
.627
.52
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed, df = 23).
Average fractal D
from greyscale

F.2.1

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.029
.889

Partial correlations by landscape types

Table F.3: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for images of forests (N = 13). The fractal dimension of the extracted
edges is significantly correlated to all three preference sub-scales when participants are
rating images of forests.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
-.026
.903

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.410*
.051

.026
.903
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Interest
ratings
-.128
.542

Average
Affective
ratings
-.103
.625

.462*
.028

.436*
.038

.026
.903

-.051
.807
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Table F.4: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for images of meadows (N = 13). The fractal dimension of the extracted
edges is significantly correlated to all three preference sub-scales when participants are
rating images of meadows.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.256
.222

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.538*
.010

.275
.197
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Minimum D from
greyscale

F.2.2

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Interest
ratings
.348
.099

Average
Affective
ratings
.308
.1431

.503*
.017

.487*
.020

.368
.085

.327
.125

Partial correlations for different sub-populations

Table F.5: Correlation table, between D values and preference ratings for
French participants (N = 26). The fractal dimension of the extracted edges is
strongly correlated to all three preference sub-scales of French participant. French interest preference is also significantly correlated to the fractal dimension of the silhouette
outline and its correlate.
Average
Aesthetic
ratings

Average
Interest
ratings

Average
Affective
ratings

D of the
silhouette outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.237
.090

.306*
.029

.120
.390

D of the
extracted edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.428**
.002

.404**
.004

.361**
.010

.333*
.018

.159
.260

Correlation
Minimum D from
.264
greyscale
Sig. (2-tailed)
.060
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table F.6: Correlation table, between D values and preference ratings for
British participants (N = 26). British preference ratings are significantly correlated
with every measure of fractal dimension. The correlation is much stronger with the
fractal dimension of the extracted edges.
Average
Aesthetic
ratings

Average
Interest
ratings

Average
Affective
ratings

D of the
silhouette outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.291*
.040

.393**
.005

.291*
.038

D of the
extracted edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.453**
.001

.406**
.004

.416**
.003

Correlation
Minimum D from
.338*
.441**
greyscale
Sig. (2-tailed)
.018
.002
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

.288*
.042

Table F.7: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural areas (N =
26). The preference ratings of participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural areas
were strongly correlated to the fractal dimension of the extracted edges, and weakly
correlated to the minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.260
0.64

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.496**
.000

.443**
.002

.451**
.001

Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.288*
.042

.378**
.007

.281*
.047

Maximum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

-.125
.377

-.206
.145

-.156
.270

.187
.185

.177
.208

.209
.139
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Average D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Interest
ratings
.375**
0.008

Average
Affective
ratings
0.216
0.123
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Table F.8: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for participants who grew up in urban areas (N = 26).The preference
ratings of participants who grew up in urban areas were only correlated to the fractal
dimension of the extracted edges. Their interest rating were also weakly correlated to
the fractal dimension of the silhouette outlines and its correlate.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.241
0.85

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.377**
.007

.412**
.003

.291*
.038

Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.231
.102

.306*
.030

.175
.215

Maximum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

-.180
.200

-.190
.178

-.200
.157

.162
.251

.016
.912

-.140
.321
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Average D from
greyscale

F.2.3

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Interest
ratings
.307*
0.029

Average
Affective
ratings
0.192
0.171

Partial correlation tables, controlling for landscape type

The non-parametric correlations are recalculated, controlling for the effect of the
landscape type on preference. Because of their strong collinearity with the landscape
type variable, neither the fractal dimension of the silhouette outline nor the minimum
fractal dimension estimated from greyscale are correlated with preference ratings. For
the participants who grew up in urban areas, there are no longer any correlation between
D and preference, regardless of the method used to estimate D, or the preference subscale.
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Table F.9: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for participants who grew up in peri-urban or rural areas (N = 26),
controlling for landscape type. The fractal dimension of the extracted edges is now
the only value of D correlated to participants’ preference ratings.

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.204
.329

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.507*
.010

.506*
.010

.452*
.023

Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.313
.128

.282
.172

.299
.147

Maximum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.135
.519

.177
.397

.077
.715

.163
.435

.113
.591

.160
.444
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Average D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Interest
ratings
.172
.410

Average
Affective
ratings
.179
.393

Table F.10: Correlation between methods of fractal analysis and preference
ratings, for participants who grew up in urban areas (N = 26), controlling for
landscape type. Once the effect of landscape type has been accounted for, there is no
longer any correlation between the fractal dimension of the images and the participants
ratings, if those participants grew up in urban areas.
Average
Interest
ratings
.127
.546

Average
Affective
ratings
.107
.611

D of the silhouette
outline

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Average
Aesthetic
ratings
.132
.529

D of the extracted
edges

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.359
.078

.389
.055

.257
.214

Minimum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.201
.336

.202
.332

.144
.492

Maximum D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.008
.971

.098
.641

-.050
.812

Average D from
greyscale

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.082
.697

.125
.550

-.045
.831
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F.3 Predicting preference using D
This section gathers all statistics tables produced as part of the multiple regression
models created to predict preference based on the fractal dimensions of images.

F.3.1

Predicting interest

The interest sub-scale was the most correlated with the values of the fractal dimension , and therefore is the best possible dependent variable representing preference.

Table F.11: Descriptive Statistics

Average Interest ratings
Fractal dimension of the extracted edges
(average of the two software)
Minimum fractal dimension measured from
greyscale (average of the two software)

Mean Std. Deviation

N

3.5842
1.6689

.41014
.15512

26
26

1.2011

.17048

26

Table F.12: Correlations between the predictors used in the regression N=26.
The two independent variables are not correlated.
Correlations

Pearson
Correlation

Sig.
(1tailed)

Average Interest
ratings
Fractal dimension of
the extracted edges
Minimum fractal
dimension measured
from greyscale
Average Interest
ratings
Fractal dimension of
the extracted edges
Minimum fractal
dimension measured
from greyscale

Average
Interest
ratings

Fractal dimension
of the extracted
edges

Minimum
fractal
dimension
measured from
greyscale

1.000

.499

.519

.499

1.000

.329

.519

.329

1.000

.005

.003

.005
.003

.050
.050
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Table F.13: Model summary table. The model accounts for 33.7% of the variation
in interest scores.
Model Summaryc
Model R

1

.625a

R
AdSquare justed
R
Square

Std.
Change Statistics
Error R
F
of the Square
df2
Change df1
EstimateChange

.390

.33395

.337

.390

7.355

2

23

DurbinWatson
Sig.
F
Change
.003

.864

a. Predictors: (Constant), Minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale
(average of the two software), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of
the two software)
b. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings

Table F.14: ANOVA - Analysis of variance of the model. The model is significant.
Model

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

1.640
2.565
4.205

2
23
25

.820
.112

7.355

.003b

Regression
Residual
Total

a. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings
b. Predictors: (Constant), Minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale
(average of the two software), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of
the two software)
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Table F.15: Coefficient table The model express interest rating as: Interest =
.811 + .972 × (D edges) + .958 × (D greymin)
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Standardized
t
CoeffiCoefficients
cients

Model

1

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

.811

.763

Fractal
dimension of
the extracted
edges

.972

.456

Minimum
fractal
dimension
measured from
greyscale

.958

.415

Sig.

Collinearity Statistics

Tolerance

Beta
1.064

.299

.368

2.132

.044

.891

.398

2.308

.030

.891

VIF

1.122

1.122

a. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings

F.3.2

Predicting preference for the sub-populations

This section presents the various prediction models drafted to predict the preference
of the sub-populations previously identified in the survey sample.

F.3.2.1

Predicting the preference of British participants

The variables representing the fractal dimension of the extracted edges and the
minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale were entered as predictors into
a multiple regression using the backwards stepwise method. The final model used
both predictors, explained 37.2% of the variance and was significant (F(2,23) = 8.391,
p<.005). Similar models were produced for each of the sub-scales and the strongest
was devised to predict the interest scale, with 48.6% of the variance in ratings on that
scale being explained by both predictors.
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Table F.16: Model summary table. The model accounts for 44.8 % of the variation
in interest scores.
Model Summaryc
Model R

1

.726

R
AdSquare justed
R
Square

Std.
Change Statistics
Error R
F
of the Square
df2
Change df1
EstimateChange

0.527

0.3

0.486

0.527

12.818

a

2

23

DurbinWatson
Sig.
F
Change
0

1.681

a. Predictors: (Constant), Minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale
(average of the two software), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of
the two software)
b. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings for British participants

Table F.17: Analysis of variance of the model. The model is significant.

ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

2.307
2.07
4.377

2
23
25

1.154
0.09

12.818

.000

Regression
Residual
Total

b

b. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings for British participants
c. Predictors: (Constant), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of the
two software)

F.3.2.2

Predicting the preference of participants who grew up in periurban
or rural environments

The variables representing the fractal dimension of the extracted edges and the
minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale were entered as predictors into a
multiple regression using the backwards stepwise method. The final model used both
predictors, and explained 30.2% of the variance and is significant (F(2,23) = 6.413,
p<.01)1 .

1

See ?? F.3.2.2.
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Table F.18: Model summary table. The model accounts for 44.8 % of the variation
in interest scores.
Model Summaryc
Model R

1

.598

R
AdSquare justed
R
Square

Std.
Change Statistics
Error R
F
of the Square
df2
Change df1
EstimateChange

0.358

0.33884 0.358

0.302

6.413

2

23

DurbinWatson
Sig.
F
Change
0.006

1.631

a

a. Predictors: (Constant), Minimum fractal dimension measured from greyscale
(average of the two software), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of
the two software)
b. Dependent Variable: Mean Preference ratings for participants who grew up in
rural or periurban areas.

Table F.19: Analysis of variance of the model. The model is significant.
ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

1.473
2.641
4.113

2
23
25

0.736
0.115

6.413

.006b

Regression
Residual
Total

b. Dependent Variable: Mean Preference ratings for participants who grew up in rural or periurban areas.
c. Predictors: (Constant), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of the
two software)

F.3.3

Predicting preference for different landscape types

The fractal dimension of the extracted edges was entered as the only predictor into a
multiple regression model with the interest rating scores as the dependent variable.Since
the landscape type was accounted for, the fractal dimension of the extracted edges was
the only variable still correlated with preference ratings.
The procedure was repeated for the images of meadows, and a similar model was
built to predict the interest scores obtained for those images. Unfortunately, that model
was not significant (F(1,11) = 2.300, p = .158) and is therefore not documented here.

Table F.20: Model summary table. The model accounts for 35.2% of the variation
in interest scores for forest images.
Model Summarya,c
Model R

1

.637

R
AdSquare justed
R
Square

Std.
Change Statistics
Error R
F
of the Square
df2
Change df1
EstimateChange

.406

.29449

.352

.406

7.513

1

11

DurbinWatson
Sig.
F
Change
.019

.915

b

a. Landscape type = Forest
b. Predictors: (Constant), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of the
two software)
c. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings

Table F.21: Analysis of variance of the model. The model is significant.
ANOVAa,b
Model

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

.652
.954
1.606

1
11
12

.652
.087

7.513

.019b

Regression
Residual
Total

a. Landscape type = Forest
b. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings
c. Predictors: (Constant), Fractal dimension of the extracted edges (average of the
two software)

Table F.22: Coefficient table. The interest rating for forest images is expressed as
Interest = −.463 + 2.494 × (D edges)
Coefficientsa,b
Model

1

(Constant)
Fractal dimension
of the extracted
edges

Unstandardized
cients
B
Std.
Error
-.463
2.494

1.552
.910

a. Landscape type = Forest
a. Dependent Variable: Average Interest ratings

Coeffi-

Standardized
t
Coefficients
Beta

.637

-.298
2.741

Sig.

.771
.019

Glossary
affine The quality of having affinity. An affine transformation is a transformation
which preserves collinearity and therefore the straightness and parallel nature of
lines, and the ratios of distances1 . 40, 50
binary image An image where pixels are exclusively either black or white. 49, 78, 82,
113, 116, 118
Brownian motion The erratic random movement of microscopic particles in a fluid.
Named after Robert Brown (1773–1858), the Scottish botanist who first observed
the motion. 41, 49, 65
BW Black/White: This mode of fractal analysis offered by HarFA allows the boxcounting method to only count the boxes partially filled with a piece of the object.
107, 117, 131, 205, 252
BW + B Black/White and Black: This mode of fractal analysis offered by HarFA
allows the box-counting method to count any box completely or partially filled
with a piece of the object. 107, 131
BW + W Black/White and White: This mode of fractal analysis offered by HarFA
allows the box-counting method to count any box completely or partially filled
with a piece of the background. 107, 131
complexity The quality of consisting of or comprehending various parts united or
connected together; Being formed by combination of different elements1 . 8, 16,
17, 33, 34, 57, 73, 112, 144, 196, 198, 207
D Common notation of the fractal dimension, see fractal dimension. 8, 9, 42, 46,
49, 52, 57, 69, 70, 71, 73, 109, 138, 175, 176, 178, 181, 197, 199
fractal An object that displays self-similarity and scale invariance. 38, 39, 41, 46, 96
fractal spectrum In this thesis, refers to the HarFA software tool which carries out
a separate fractal analysis for each intensity level present in an image. The result
is a curve representing the fractal dimension as a function of pixel intensity. 66,
83, 108, 109, 110, 116, 137, 138, 139, 140, 142, 194, 195, 196, 205
fractal dimension An object’s degree of irregularity and break (noted D) . For a
straight line, D = 1; For a filled plane, D = 2. A fractal pattern has a dimension
between 1 and 2. 8, 42, 46, 53, 57, 58, 60, 72, 130, 131, 136, 141, 176, 177, 178,
202
297

hyperpolarization An increase in the potential difference across the membrane of
a nerve fibre above the normal resting potential, so that the inside of the fibre
becomes (or is) even more negative with respect to the outside1 . 25
integer A whole number, such as 1, -4 or 15, as opposed to a rational or real number.
44, 46, 96
multifractal A fractal composed of many fractals with different fractal dimensions
nested within each other. 53, 54, 95, 198, 208
naturalness The quality of possessing the distinctive features of a naturally occurring
object, landscape, etc.: the appearance of being unchanged or unspoilt by human
intervention1 . 8, 30, 31, 32, 57, 72, 73, 96, 112, 144, 195, 198, 202
power spectrum The distribution of the energy of a waveform among its different
frequency components (for a digital image, it will be expressed by the frequency
of its pixels’ intensity). Can be obtained using a Fourier transform. 50
power law Functional relationship between two quantities, where a relative change
in one quantity results in a proportional relative change in the other quantity,
independent of the initial size of those quantities: one quantity varies as a power
of another. 46
scale invariant Objects that do not change if scales of length or other variables are
multiplied by a common factor. An extreme case of self-similarity . 54
self-similarity A type of symmetry where an object is similar to itself at a different
time, or to a copy of itself on a different scale1 . 41, 44, 46, 89
self-affinity A type of self-similarity where the scaling factors are different on the x
and y axis, resulting in skewed replicas. 40
thresholding A segmentation method based on pixel intensity value. A threshold of
intensity is chosen and all pixels under or over that value turn to either black or
white, resulting in a binary image. 79, 80, 82, 83, 87, 108, 116, 146, 200, 205

1

Definitions from the Oxford English Dictionary OED Online - March 2017 at http://www.oed.com
[Accessed: April 2017].
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